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Abstract
This paper presents a new adaptive multiscale homogenization scheme for the simulation of damage and fracture in
concrete structures. A two-scale homogenization method, coupling meso-scale discrete particle models to macro-
scale finite element models, is formulated into an adaptive framework. A continuum multiaxial failure criterion for
concrete is calibrated on the basis of fine-scale simulations, and it serves as the adaptive criterion in the multiscale
framework. Thus, in this approach, simulations start without assigning any material Representative Volume Element
(RVE) to the macro-scale finite elements. The finite elements that meet the adaptive criterion and must be entered
into the multiscale homogenization framework are detected on the fly. This leads to a substantial reduction of the
computational cost especially for loading conditions leading to damage localization in which only a small portion of
the FE mesh is enriched with the homogenized RVE. Several numerical simulations are carried out to investigate the
capability of the developed adaptive homogenization method. In addition, a detailed study on the computational cost
is performed.
Keywords: Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization; Adaptive Criteria; Concrete Damage and Fracture.
1. Introduction
All natural and man-made engineering materials are heterogeneous at a certain length scale. Macroscopic mechanical
properties of materials, such as Young’s modulus, tensile and compressive strengths, hygrothermal characteristics,
etc., strongly depend on the features of their constitutive heterogeneities. For instance, mechanical properties of con-
crete, the most used engineering material on earth, directly depend on the mechanical properties of aggregate, cement,
admixtures, aggregate size distribution, and aggregate volume fraction. Therefore, employing detailed fine-scale mod-
els which take material heterogeneities into account is crucial in order to obtain accurate and informative numerical
results. However, the numerical simulation of entire large structural systems such as dams, bridge piers, and nuclear
power plants by fine-scale models lead to an enormous number of degrees of freedom and a prohibitive computa-
tional cost. This has motivated researchers to develop different categories of multiscale computational frameworks,
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by which one can benefit from utilizing an accurate mechanical model in the analysis of a large engineering problem
with a reasonable computational cost. Multiscale analysis frameworks fall into two primary groups [1]. The first
group includes hierarchical multiscale models, in which a fine-scale problem, simulated by a continuous or discrete
mechanical model, is coupled to a macro-scale problem generally simulated by FEM. Hierarchy of the computational
framework is established through solving the macro- and fine-scale problems independently, while information flows
between the scales during the analysis. The second category includes concurrent multiscale models, in which the
problem domain is decomposed into two subdomains. One subdomain is treated as homogeneous continuum modeled
by FEM over which deformations are considered to be in the elastic range, while the other subdomain is modeled by
the detailed fine-scale model of interest. These two subdomains are connected through appropriate constraints, and
the two scales are solved simultaneously.
Multiscale homogenization is a hierarchical method which has been intensively investigated over the past decades.
Analytical homogenization methods were first developed to derive mathematical equations for the effective material
properties of heterogeneous solids based on the exact solution of the fine-scale boundary value problems [2, 3, 4, 5].
However, these approaches are limited to elastic materials with simple periodic internal structures studied under small
deformation fields. Computational homogenization methods were then developed to conquer these limitations. In
these multiscale frameworks, a Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the fine-scale material is constructed and
assigned to each macroscopic computational point. The RVE homogenized response is considered as the effective
material behavior, and no specific constitutive equations are defined at the macro-scale. During each computational
step, the macroscopic strain tensor at a FE Gauss point is applied to the related material RVE as boundary condition.
Next, the RVE solution is used to calculate the homogenized stress tensor, which is then transferred back to the
macroscopic computational point to continue the analysis. Computational homogenization has been widely used in
the analysis of complicated engineering problems [6, 7, 8, 9]. Smith et al. [6] developed a multilevel finite element
method, in which both RVE and macroscopic domains are meshed with FE (FE2), and employed it in the analysis of
perforated viscoelastic materials. Feyel [7] established an FE2 multiscale homogenization framework for generalized
continua, in which curvature and moment stress tensors are taken into account . Kouznetsova [8] formulated a higher
order homogenization scheme in which first and second order gradients of the macroscopic deformation field are
applied on the RVE as boundary conditions. It is shown that in the gradient enhanced homogenization method,
non-uniform macroscopic deformation fields can be reproduced within the RVE boundary value problem. Miehe
et al. [9] used the computational homogenization in the analysis of polycrystalline materials under large plastic
deformations. In addition, computational homogenization method has been used to couple discrete element models
(DEM) to FE. Guo et al. [10] studied nonlinear and dissipative response of granular media under monotonic and
cyclic loading condition by a coupled FEM/DEM approach. Wang [11] recently developed a hierarchical multiscale
hygro-mechanical model to investigate fluid flow in granular media.
Asymptotic Expansion Homogenization (AEH), a more mathematically thorough approach, employs the asymp-
totic expansion of the field variables to derive the governing equilibrium equations and the corresponding boundary
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conditions for the macro- and the RVE-scale boundary value problems [12]. Fish et al. [13] utilized this approach
to study the behavior of atomistic systems using scale separation in both space and time. AEH theory is easy to
implement in computational softwares and has been extensively used by researchers to study the mechanical response
of materials. Hassani and Hinton [14, 15, 16] published a three-paper review, in which they presented details of AEH
theory and its finite element implementation for elastic materials with periodic microstructure. The presented theory
was then used in composite material as well as structural topology optimization. Fish et al. formulated an AEH frame-
work to investigate elasto-plastic behavior of composites [18]. Caglar and Fish [17] proposed a reduced order AEH
approach to simulate nonlinear behavior of fiber composite materials with decreased computational cost. Ghosh et al.
combined the asymptotic expansion approach with Voronoi Cell Finite Element Method (VCFEM) and developed a
multiscale theoretical framework to approximate elastic properties [19] and investigate elasto-plastic response [20] of
composites with random meso-structure.
Within the current literature on the multiscale homogenization methods, computational accuracy of the developed
framework has been more investigated and praised compared to the computational efficiency. One of the major
shortcomings of the classical homogenization methods, in which material RVEs are assigned to all macro-scale FEs
from the beginning of the analysis, is the tremendous computational expenses necessary to solve the boundary value
problems at each integration point at separate scales during the analysis. In engineering problems dealing with fracture
and failure in concrete structures, cracking and damage usually localizes in a certain region of the structure, and
the rest of the material domain remains elastic. Therefore, assigning material RVEs to all macroscopic integration
points is superfluous. In this regard, Ghosh et al. [21, 22] proposed an adaptive concurrent multi-level model for
multiscale simulation of fracture in heterogeneous composites, in which three modeling resolution levels are used.
The macroscopic model uses continuum damage mechanics, the RVE model is based on asymptotic homogenization,
and the microscale simulations of composites are performed by VCFEM. The framework is formulated on the basis
of energy criteria governing the transition between adjacent scales. Regarding analysis of concrete structures, Sun
and Li [23] developed an adaptive concurrent multiscale FEM in which any region of the macroscopic FE model
that meets a specific criteria is replaced by a fine-scale discretization accounting for heterogeneity. In this multiscale
model, concrete behavior is considered to be elastic up to the peak and the adaptive framework is limited to simple
2D problems.
The present study extends the discrete to continuum homogenization method recently developed by the authors
[24] to an adaptive framework specialized for concrete. In [24], Rezakhani and Cusatis presented a homogenization
framework to couple the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) [25, 26] to FE, in which material RVEs simulated
by LDPM are assigned to all macroscopic FEs ahead of the analysis. Two-scale numerical examples were solved,
and computational accuracy of the developed multiscale framework was verified by comparing the results with the
full fine-scale simulations. In the current paper, all macroscopic FEs are initialized with an isotropic linear elastic
constitutive equation. During the simulation, an adaptive scheme automatically detects the FEs that meet a certain
criteria and need to be assigned a material RVE. This strategy leads to a considerable saving in the computational cost
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while the accuracy is still demonstrated to be satisfactory.
2. Review of the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) for concrete
The Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) constructs the geometrical representation of concrete meso-structure
through the following steps: (1) Coarse aggregate pieces, whose shapes are assumed to be spherical, are introduced
into the concrete volume by a try-and-reject random procedure. Aggregate diameters are determined by sampling
an assumed aggregate size distribution function. Spherical aggregates distribution in a typical dogbone specimen is
depicted in Figure 1a. (2) Zero-radius aggregate pieces (nodes) are randomly distributed over the external surfaces
to facilitate the application of boundary conditions. (3) Delaunay tetrahedralization of the generated aggregate cen-
ters and the associated three-dimensional domain tessellation are then carried out to obtain a network of triangular
facets inside each tetrahedral element as shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c illustrates a portion of the tetrahedral element
associated with one of its four nodes I and the corresponding facets. Combining such portions from all tetrahedral
elements connected to the same node I, one obtains the corresponding polyhedral particle which encloses the spherical
aggregate. Two adjacent polyhedral particles interacting through shared triangular facets are depicted in Figure 1d.
Polyhedral particles are considered to be rigid, and triangular facets, on which strain and stress quantities are defined
in vectorial form, are assumed to be the potential material failure locations. Figure 1e presents the polyhedral particle
representation of the typical dogbone specimen. One should consider that spherical aggregates are generated to build
a discrete model which resembles concrete real meso-structure, while they are not directly used in the numerical solu-
tion procedure. Centroid of the spherical aggregates, called “node” for the rest of this paper, and associated polyhedral
particles are the geometrical units that are employed in the numerical analysis. Three sets of equations are necessary
to complete the discrete model framework: definition of strain on each facet, constitutive equation which relates facet
stress vector to facet strain vector, and particle equilibrium equations.
Facet strain definition. Rigid body kinematics is employed to describe the deformation of the lattice/particle system,
and the displacement jump, JuCK, at the centroid of each facet is used to define measures of strain as
α =
1
r
JuCK · eα (1)
where α = N,M, L (N = facet normal strain component; M and L = facet tangential strain components); r = length
of the line that connects the nodes sharing the facet and also the associated tetrahedron edge (see Figure 1b) ; eα are
unit vectors defining a facet local Cartesian system of reference such that eN = is orthogonal to the facet, and eM and
eL = are the facet tangential unit vectors (see Figure 1c).
Facet vectorial constitutive equations. Next, a vectorial constitutive law governing the behavior of the material
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of cement, qw = 1000 kg/m3 is the mass density of water, and
vair is the volume fraction of entrapped or entrained air (typi-
cally 3–4%);
2. Compute the volume fraction of simulated aggregate as
va0 ¼ ½1# Fðd0Þ&va ¼ ½1# ðd0=daÞnF &va;
3. Compute the total volume of simulated aggregate as Va0 = va0V;
4. Compute particle diameters by sampling the cdf in Eq. (2) by a
random number generator: di ¼ d0½1# Pi 1# dq0=dqa
! "&#1=q, where
Pi is a sequence of random numbers between 0 and 1. Fig. 1a
shows a graphical representation of the particle diameter selec-
tion procedure.
5. For each newly generated particle in the sequence, check that
the total volume of generated particles eV a0 ¼Pi pd3i =6# $ does
not exceed Va0. When, for the first time, eVa0 > Va0 occurs, the
current generated particle is discarded, and the particle gener-
ation is stopped.
Fig. 1b shows the comparison between the theoretical sieve
curve (solid line) and the computational sieve curve (circles), ob-
tained through the procedure highlighted above for the generation
of a 100-mm-side cube of concrete characterized by c = 300 kg/m3,
w/c = 0.5, nF = 0.5, d0 = 4 mm, and da = 8 mm.
In order to simulate the external surfaces of the specimen vol-
ume, the generated particles are augmented with zero-diameter
particles (nodes). Assuming that the external surfaces of the spec-
imen volume can be described through sets of vertexes, edges, and
polyhedral faces, one node for each vertex is first added to the par-
ticle list. Then, Ne = INT(Le/hs) and Np ¼ INT Ap=h2s
# $
(where the
operator INT(x) extracts the integer part of the argument x) nodes
are associated with each edge e and polyhedral face p, respectively.
Le is the length of a generic surface edge, Ap is the area of a generic
surface polyhedron, and the average surface mesh size hs is chosen
such that the resolution of the discretization on the surface is com-
parable to the one inside the specimen. Numerical experiments
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Fig. 1. (a) Probability distribution function for particle size generation; (b) theoretical (solid curve) and numerical (circles) sieve curve; (c) particle system for a typical dog-
bone specimen; (d) tetrahedralization for a typical dog-bone specimen; (e) tessellation of a typical LDPM tetrahedron connecting four adjacent particles; (f) edge-point
definition; (g) face-point definition; (h) tet-point definition; and (i) LDPM cells for two adjacent aggregate particle.
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Fig. 1. (a) Probability distribution function for particle size generation; (b) theoretical (solid curve) and numerical (circles) sieve curve; (c) particle system for a typical dog-
bone specimen; (d) tetrahedralization for a typical dog-bone specimen; (e) tessellation of a typical LDPM tetrahedron connecting four adjacent particles; (f) edge-point
definition; (g) face-point definition; (h) tet-point definition; and (i) LDPM cells for two adjacent aggregate particle.
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Figure 1: (a) Spherical aggregate distribution in a typical dogbone specimen. (b) A typical LDPM tetrahedron connecting four
adjacent aggregates and its associated tessellation. (c) Tetrahedron portion associated with aggregate I. (d) LDPM polyhedral
particle enclosing spherical aggregate pieces. (e) Polyhedral particle representation of a typical dogbone specimen.
is imposed at the centroid of each facet. In the elastic regime, the normal and shear stresses are proportional to the
corresponding strains: tN = ENN ; tM = ET M; tL = ET L, where EN = E0; ET = αE0; E0 = effective normal
modulus; α = shear-normal coupling parameter. For stresses and strains beyond the elastic limit, concrete mesoscale
nonlinear phenomena are characterized by three mechanisms and the corresponding facet level vectorial constitutive
equations are briefly described below.
• Fracture and cohesion due to tension and tension-shear. For tensile loading (N > 0), the fracturing behavior is
formulated through an effective strain,  =
√
2N + α(
2
M + 
2
L), and stress, t =
√
t2N + (t
2
M + t
2
L)/α, which are used
to define the facet normal and shear stresses as tN = N(t/); tM = αM(t/); tL = αL(t/). The effective stress t is
incrementally elastic (t˙ = E0˙) and must satisfy the inequality 0 ≤ t ≤ σbt(, ω) where
σbt = σ0(ω) exp [−H0(ω)〈max − 0(ω)〉/σ0(ω)] (2)
in which 〈x〉 = max{x, 0}; 0(ω) = σ0(ω)/E0; tan(ω) = N/√αT = tN √α/tT in which T =
√
2M + 
2
L and
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tT =
√
t2M + t
2
L. ω is the parameter that defines the degree of interaction between shear and normal loading.
max =
√
2N,max + α
2
T,max is a history dependent variable, and max =  in the absence of unloading. The post
peak softening modulus is defined as H0(ω) = Ht(2ω/pi)nt , where nt is the softening exponent, Ht is the softening
modulus in pure tension (ω = pi/2) expressed as Ht = 2E0/ (lt/r − 1); lt = 2E0Gt/σ2t ; and Gt is the mesoscale
fracture energy. LDPM provides a smooth transition between pure tension and pure shear (ω = 0), with a parabolic
variation for strength given by (solid curve in Figure 2a)
σ0(ω) = σtr2st
(
− sin(ω) +
√
sin2(ω) + 4α cos2(ω)/r2st
)
/ [2α cos2(ω)] (3)
where rst = σs/σt is the shear to tensile strength ratio. The dashed line in Figure 2a represents the strength domain
σbt corresponding to max = 4σt/E0. Facet tN and tT versus N and T are shown in Figure 2b for pure tension
(ω = 0), pure shear (ω = pi/2), and ω = pi/8 using r=10 mm, α=0.25, E0=30 GPa, σt=3 MPa, σs=4.5 MPa, lt=100
mm, and nt=0.2. Finally, Figure 2c represents the unloading-reloading rule adopted in this work in terms of the
effective stress versus the effective strain relationship in which tr = kt(max−σbt/E0), and kt is a material parameter
that defines the size of the hysteresis cycle.
• Compaction and pore collapse in compression. Normal stresses for compressive loading (N < 0) are computed
through the inequality −σbc(D, V ) ≤ tN ≤ 0, where σbc is a strain-dependent boundary that depends on the
volumetric strain, V , and the facet deviatoric strain, D = N − V . The volumetric strain is computed by the volume
variation of the tetrahedral element as V = ∆V/3V0 and is assumed to be constant for all facets belonging to a
given tetrahedron. Beyond the elastic limit, σbc models pore collapse for (c0 ≤ −V ≤ c1) as a linear evolution of
stress for increasing volumetric strain with stiffness Hc and compaction and rehardening beyond the pore collapse
limit for (−V ≥ c1). c0 = σc0/E0 is the compaction strain at which pore collapse starts, and c1 = κc0c0 is the
compaction strain at the beginning of rehardening. κc0 is a material parameter, and σc0 is the mesoscale compressive
yield stress. Therefore, one can write
σbc(D, V ) =

σc0 for (−V < 0)
σc0 + 〈−V − c0〉Hc(rDV ) for (0 ≤ −V ≤ c1)
σc1(rDV ) exp [(−V − c1)Hc(rDV )/σc1(rDV )] otherwise
(4)
where Hc = (Hc0 − Hc1)/(1 + κc2 〈rDV − κc1〉) + Hc1; rDV = |D|/V0 for (V > 0) and rDV = −|D|/(V − V0) for
(V ≤ 0), in which V0 = κc3c0. Hc0, Hc1, κc1, κc2, κc3 are material parameters. These boundaries are shown in
Figure 2d as the compressive normal stress versus strain for rDV = 0 and rDV = 1.1. The unloading-reloading path
is also shown for the case of rDV = 0 in which Ed is the densified normal modulus and is a material property. LDPM
parameters considered in plotting these curves are E0= 60 GPa, σc0=100 MPa, Hc0/E0= 0.6, Hc1/E0= 0.1, kc0= 4,
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by a different value of the deviatoric strain calculated by subtract-
ing the volumetric strain from the normal strain: eD = eN ! eV. The
definition of the volumetric and deviatoric strains are completely
equivalent to the same quantities defined at each microplane in
the microplane model formulation [6].
For a constant deviatoric-to-volumetric strain ratio, rDV = eD/eV,
the compressive boundary is assumed to have an initial linear
evolution (modeling pore collapse and yielding) followed by an
exponential evolution (modeling compaction and rehardening).
One can write
rbcðeD;eV Þ¼
rc0 for !eDV 60
rc0þh!eDV !ec0iHcðrDV Þ for 06!eDV 6ec1
rc1ðrDV Þexp½ð!eDV !ec1ÞHcðrDV Þ=rc1ðrDV Þ' otherwise
8><>:
ð23Þ
where eDV = eV + beD (compaction strain), b is a material parameter,
rc0 is the meso-scale yielding compressive stress, ec0 = rc0/E0 is the
compaction strain at the onset of pore collapse, Hc(rDV) is the initial
hardening modulus, ec1 = jc0ec0 is the compaction strain at which
rehardening begins, jc0 is the material parameter governing the on-
set of rehardening, and rc1(rDV) = rc0 + (ec1 ! ec0)Hc(rDV). The com-
paction strain eDV corresponds to the volumetric strain for b = 0
and to the normal strain for b = 1; it controls the extent of volumet-
ric effects on the meso-scale compressive behavior and influences
the macroscopic triaxial response in compression. In this study
the value b = 0 will be assumed.
For increasing rDV, the slope of the initial hardening modulus
needs to tend to zero in order to simulate the observed horizontal
plateau featured by typical experimental data. This can be achieved
by setting
HcðrDV Þ ¼ Hc01þ jc2hrDV ! jc1i ð24Þ
where Hc0, jc1, and jc2 are assumed to be material parameters.
For compressive loading (eN < 0), the normal stress is computed
by imposing the inequality!rbc(eD, eV) 6 rN 6 0.Within the bound-
aries of this inequality, the behavior is assumed to be incrementally
elastic: _rN ¼ ENc _eN . In order to model the increased stiffness during
unloading, the loading-unloading stiffness ENc is defined as
ENc ¼ E0 for! rN < rc0Ed otherwise
!
ð25Þ
where Ed is the densified normal modulus. For loading processes at
constant rDV, we have and eDV = eV(1 + brDV) = eN(1 + b rDV)/(1 + rDV).
In this case, the boundary in Eq. (23) can be expressed as a function
of the normal strain eN, shown in Fig. 4d, where the solid and dashed
curves represent, respectively, the compressive normal stress versus
strain relationship for rDV = 0 and rDV = 1.1. For the case of rDV = 0, the
unloading-reloading rule is also shown. For illustration purposes, we
assumed parameter values of E0 = 60,000 MPa, rc0 = 100 MPa, Hc0/
E0 = 0.6, jc0 = ec1/ec0 = 4, Ed/E0 = 2, jc1 = 1, and jc2 = 5. It is worth
noting that the curve relevant to rDV = 0 tend, to a straight line with
slope equal to Ed for strains such that the slope of the compressive
boundary in Eq. (23) is higher than Ed.
4.2.3. Frictional behavior
Finally, in the presence of compressive stresses, the shear
strength increases due to frictional effects. As often done in the lit-
erature, frictional phenomena can be simulated effectively through
classical incremental plasticity [22]. Incremental shear stresses can
be calculated as _rM ¼ ET _eM ! _epM
" #
and _rL ¼ ET _eL ! _epL
" #
, where the
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behavior); and (f) Typical shear stress versus shear strain curve.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fine-scale solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivati n et ils of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In oncrete nd other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization c urs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the materi l domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to a l finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it i creases the computational cost tremendo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w ich finite ele ents enter the nolinear gime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid b dy motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are on y dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, on can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equ i ns gove ning the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force a d moment equilibrium equation of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) face traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a fun tion of ✏0↵ that is writ as
✏0↵ = ¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ IJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coo dinate syste ,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macrosco ic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the fi s term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE p oblem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fin -scale solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfyi g its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macros opic stress nd c uple tensors.
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i e
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strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negativ eigenstrains, nd the fine-scale solution,
in terms of d splacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satis ying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary condi ions are enf rced on the RVE. The s lution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
nd rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the ass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classi al partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macr scopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the pr jection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivati n et ils of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In oncrete nd other quasi-brittl materials, train localization c urs t failur . This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the materi l do ain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to a l finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it i creases the computational cost tremendo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w ich finite ele ents enter the nolinear gime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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unnecessary, and it increases the comput tional cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elem nts enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
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to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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4. Adaptive Multisc le Ho ogenization
In con rete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localiz in a c rtain region of the materi l domain, whil the res of the mat rial domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning materia RVE t ll finite elements t at are used to discretize th macroscopic material domain is
unnec ss ry, an it increases t e computational cost tremendously. Therefor , i plementing a criteria to determine
which finite elem nts ent r the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all fi ite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element m ets a certain criterion, a RVE is a signed to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is lo ded t the level of the finite element stra n t nsor and is used as th el ment constitutive equation for the
r s of the nalys s. In this chapter an ppropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
t investigat the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid r tation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and m ment equilibrium equation of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain a d curvatur tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate syste ,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to projec macroscopic strain and curvature tens rs onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Consideri g Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equati 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection f
macroscale strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE proble , macroscopic
strain and curvatur tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fine-scale solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while period c boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particle . Using these conclusions along ith Equ tio 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
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X
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A
⇣
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⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium quations of every single particle insid the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RV facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lo er-scale displacemen and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain an curvatur tens rs on each RVE f c t. In other wo d , to so v the RVE prob m, macroscopic
strain a d curvature tensors shoul be applied on all RVE facets as egativ eige strains, and the fine-scale solution,
in terms of d splacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satis ying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary condi ions are enf rced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then sed to compute th macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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macroscale strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE ac ts as negative eigenstra ns, and the fi e-scale solution,
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the ass density of the m croscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssical partial di↵erential equ tion governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macr scopic stress t nsor though homogenizing the solution f the RVE pr blem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equati n a d the c rresponding macroscopic mom nt stre s tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the p jection matrix Q↵i j is defi ed as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the acroscopic moment stress tensor derived
bas d on the results of the RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the de iv ti et ils of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multisc le H mogeniza ion
In oncrete nd other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization c urs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localiz in a certain regio of th materi l domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assig ing material RVE t l finit lements that are used t discretize the macr scopic mat rial domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the comp tat on l cost tremendo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w i h fini ele ents enter the nolinear gime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The nalysis starts by onsidering elastic isotropic constitutive b havior for all finite elemen s and no RV are used
at first. W n a finite el me t m ets a certain criterion, a RVE s assigned to that finite eleme t. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded t the l vel of the fi ite lement strain tensor and is us d as the element c nstitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then ome numerical examples are s lved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogen zation framew rk.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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w re th proj cti matr x Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic mome t stress tensor derived
based on the resul s of the RVE analysis, and Eq ation 19 corre p nds to th classical rotational quilibrium equation
in Coss rat co tinuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. daptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and othe quasi-bri tle aterials, st ain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage t nds to
localize in a certain r gion of the materi l omain, while the rest f the m eri l domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
nnecessary, and it incr ases the comput ti nal cost tremendously. The fore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets certain criterion, a RVE is assign d to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is lo ded to the level of the finite el ment strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the nalysis. In this ch p er an appr priate criter a is fir t dev loped, h n s m numerical examples are solved
to investig te the  ciency of he ad ptive hom genization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equatio s governi g the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
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I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
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i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rot tion l equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenizatio
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of th ma erial domain, while the rest of the materi l domain re a ns in last c regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremend u ly. Ther f re, im lementing a iteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis st rts by considerin elastic isotropic c nstitutive be avior for all finite elements and o RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a cert in crit ion, a RVE is assigned to that finit element. Next, the in erted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization fr mework.
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based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
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The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all nite elements and no RVE ar used
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equations gover ing the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical manipulat on of th equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotation l equilibrium equations. By veraging th equilibrium equations over all RVE p ticles, the m cro-scale
translat al equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 s the mass dens ty of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssical partial di↵erential eq ation gover ng the q i ibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscop c str ss tensor though h mogenizing th soluti n of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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where the pr j ction ma rix Q↵i j is defined a Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
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0
i j is the macr scopic m ment str ss tens r de ved
based on the r sults of the RVE a alysis, and Equation 19 cor esponds to the classical rotatio al equilibrium equation
in C sse t cont nuum theory. One ca find the derivation deta l of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏c , ✏cM , ✏
c
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4. Ad ptive Multiscale Homog niz tio
In concrete and other quasi-br ttle mater als, strai loc lizati occurs a failure. This means that damage tends o
localize in a er ain regi n f the materia domain, whil the r st f th mat r al domain re ins in elastic regime.
Thus, assig ing material RVE to all finite elements that are used to di cretize the macroscopic material dom in is
unnecessary, a it incr ases th computational co t tremendously. Theref re, implementing a criteria t determine
which finite elem nts enter the olinear r gime is crucial. The following adaptiv scheme is prop sed in this study.
The nalys s starts by co sid ring elastic i otropic constitut v behavior for all finite elem nts and no RVE are used
a first. When fi ite element meets certain criteri n, a RVE i assig ed to that finite el ment. Nex , he inserted
RVE is loaded to the lev l of the finite el ment train nsor and is u e as the lement c nstitutiv equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is firs developed, then some numerical xamples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipul t of the quilibriu equatio of O(1), Equation 13, lead to t acroscopic translational
nd rotational equilibrium equ tions. By averaging th equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibriu equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass d nsity of the macroscopic c tinuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equat on governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
based on the result of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. A a tive Multisc l Hom gen z tio
In conc te nd other quasi-brittle aterials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
l calize in a cert in region of th material domain, while the rest of the mat rial domain remains in las ic regime.
T us, as gn ng rial RVE to al fin te elements that are used to discretize th macroscopic material domain is
u necessary, and it increases the computational cost tremen ously. Ther fore, impleme ting a criteria to determine
which finite el ments enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The nalysis starts by c nsidering elastic isotropic cons itutive b havior for all finit lements and no RVE are used
a first. When finite element m s cert in cri erion, a RVE s ass ed to h t finite lement. Next, the i s rted
RVE is loade to the level f th finite element strain t nsor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to i v stig te the e ciency of the ad ptive h m g nization framework.
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Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to e macroscopic transla ional
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based o the results of the RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 c r espo ds to he c assical rotatio l quilibrium qu ion
in C ss rat co tinuum theo y. One ca find the de iv tion details of ab v equations in Ref. [8].
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at first. Wh n a fini e eleme t m ets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element stra n te sor and is used as the elem nt c nstitutiv equatio for th
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first dev loped, then some num ical examples are solv
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscop c problem
Mathematic l manipula i n of the equilibr um equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational quilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibri m equations ver all RV particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation d the correspondin hom ge ized stress tens r re expressed as
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↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 is the m ss density of the macroscopic ntinuu . Equati n 17
is the classical partial di↵er ntial equation governing the equilibriu of c tinua whereas Equation 18 provides th
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↵
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defin d as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic mo ent tress tensor derived
based n the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the lassi l rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat conti uum t ory. One can find the deriv tion details of above equati s in Ref. [8].
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In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localizati n occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest f t material domain remains in elastic r gime.
Thus, assigning material RVE t all finite el ents t at are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the f rce and moment equilibrium ations of every single pa ticle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk 1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE face s
as normal or tangential strai comp nents. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term i Equatio 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macrosc strain and c rvature tensors on each RVE fac t. In o her words, to solve the RVE pr bl m, macros opic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fi e-scale solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be c lculated satisfyi g its fo ce and m ent
equilibrium equations, while periodic b undary conditions are enforced o the RVE. The solution of th equilibrium
equations re ults i fa et traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stre s and couple ten ors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variabl s v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinat system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scal m terial domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspo to the macroscopic displaceme t and rotatio fields, r spectively.
Con idering the fact that !0 represent RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
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⇣
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⌘
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Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strai and curva ure tensors, respectively. Th vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figur 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is a operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tens rs onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that t e first term in Equ tion 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet nor al and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale dis lac ment an
rotation fields u1 !1. Furth rmore, the second term in Equ 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the rojec on of
macroscale strain an curvatur tensors on eac RVE fac t. In ther wo ds, to solve the RVE problem, macrosco ic
strain and curvature tensors should b applied on all RVE f c ts s negativ ige strains, nd the fi e-scale solu i n,
i terms of d splacements u1 and rotati !1 of each particle, must be calculated satis ying its force a d mom nt
equilibrium equat ons, while periodic bou ary condi ions r enf rced on the RVE. The solution of th equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then sed to co pute the macr stre s a d uple tensors.
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Equation 15 i the force and moment quilibrium equation of every single particl inside the RVE subjected to
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IJ
i e
IJ
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a n rmal or tangential strain co pon nts. Consider Equation 4, it s conc uded that he first term n Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet n rmal nd tangential strai s written i terms of l wer-scale displace ent an
rot tion fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second te m in Eq n 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as neg tive eigenstrains, and the fine-scale s lution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rot tions !1 of each partic e, must b alculated satisfying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while eriodic boundary conditions are enforced the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equatio s results in facet tra tio t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple ensors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation f th equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic transl tional
and rotational equilibrium equations. By av raging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the mac o- cale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and he corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection tr x Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s the acroscopic moment tress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysi , a d Equation 19 corresp ds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in os r continu m theory. One can find the derivati n et ls of above equation in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
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4. Adap ve Multisc le Homogenization
In oncrete nd other quasi-brittle s, strain localization c urs at f ilure. This eans that da age tends to
localize in a certain regi of the m teri l d main, while he rest of the aterial domain remains i lastic r gime.
Thus, assigning mat rial RVE t a l finite lem nts that a used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it i creases t computational cost tremend s y. Therefore, impleme ting a criteria to determine
w i h finite ele ents enter the nolinear gi is crucial. The following adaptiv cheme is proposed in this study.
Th analysis starts by considering elastic isotro ic onstitutive beh vior for all fi it elements a d o RVE are used
t fi st. When a finite element eets a c rtain r terion, a RVE is assigned to th t finite el ment. Next, the i serted
RVE s lo ded to th level of th finite element strain tensor nd s u ed as the element constitutive equation for the
rest f th a alysis. In this chapt r n a pr priate crite ia is fir t developed, th n some numerical xamples are solved
to investigat the e  iency f the adaptive homogen z tion framework.
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3.3. O ⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
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↵
i j (18)
wher V0 is the vol me of the R E; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass de sity of the macrosc pic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classic l parti l i↵erential equatio governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macr scopic stress tensor though ho ge izing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotati al equ librium equati n and the corr ponding acroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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i j (20)
where the pr jection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the acros pic mo ent stress tensor derived
based on the r sults of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 c rre p nds to t classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat co tin um theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concr te and other q asi-bri tle aterials, strai localization occur at failure. This means hat damage te ds to
local ze in a certain region of th material domain, while th rest of th mate ial domain rem ins in elastic regime.
Thus, assig ing mater al RVE to all finite lem ts tha are used to discretize th macro copic material omain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis tarts by c nsidering elastic isotropic constitutive b havior for all finite eleme s and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite elem nt meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, th inserted
RVE is loaded to th l ve f the fi it ele ent str in t nsor a d is us d as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of th naly is. In this apter an ppropria crit ri i first d v lo ed, then som num cal examples are solved
to inve tig t the e ciency of the dapt ve homog nization fr mework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing he macroscopic problem
Mathematical anipulation f the equilibrium equation of O(1) quati 13, lead to the macroscopic translation l
and rotational equilibrium equations. By veraging the equilibrium equations ove all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equat on and the co responding homog nized stress tensor are express as
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where V0 is he v lume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation gov rning the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
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i j is the macroscopic mom nt st ess tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the l ssi al rotati nal quilibrium quation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation detai s of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it incr ases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear r gime is crucial. The following adaptive s he e is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitu ive beh vior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropri te crite ia is first develop d, then some um rical ex mples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equations gover ing the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical manipulat on of th equilibrium equation f O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macro copic transl tional
and rotation l equilibrium equations. By veraging th equilibrium equations over all RVE p ticles, the m cro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
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where V0 the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass dens ty of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssical partial di↵erential eq ation gover ng the qui ibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscop c stress tensor though h mogenizi g th solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
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i j is the macr scopic moment str ss tens r de ved
based on the r sults of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosse at continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adap i Multiscale Hom g izatio
In concrete and other quasi- r ttle mat r als, strain loc lizatio occurs failure. This mea s t t da age tends o
localize in a certain region of the mat ri domain, w ile the rest of th mat r al domain re ins in elastic r gime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to di cretize the macroscopic material dom in is
unnecessary, a it incr ase th computational co t tremendously. Theref re, implementing a criteria t determine
which fi ite elem nts en er olinear r gime is crucia . The following adapt ve sch me is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by co sid ring elastic isotropic constitut ve behavior fo l finite elements d no RVE are us d
at first. Wh n a finite eleme t meets a certai crit rion, RVE i assigned t that finite lement. Nex , he inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element s ain nsor and is u e as the le e t c nstitutiv equatio for the
rest of t nalysis. In his chapt r a appropriat riteria is firs develop d, then me nu erical exa ples ar solved
to investigate the e ciency f the a aptive h ogenizatio framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C ar e-scale eq atio s governing the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical manipulation of the il briu equation f O(1), Equation 13, lead t th macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging th equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibriu equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
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where V0 s the volu e of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass d ity of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the lassical artial di↵erential equation governi g the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
acroscopic stress tensor though hom genizing the olution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotat onal equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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wher the pr jection matrix Q↵j is d fined as Q
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i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
bas d o the results f the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 correspond to classical rotati nal equilibrium equation
in C sserat contin um theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. A pt ve Mul i cal H mogenizati n
In concr te and other qua i-brittle aterials, strai loc lization occurs at f ure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material d main, while th rest of the material domai remai s in elastic regime.
Th s, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to iscretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it ncr as s the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
wh ch finite el ments enter th noline r regime is crucial. Th following ad ptive sch me is proposed in this study.
The alysis starts by c s d ring el sti is tr pic constitutive b havior for all finite elements a no RVE are used
fir t. When a finite el m n meets c rtain ri erion, a RVE is a sig ed to that finite element. N xt, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite leme t strain t nsor a d is used as the element constituti quation for the
rest of the a alysis. In t is chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then s me numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical m nipulation of the equilibrium equa ion of O(1), Equ ion 13, lead to macroscopic transla ional
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh r V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the m s density f the crosco ic co tinuu . Eq ation 17
is the cla sical partial di↵erent l equation g verning th equilibrium of continua w as Equatio 18 provi s the
acroscopic stress ten or th ug mog nizing th s lu ion of RVE problem. In addition, th final macr -scale
rota ion l equ librium equation and the correspo ding acroscopic moment tres t nsor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defi ed s Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th m croscopi mom nt stress tensor der ved
ba ed the results of th RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 corresponds to h c ssical rotatio al quilibrium qu ion
in C ss rat continuum theo y. One can find the de iv tion details of ab ve equations i Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Ho ogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materi l , strain l calizat on ccurs at failure. This mea s that amag tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, whil the r s of the mat a do ain remains l stic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used t discretize th macrosc pic material domain is
unnecessary, and it inc eases the omputatio cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive sche e is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of t e analysis. In this ch pte an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the  ciency of the adaptiv hom genizati n fram work.
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 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
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1
2V0
X
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X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh r V0 is the volume of th RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass d nsity of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵er nti l equation governi g th equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 pr vides the
macroscop c stre s tensor hough h mogen zin th solution of the RVE problem. In ddition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibr um ation and t e correspondi g ma r sc pi moment stress tensor are d ived as
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where the projecti n matrix Q↵i j s defin d as Q
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IJ
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0
i j is the macrosc pic moment stress tens r derived
based n the resu ts f he RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 corresponds to the classi l rotational equilibrium equ ti n
in Cosserat conti uum t ory. One can find the deriv tion details f above equati s in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multisc le Ho ogen zatio
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a c rtain region of the material domain, while the rest of the aterial domain remai s in elastic regi e.
Thus, assigning material RVE t al finite le ts t at are used t is retize the macroscopic material d main is
unnec ss ry, n it incr as s t omputati nal cost tremendous y. for , i plem ting a criteria to determine
which finite elem ts e ter the olinear egime is crucial. The fol daptive sc em is ropose n this study.
T e a alysis start by co sid ring el stic isotropi consti utiv behavior for all fi ite elements and o RVE ar us d
at first. Whe a finite element ts a cer ain criterion, a RVE is a signed to that finite lement. Next, the inserted
RVE is lo ded t the level of the finite element stra n t nsor and is used as th el ment constitutive equation for the
r s of the nalys s. In this chapter an ppropriate cr teria is first developed, then some nu erical examples are solved
t investigat the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body moti n
From O(⌘ 2) equilibr um equation, it is concluded tha t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, whic , regarding the d finition f ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body moti n f the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider tha the field vari bles v0 and !0 are only dependent on macrosc pic coordinate system X,
whic implies tha these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constan over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to he macrosc pic displacem nt and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact tha !0 rep sents RVE rigid rotation a d regarding the d finition f '0 a d !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equ l for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one n rewr te the
definition f O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governi g the RVE proble
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, whic is a foll ws hen it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equatio 15 is th force and mo ent equilibr um equati ns of every si gle particle ins de the RVE subject d to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, whic , in turn, is a function f ✏0↵ tha is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macrosc pi strain a d curvatu tensor , espec iv ly. The v ctor yc s
the position vector f the facet centroid shared betw en particles I and J i the local lower-sc le coordinat syst ,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e↵ j is an operator t project macrosc pic strain a d curvature tensor ont the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, i is co cluded tha the first rm in Equati n 16
is the fine-scale d finition f the facet normal an angential strains w itt i terms of lower-scale displacem nt and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the s cond te m in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimyn
⌘
, is the projection f
macroscale strain a d curvature tensor on each RVE facet. I ot er words, to s lve the RVE probl m, a rosc pic
strain a d c rvature tensor should be applied on al RVE facets a egativ ig nstr ins, and the fin -scal solution,
in terms of displacem ts u1 a d o ation !1 f eac article, must be cal u t d s sfyin it f rce a d m ent
equilibr um equations, while p iodic boundary condi i s are enfo ced o the RVE. The solution f the equ libr um
equations results in facet traction t0↵ tha are th n us d t c mpute the macrosc pic stress and couple ten r .
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body moti n
From O(⌘ 2) e ilibr um equation, it s concluded tha t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, whic , regarding the d fi ition f ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, refers to the rigid body moti n f the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider tha the fi ld vari bl s v0 and !0 re only dependent on macrosc pic coordinate system X,
whic implies tha these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are consta over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to he macrosc pic displacem nt and rotatio fields, resp ctively.
Considering the fact tha !0 rep sents RVE rigid rotation a d regarding the d finition f '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition f O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations gover i g the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, whic is a foll ws hen it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and mo ent equilibr um equations of every single pa ticle ins de the RVE subject d to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, whic , in turn, is a function f ✏0↵ tha is wr tten as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣  + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macrosc pic strain a d curvature t sor , e p tiv ly. Th v ctor yc i
the position vect r f the facet centroid shared between partic e I an J in the loc l lower- c l o r i ate syst m,
hown in Figure 2a. P↵i j =
IJ
i e↵ j is an operat r t pr je t macrosc pic strain a d curvature tensor ont th RVE ace s
as normal or tangential strain co ponents. Considering Equ tion 4, it is concluded tha the first ter in Equation 16
is the fine-scale d finition f the facet ormal a d tangential strai s written i terms of lower-scale displacem nt and
r tation fields 1 and !1. Fu th rmore, the s cond term in Equ ti n 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, s he projection f
acroscal stra n a cu va ur tensor on each RVE fac t. In ther wo ds, to lve the RVE p blem, acrosc pic
strain d curvat re te or should be applied on all RVE facets a neg iv eig str ins, and the fine-scal soluti n,
in erms of d splacem nts u1 and rotati s !1 of each particle, must be cal u ated satis ying its forc and mo e t
eq ilibr um equations, while p io c boun ary condi ions are enf r ed on the RVE. The solution f the equilibr um
equations results in facet traction t0↵ tha are then used to c mpute the macrosc pic stress and couple tensor .
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body moti n
From O(⌘ 2) equilibr um equation, it is conc ud d tha t 1↵ = 0 a d ✏ 1↵ = 0, whic , regarding the d finition f ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, refer to the rigid body moti n f th RVE. Ther for
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider tha the field vari bles v0 and !0 re only d pendent on macr scopic c ordi ate ystem X,
whic implies tha these quantities vari s smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they re constan over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to he m cr scopic displace nt and rotation fields, respectiv ly.
Considering the fact tha !0 repr sents RVE rigid ro tion a d regarding the d finition f '0 and !0, ne can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using th se conclusi s along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition f O(⌘0) O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine- cale equation governi g the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, whic is a foll ws n it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equatio 15 the force a d mo ent quilibr um eq ion f very singl particle i s d he RVE ubject d to
O(⌘0) fac t raction t0↵ v ctor, whic , i turn, is a f ncti n f ✏0↵ tha is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimyc⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain a d curvature tensor , es ectively. The v ct r yc is
the position vector f the f cet centroid shar betwe n particles I and J in t e lo l l wer-scal coordinate sy tem,
shown in Figur 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e↵ j is an perat r t proj ct mac os opic strain a d curv ure te s r ont he RVE fac ts
as normal o t ngential strain compo nts. Consid ring Equation 4, it is conclud d tha th first term i Equation 16
is the fine-scale d finition f the facet normal and tangential strains written i terms of lower-scale displacem nt and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermor , the s c nd term i Equati n 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection f
macroscale strain a d curvature tensor o each RVE facet. In other words, to s lve he RVE problem, croscopic
strain a d curvatur tensor should be applied n all RVE facets negative eig nstrains, and the fine-scale solution,
in terms of displac m nts u1 and rot tions !1 of ea h particle, must be cal u ated atisfying ts force and o en
equilibr um equations, while p ri dic boundary condit ons re enfor ed on the RVE. Th solution f th quilibr um
equations results in facet tractio t0↵ tha the used to c mpute he macr scopic stress and coupl ten or .
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-s ale equations governi g the m croscopic probl
Mathematical manipulation of the quilibr um equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to he macroscopic translational
and rotational eq ilibr u equations. By av ragin the equilibr m equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translatio al equilibr um equation a d the c rrespo di g ho enized tress tensor a e expr s d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is t v lume f the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is th classical parti l di↵erenti l equation governing the equilibr um of cont ua whereas Eq ation 18 provides the
ma oscopic st ess te sor h ugh hom enizing the sol tion f the RVE problem. I additio , the fin l m cro-s
rotat nal equilibr um e ation a d the c rrespondi g macroscopic mo ent tress tens a e d rived s
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection m trix Q↵i j is d fined as Q
↵
i j = n
J
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macr scopic mo ent stre tens r derived
based on th r sult of the RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corr sponds to the lassical rot i nal equilibr um quation
in Co serat co ti uum theory. One c find the d riv ti n et il of above equ t ons n Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive ultisc le Hom g zation
In oncrete nd o her qu si-br ttle mat r als, strain localization c urs at failu e. This ans that dam ge t t
l caliz in a certain region of the mate i l domai , while the r st of the material dom in remains in elastic regi e.
Thus, assigning material RVE to ll finite el m nts that e use to discretize the macroscopic material domain s
neces ary, and it i crea es the computatio al c s tr m n o s y. Ther for , i plem nti g criteria to determine
w ic finit ele nts nt r the oline r gime is crucial. The foll wi g adaptive schem is p op sed in this tudy.
T e analysis star s by consider g elast c isotr pi constitutive b h vior for all finite elem nts and o RVE are sed
at first. When a finite elem nt meets a certa n riterion, a RVE is a signed to hat finite elem nt. Next, the insert
RVE is oaded to he l vel of the finite lem nt strain tens r and is u ed as the elem nt constitu ive quati n for the
rest of th analysis. In this chapter a pprop i te criteria is fir t d veloped, the some numerical ex mple are solved
t inv stigate th e ciency of th adaptiv ho geniz tio framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governi g the macroscopic problem
Mathe ati al mani ulation f the equilibr um equation f O(1), Equ tion 13, lead to he macroscopi tra slational
and rotational equilibr um equations. By averagin the equilibr um equations over all RV particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibr u equation a d the correspondi g hom genized stress tensor are express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of th RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibr um of conti ua wh re s Equation 18 provides the
acroscopic stress t nsor though hom genizing the s lution f the RVE probl m. In additi n, the final macro-scale
r tational e ilibr um quation a d the corresp ndi g acroscopic mo ent str ss tensor are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wh re the projection matrix Q↵i j s defin d as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
based on the r sults of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corre p nds to th classical rotational equilibr um equation
in C sserat co ti uum theory. One ca fi d the d rivation detai s of above equa ions n Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad ptiv Multiscale H ogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle mat rials, strain localizati occurs at failure. This me ns tha dam ge t nds to
localize in a c rtain region f the material domain, while the r st of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assig ing material RVE to all finite ele nts tha re used to discretize the acroscopic material domain s
unn cessary, and it in r as s th comput tio al cost trem ndously. Th r fore, impl m ti g a criteria to determine
whic fi ite ele nts ent r the linear regime is cru ial. The f ll wing adaptive schem is pr p sed in this study.
The analysis starts by consideri g elastic isotr pic constitutive b havior for all finite ele nts and o RVE are used
at first. When a fi ite lem nt eets a c rta n criterion, RVE is a signed to ha finite elem nt. Next, the insert d
RVE is loaded to h l vel f the finite el m nt st ain t nsor and is u ed as the elem nt constit tive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapte an ppropriate crit ria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency f the adaptive h m g nization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse- cale equations g ver in the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical manipulation f the equilibrium equation f O(1), Equation 13, l ad to th ma rosc pic translational
and rotational equilibr um equations. By avera in the equilibri m eq ati ns ver all RVE particles, the mac -scale
translati nal equilibrium equati n a d the correspondi g hom genized s ress tensor are express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macrosc pic continuum. Equation 7
is the classical parti l di↵erential equation governing the equilibriu of conti ua wh reas Equation 18 provides the
macrosc pic stress tensor though hom genizing the solution f the RVE problem. In addition, the final macr -scale
rotational equilibrium equation a d the correspondi g macrosc pic mo ent stress tensor are d rived as
✏i jk 
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i j +
@µ0ji
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= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macrosc pic mo ent s ress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the class cal r tational equilibr um equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can fi d the d rivation details f ab ve equati ns i Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Ho oge iz tion
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization ccurs at f ilure. This means tha dam ge tends to
localize in a certain region f the material domain, while the rest of the material domain remain in elastic regime.
T us, assign ng material RVE to all finite el m ts tha are used to discretize the macrosc pic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increas s the co putational cost trem ndously. Therefore, i plem nting a crite a to determine
whic finite elem nts ent r he nolinear regime is cru al. The following adaptive schem is p o osed in this study.
The analysis tarts by considering elastic isotropic constitu ve b havior for all finite elem nts and o RVE are used
at first. When a finite elem nt meets a certain crite on, RVE is assigned to tha finite elem nt. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite elem nt strain tensor and is u ed as the elem nt constitu ve equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an ppro iate crite a is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive hom geniz tion framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse- cale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation f the equilibrium equation f O(1), Equation 13, lead to he macrosc pic translati n l
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averagin the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation a d the correspondi g hom genized stress t nsor are express d as
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the mass densi y f the macrosc pic contin um. Equation 7
is the classical parti l di↵erential equation go rning the equil briu of conti ua whereas Equ tion 18 provide t
m c osc pic stress tensor though hom g nizing the soluti n f the RVE problem. In additi n, the final mac o-scale
rotation l equilibrium equation a d the correspondi g macrosc pic mo ent stress t nsor are d rived as
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
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i j is the macro c p c o ent s ress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equ 19 corresponds to the class c l r tational quilibr um equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can fi d the d riv tion details f ab ve equati ns i Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localizati n ccurs at f i ure. This means tha dam ge te ds to
localize in a certain region f the aterial domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assign ng material RVE to all fi ite el m ts tha are used to discretize the macrosc pic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increas s the co putational cost trem ndously. Therefor , i plem nting a crite a to determine
whic fin te elem nts ent r he nolinear reg me is cru ial. The following adaptive schem is pro osed in this study.
The analysis t rts by considering elastic isotropic constit ve havior for all finite elem nts nd o RVE are used
at first. When a finite elem nt meets a certain crite on, a RVE is assigned to tha finite elem nt. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the lev l of the finite elem nt strain tensor and is u d as the elem nt constitu v equation for the
rest of th analysis. In this chapter an ppro iate crite a is first developed, then some numeri al examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive hom geniz tion framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coa se-sc l equ tions gover i g the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical m nipulat on f th eq ilibr um equ tion f O(1), Equation 13, lead to he m cr scopic t nslational
and rotation l equilibr um equations. By veragin th equilibr um eq ations over all RVE p ticles, the m cro-scale
tr nslati nal equilibr m equati n a d the correspo di g hom ge ized st ess tenso are expre s as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 i the vol e of he RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is t ass dens ty of th macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
i the l ssi al partial di↵erential eq atio g ver ng the qui ibr um of conti ua whereas Equati 18 provides the
m croscop c stress tensor though h m genizing th solution f the RVE problem. In additi n, the final macro-scale
rotational quilibr um q tion the c rrespondi g ma roscop c mo ent stress tensor ar d rived s
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the pr jection ma rix Q↵i j is d fined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th mac scopic mo ent str ss t ns r de ved
bas on the r sults of the RVE analysis, a d Equ tion 19 co resp ds to cl sical rotational equilibr um equatio
i Cos at c nti uum theory. One can fi d the riv tion details of above q tions in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptiv Multiscal Homogenizat o
In concrete nd other qu si-br ttle m r als, strain loc liza io occurs a failure. This means tha dam ge t nds o
lo lize in a certain region f the materi do ain, while the r st of th mat r al domain re i s in elast r gime.
Thus, ssi ing ma erial RVE t ll finit lem ts tha re used to di cretize t macrosco ic material dom in s
unnec ssary, a it i cr as s h co putation t trem do sly. There re, implem n g a criteria t determin
whic finite elem nt nt r the linear r i ru ial. The foll w ng adaptive schem is prop sed in this study.
The analysis starts by co sid ring elastic isotr i constitut ve b h vior for all finit elem n s and o RVE are used
at first. W n a finite lem nt me ts c rtai criterion, a RVE i a sig to ha finite l m nt. Nex , t insert d
RVE is l aded to e l vel of the finite elem t strain nsor a d is u e as th lem nt c nstitutiv equati f r th
rest of the analy is. I thi chapt r an ppr pri te criteri is firs devel p d, t en som numerical examples a e so ved
to investigate the  ciency of the adaptiv hom genizatio framewo k.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equations governi g the macroscopic roblem
Mathematical ma ipulation f the equilibr u equation of O(1), Equation 13, l ad to he macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibr um equation . By veragin the equilibr um equa ions ove all RVE particles, th macro-scale
tran lational equilibr u equation a d the c re pondi g ho geniz d stress tensor a e express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wher V0 the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density f the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erent al equati n governi g the equili r um of conti ua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though hom genizing the solution f the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational quilibr um quation a d the correspondi g acroscopic mo nt str ss tens a e d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0j
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j = 2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the pr jection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress te sor derived
based o the r sults of the RVE analysis, and Equat on 19 corresp nds to the classical rotati nal ilibr um equ tion
i Cosserat conti uum theory. One can find he d rivation d tails f above quations in Ref. [8].
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4. A aptive Mul iscal H oge izatio
I oncrete and other quasi-brittle m terials, strain localizatio occurs t failure. This m ans that dam ge t nds to
localiz in a c t i region of the mat rial domain, while the r st of the m teri l d ai rem ins in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning mater al RVE o ll finite el m nts t at r us d to discretize the m cr scopic mat ri l d main s
unnec ssary, and it increases the computational st trem ndously. Therefore, implem nti g a criteria to det rmine
whic finite elem nts ent r the nolinear regime is crucial. The foll wing adaptive schem is prop sed in this study.
The analysis star s by consid ring elastic isotr pic consti ut ve b h vior for all finite elem nts and o RVE are u ed
at first. When a finite elem t meets a c rtai cri erion, a RVE is signed to hat finite el m nt. Next, the insert d
RVE is loaded to he l vel of he finite lem nt strai tensor nd s u ed as th elem nt constitutive equation for the
rest of the a alysis. In is chapter an pprop iate crit ria is first developed, hen some numerical xa ples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive hom g niz tion framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale eq ati governi g the m croscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation f he equ librium equation f O(1), Equation 13, lead o e macrosc pic tra sla ional
nd rotational equilibrium equations. By veragin the equilib iu equations over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
trans tional equil brium qua ion a d the corresp di g om genized tress te sor are expres d s
 0ji, j + bi = (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh re V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the ass density of the macrosc pic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical parti l di erent al equatio gover ing th eq ilibrium of conti ua wher as Equation 18 provides th
macros pic stress ten or thoug om g nizing th solution f th RVE problem. In addition, the fin l acro-scale
tation l equilibrium equation a d he orrespondi g macrosc pic mo ent stress tensor are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
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= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is d fi ed s Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th m crosc pic mo ent tress t nsor der ved
based on the results of he RVE analys , d Equ tion 19 corresp ds to he c assical ro atio a quilibrium qu ion
in Coss rat conti uum t eo y. On an fi th d iv det ils of ab v equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptiv Multi c le Homogeniza io
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization ccurs at failure. This means tha dam ge tends to
localize in a certain region f the material domai , w il t e r s f the mat a domain remains elasti regim .
Thus, assign ng aterial RVE to all finit ele nts tha re u d to discretize the macrosc pic aterial domain s
unnecess ry, and it incre ses the computational cost trem ndously. Therefore, implem nti g a criteria to determine
whic finite elem nts ent r the nolinear regime is cru ial. The foll wing ad ptive sche is pro osed in this study.
Th analysis starts by consideri g el stic isotr pic constitutive b havior for all finite elem nts d o RVE re used
at first. Wh n a fi ite elem nt meets a cert in criterion, a RVE is s gned to tha finit el m n . Next, th inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite el m nt strain tensor and is u ed as the elem nt constitutiv equation for the
rest of the a alysis. In this chapter an ppro riate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adapti hom genization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Co rse-scale quati ns g verni g the macr scop c pro lem
Math matical manip lati n of the equilibr um equation of O(1), Equatio 13, lead to he macr scopic ra slational
and rotational quilibr um equations. By av ragin the equilibr um equations ov r all RVE p rti les, the macro-scale
translational equilibr um eq tion th c r espondi hom g iz d stress tens r e express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is th v lume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classica partial di↵erenti l quation governing the quilibr um of conti ua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscop c stre s tensor though hom genizi g th solution f the RVE r blem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibr um equation a d the correspondi g macroscop mo ent stress t ns r a e d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
w e th pr jecti matrix Q↵i j is efi ed as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j i t e macroscopic mo ent str ss tensor d r ved
based n the r sults of th RVE a alysis, and Equation 19 cor esponds to the lassi l rotational equilibr um equ ion
in Cosserat ti uum t ory. One can find the d riv tio details f above qu ti s in Ref. [8].
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4. Ad pt ve Multiscale Ho geniz ti
I concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that dam ge t nds to
localize in a c rtain region of the m terial domain, while th r st of the material domain remains in elastic regi .
Thus, assign ng mater l RVE all finite ele ts t at r used to iscretize the macroscopic material domain s
un ec ss ry, n it increases t co put tio al cost tre dously. Th refo , i plem nti g a crit a to determine
whic finite ele nts nt r the nolinear regime is crucial. The foll wing adaptive schem is pr p sed in this study.
The analysis star s by consid ring ela tic isot pic constitutive b havio for all fi ite elem nts and o RVE are used
a first. When a finite elem nt m ets a certain criterion, a RVE is a signed to ha finite lem nt. Next, the insert d
RVE is lo ded t he l vel f he finite elem nt stra n t nsor and is u ed as th el ment constitutive equation for the
r s of th nalys s. In this ch pter a ppropriat criteria is first d velop d t n som nu rical examples are solved
t investigat the e ciency of the adaptive hom genizatio framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body otion
From O(⌘ 2) quilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and 0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material do ain, while they ar consta t ver
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can ewrite th
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Eq ation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equ librium equations of every single particle ins d the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, wh ch, i turn, is a fu ction of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macrosco ic strain u vature tensors, res tively. The vect r y i
th positi vector of the facet centroid shared be ween particles I and J in the ocal l wer-scale coo din te system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is co cl ded that the first term i Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal a d tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second ter in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
⇣
 i j + " j nimycn
⌘
, is h projection of
macroscal strain and c rvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, mac osc pic
strain and curvature t sors should be ppli d on all RVE fac ts as n ga ive eig n s, and th fin -scale s lution,
in terms of displacements u1 and ta io s !1 o each pa ticle, mus calculat d a isfyi g ts force a mom nt
equilibrium equat ons, hile periodic bou dary co iti ns are nfor ed the RVE. Th solutio of equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to c mpute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded th t t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, r fers to the rigid b dy motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the fiel variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopi coordinate system X,
which implie that thes quantities varies smoothl in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 co resp d to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Consideri g the fact t at !0 represe ts RVE rigid rotation a d regar ing the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 a d '0 i equal for ll RV par cl s. Usi g th se conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine- cal q tio go ning the RVE pr ble
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as f llows wh it is sc led back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single par cle inside th RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strai and curvature te sors, espectively. The vect r yc is
the position vector of the acet centroid shared betw n a icles I and J in the loc l lower-s le coordinate sy tem,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to proj ct macroscopic strain and curvature te sors onto the RVE facets
as normal o tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale defini ion of the facet normal and tangential strains written in t r s of low r-scale displaceme t a d
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the project on of
macroscale strain a cur ture tensors on each RVE f c t. I he wo ds, to olve th RVE probl m, m cr scopi
strain a d curvature tensors sh uld be applied n al RVE fac ts s neg tiv i e strain , the fi e- l s luti ,
in terms of d splacement u1 and rot tions !1 of eac p rticle, ust be cal ulated tis ying its force and m m nt
equilibrium equations, whil periodic boundary condi ions are e f rced on the RVE. The solution of t equilibrium
equations results in facet tracti t0↵ that are then used to compute th ma r scopic stress and c upl tensor .
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is conc uded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, r fers to the rigid b dy m tion f th RVE. Therefore
0
i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One m st consid r that th field v riables v0 and !0 are only d pendent on macr scopic coo dinate system X,
which implie that the qua t ies vari s smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are co stant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Consi ering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strai s.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fi e-sc l quations gover ng the RVE proble
E ation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is sc led back
X
FI
A t0↵
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
I ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equati n 15 i the force and mom nt qui ibrium equation of every single p rticle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ tha i written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i k!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i r he cr scopi stra a d curvat re tens rs, respectively. Th vector yc is
the position vecto f the facet entroid s ared between particl s I and J i t e local lowe -scale coordina e system,
shown in Figu e 2 . P↵i j =
IJ
i
IJ
↵ j is an op rator t pr j t acros pic st i and cur ature tensor onto the RVE f cet
s ormal r tan e tial str in components. Con ideri g Equati n 4, t is concluded th t the first term in Equ tion 16
is the fine- ca e definition of th facet normal and tang ntial strains written in terms f lower-scale displacement and
rotation field u1 and !1. Furt rmor , the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jm imycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain and curv tur t nsors on e h RVE facet. In other words, to solv t RVE proble , macroscop c
strain a d curvature tens rs should be applied n l facets as negative eigens r ins, an he fine-scal soluti n,
in terms of displac ments 1 d rot tio s !1 of ch parti l , mus b c lculated ati f i g i f rce and moment
equilibrium quations, hi e period c bound ry conditio s are enfo ced on th RVE. T solution of the equilibriu
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are the u ed to compute the macroscopic stress and c uple tensors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathe atical manip lation f the equilibriu equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead t the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium quations. By averaging the equilibriu equations ov r all RVE partic s, the macro-scale
t anslational equilibrium equation and the corresp ing hom geniz d stres tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssical partial di↵erential equat on gov rning the equilibrium of continu whereas Equation 18 provides the
cr scopic stress tensor thoug homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final acr -scale
rotational equil brium equation and the corresponding macroscopic m ment stre s tensor are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection ma r x Q↵i j is defi ed as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s th macrosc pic moment stress tensor derived
bas d on the results of he RVE an lysi , and Eq ation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in C sserat co tinuum theory. One can find the derivati et ils of above equ tion in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Mu tisc le Homogenization
In oncre e nd other quasi-brittle materials, strain loc lization c urs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize n a certain reg o of the mate i l d main, while he rest f the aterial do ain remain in elastic regime.
Thus, as igni g aterial RVE o a l fi t ele ents that a used to di cr tize th macrosco ic mat rial domain is
un ec s ary, and it c eas t e omputa ional ost tremendo s y. Therefor , imple enting a criteria to determine
w ich finite ele nts enter the nolinear gim is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finit element me ts a c rtain cri e ion, a RVE is assigned to that finite eleme t. Next, the inserted
RVE is l aded to he l vel of the fi ite element strain t nsor and is used as the lement constitutive equation for the
st of t e analysis. In this hap r n ppropriate ri is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
nv stigate the e ci ncy of the ad ptive homogenization fra ework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilib ium equation f O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibri m equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing he equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macro c pic s ress te s r though ho oge izing the s lution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotat o al equilibri equation nd the correspo ding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0 I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wh re the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the result of the RVE nalysi , and Equation 19 corre p ds to th classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat co t nuu theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multi cale Hom genization
In c ncrete and other quasi-br ttle mater als, str in localization occurs at fail re. This m ans that damage tends to
localize in a certai reg on of the material d main, w le the rest of th material domain remains in elastic regime.
T us, assig ing mat rial RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it i creases the computational cost tre endously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite el m s ter the n linear regim s cruci l. Th foll wing adaptive sche e is proposed in this study.
The a al sis st rts by c nsidering elastic isotropic c nstitutive beh vior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at fi st. When a finite elem t meets a certain criterio , a RVE is assign d to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of th finite elemen strain t nsor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
st of the ly s. In t is chapt r an ppropriat crit ria i first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to i ve tigat the e c e cy of the adap ive homogenization framewo k.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coa se-scale equ tions gover ing the macrosc pic probl m
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead t the m roscopi tra slational
and rotational equilib ium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
tr nslational equilibrium equation and the correspondi g ho ogenized stres ten or are expr ssed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
rt0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equ tion governing the equilibriu f continua wh r s Equation 18 p ovid s th
macroscopic stress tens r ugh homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final mac o-sca
rotation l equilib ium equati n and the orrespo ding macroscopic ment stress t nsor ar d rived a
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defin d as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th macroscop c moment st s tenso derived
based o the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equ librium equati n
in Cosserat continuu theory. One ca find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptiv Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete a d other quasi-brittle at rials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material do ain, while the rest of he material dom in remains in lastic regime.
Thus, a signing material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic aterial dom in is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite ele ents enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The a aly is s arts by conside ing ela tic isotropic constitutive behavior fo all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Co rse-scale equ ti s governing t e macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equati n of O(1), Equation 13, lead t the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over ll RVE particles, the ma ro-scale
transla ional equ librium equation and the corresponding homogenized s r ss tensor ar xpressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
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2V0
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I
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↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 the mass densi y f the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di eren ial equation governing th equil brium of contin whereas Equation 18 provide th
m crosc pic stress tensor th ugh homog izing the soluti n f the RVE problem. In addition, the final ma r -s ale
rotational equilibrium equation an the correspo ding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
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i j = n
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i j is the m croscopi momen stress tens r erived
based on the results of the RVE an is, and Equation 19 cor espond to the cl ssical rotati nal equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multi cale Ho og iza ion
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at f ilu . This m ans that damage tends to
localize i a c rtain regi of the aterial domai , whil th r st f th mat rial d main rem ins i elastic regime.
Thus, ssigni g material RVE t all finite eleme ts that are sed to dis retize the macroscopic mat rial do ai is
u n cessary, an it increases th c putational cost treme dously. Theref re, implementing a criteria to determi e
which finite elements nter the nolinear regi is cruci l. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The an lysis st rts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite el ment meets a c rtain criterion, a RV i assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the lement constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptiv h og nization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equations gover ing the macroscopic problem
M thematical anipulat on of th equilibrium equation of O(1), Equ tion 13, lead to the macros opic translational
and rotation l equil brium equations. By v raging th equilibrium equations over all RVE p ticles, he m cro-scale
translati nal equilibrium e uation a d the rresponding homogenized stress tensor are expres ed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
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FI
Art0P↵i j (18)
where V0 is the volu e of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass dens ty of the macroscopic c ntinuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssic l partial di↵erential eq at on gov r ng the qui ibrium of continu whereas Equation 18 provides the
macr scop c stress tensor tho gh h moge izing th solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final cr -scale
rotational quilibrium equation and the co re ponding macroscopic moment stre s tensor are derived as
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i j (20)
wh re t e pr jec i ma r x Q↵i j i defined as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j i the macr sco ic mom nt str ss tens r de ved
based n t e r sults of the RVE a alysis, and Equati n 19 corresp n s t the classic l tation l quilibrium equation
in Cosse conti uu t ory. One n fin the d riva ion d tails f above quatio s in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multis l H m ge izatio
I concre and other quasi-brittl mat r als, st ain loc lizatio occurs failur . This e ns that d mage tends o
l c l z i a certain r gi n of he m teri o ai , whil th st of th at r al d main r ins in elastic r gime.
T us, a signi g materia RVE to all finite elemen s t at re u d to di cretize the macr copic material dom in is
unnecessary, a it increas s th com utational c t tremend usly. Th r f re, implementing a criteria t determine
which finite ele ents enter the olinear r gime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by co sid i g elastic isotropic c titut ve behavior for all finite elem nts and no RVE are used
at first. When a finit element eets certain cr terion, a RVE i assigned to that finite element. Nex , he inserted
RVE is loaded to th l v l of th finit le ent strain nsor nd is u e s the lement c nstitutiv equation for the
rest of th an lysis. In th c p r n ppro riat criteri is firs develo d, t n e numerical examples are solved
to i vestigate the e  ien y of th p ve ho ogeniz tion f amework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equati ns g verning the macr scopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibriu equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and otational equilibr um quations. By averaging the equilib um equations over all RVE pa ticles, the macro-scale
transl ti al equilibriu equation and the corresponding omogenized s ress t ns r ar expressed s
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
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↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the l ssical partial di↵ere tial equation gov rning the equilibrium of continu whereas Equation 18 provides the
macr sc pic st ess tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final acr -scale
rot tional quilibrium quation and the co re ponding macroscopic moment stre s tensor are derived as
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i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j s d fined as Q
↵
j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
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0
i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
based on the resul s of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Coss r t c ntinuum th ory. On can find the der va on details of above equations i Ref. [8].
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4. A ptiv Multiscal H og niz tion
In concrete and other quasi-brittle aterials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
local ze in a certain region of the aterial dom in, while the rest f the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assign ng material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, nd it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite e em nts nter the noli ear regim is crucial. The following adaptive schem is proposed in this study.
Th an lysis starts by consid ring lastic isotropic con tituti behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. Wh n a finite elem nt meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is load d to the level of the fi ite element strain tens r a d is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equatio of O(1), Equation 13, le d to e macroscopic tr nsla ional
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibri m equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translat onal equilibrium equation and th corr sponding homoge ized str ss tens r are expressed as
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wh re V0 is the volum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 i the mass en ity of the macroscopic continuu . Equation 17
is th classical partial di↵ rent al quati n gov rning th equilibrium of conti u whe as Equati n 18 provides he
macrosc p stres ten r ug omog izing the solution of the RVE p blem. In dditi n, th fi macro-scal
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i j is th m croscopic mo ent stress tensor der ve
based on th sults of he RVE nalysis, and Equa ion 19 c res ds t the c a s cal r tati al equilib ium qu io
in Cossera conti uum t eo y. On can find the d iv tio d tails of ab v equat ons in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Hom genization
In concrete and other qua i-brittle mat rials, strain loc lization occurs at failure. This ans that da age tends to
localize in a ertain region of the mate i l domain, whil he res of the mate a domain remains elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elem ts that ar used t discretize th macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is propos d in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic sotrop c co stitutive b havior f r all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a cert i crit rion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the fi ite e ement str i tensor and is used as the element consti utive quation for the
r st of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first dev loped, then some numerical examples ar solved
to vestigate th e ci cy of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coars -scale equat ons governing the macroscop c problem
Mathematic l manipulati n f the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational quil brium quations. By averaging the equil brium equations over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation d the c rr spondin homogenized stress tens r re expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equat on govern ng the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
mac oscop c stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE probl . In addition, the fina acro-scale
rotational equilibriu equat on and the corresponding macroscopic oment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0 I FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projectio matrix Q↵i j is fined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based n t results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classi l rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat c nti uum t ory. One can find the deriv tio det ils f abov quatio s in Ref. [8].
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4. Ad tiv Multiscale H ogenization
In con r te and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the ma erial domain, while the res of the aterial d main remains in el stic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE t all finite elements t at are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
u n c ss ry, n it increases computation l co t tremendously. Th r for , i plementing a criteria to determine
which finite elem nts enter the nolinear regi e is rucial. The following adapti e scheme is proposed in this study.
The l sis starts by co sid ri g elastic is tropic o titutive behavi r for all fi ite leme ts and no RVE are used
at first. Whe a fi it elem n m ets certa n criterio , RVE is a signed to that finite el ment. Next, the nserted
RVE is lo ded t the l v l of th finite el ment stra n t nsor a is used as th el ment constitutive qu ti n for the
r s of t e nalys s. In thi chapter a pp opriate criteria is first developed, then s m numerical x ples are solve
t investigat the  ciency of the adaptive h m genizati framework.
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3.1. (⌘ 2): rigid body otion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, whic , regarding the definiti n of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefo e
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider th t th fi ld variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on mac oscopic coor inate system X,
hich implies that these quantities varies smooth y n th cro-scale material domain, while hey ar constant v r
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact tha !0 rep esents rigid rot tio and regarding the defi ition f '0 a d !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for a l RVE particles. Using these c clus ons along with Equ tion 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) nd O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equatio s governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is cal d back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵ IJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equatio 15 is th force and moment equ librium quati ns of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet tract on t0↵ vector, which, urn, is a fu c ion of ✏0↵ that is written a
✏0 = r¯ 1
⇣
u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik
⌘
IJ
↵i + P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmni ycn
⌘
(16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the m cros i trai and cu vatur tens r , re p ctiv ly. Th v ct r is
the position ve tor of t e facet centr id shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate syst m,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an p rator to project macroscopic strain and cu vature tensors onto he RVE facets
as norm or ta gential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is conclud d that the first erm n Equati 16
is th fine-scale definition f the facet normal and ta gent al strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields 1 and !1. Furt rmore, the second erm in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, s the pr jection of
macroscal strain and cu vatur tensors on ach RVE facet. In the w rd , to solv th RVE probl m, macr copic
str in and cu vature tensors should b applied on all RVE fa ts a egative ig nstra , nd th fine-s a olut n,
n te ms of ispl cements u1 and rotations !1 of ea parti l , mus b c lculat d s tisfyi g ts f r e and m me t
equil brium equations, whil periodic boundary conditions are enforced on th RVE. The solution of the equilibri m
e ations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then s d to compute th macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = , whic , regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equa ion 8, refers to the rigid body motion f the RVE. Th refore
ui (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
On must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 ar only depe ent on macroscop c coordinat system X,
w i h implies tha these quantities var es smoothly n the mac o-scale material domain, while hey ar constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 nd !0 correspond to the mac oscopic displaceme t and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering th fac that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the defi ition of '0 d !0, on can conclude
= !0 d '0 is e ual f r a l RVE p r icles. Using the e c clusions alo with Equat on 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) a O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale quatio s gover ing the RVE roblem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it s scale b ck
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 ( 5)
Equati n 15 is the force and m me t e ilibrium quatio s of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet tract on t0↵ vector, w ich, i tur , is a fu ction of ✏0↵ that is written s
✏0 = r¯ 1
⇣
u1Ji   u1I + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik
⌘
IJ
↵i + P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
(16)
wher  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the cr scopi strain and curv t r te sors, respectively. The v ctor yc is
the position ve tor of the facet centroid shar d b twee part cles I d J i e local w r-scale c rdi ate ystem,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an perator to pr ject m croscopi strain a d curvature te sors onto the RVE facets
a norm or ta gential strain components. Cons dering Equation 4, it is concluded th t the first term in Equation 16
is th fine-scale d finition f the face ormal and ta gential strains w itt n n terms of lower-scal isplacement a d
rotation fi lds u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term n Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is th projec f
macroscale strain an curvatur tensors on a h RVE f c t. I o r w s, o olv the RVE pr blem, acros opi
strain nd curvature tensors shoul b appl ed on E fac t as neg t ige strai s, a d th fine-scale so ution,
i terms of d spl cements u1 a d r tations !1 f each parti le, must be al ulated satis yi g its f rce and moment
equ librium equations, while periodic boundary c ndi ion ar enf r on the RVE. The solution of the e ilibrium
equations results in facet tr ction t0↵ that are then sed to compute the acroscopic s r ss d couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rig d bo y motion
From O(⌘ 2) equil brium equation, it is conc uded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = , which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equati n 8, ref rs to the rigid body motion f th RVE. The fo e
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
O e must consid r that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependen on scopic co rdi at system X,
which i plies that these quantities varies smoothly in th cro-scale material domain, while they ar constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 corr spond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact th !0 re esents RVE rigi rot tio and regarding the defi ition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE parti le . Using these c clus ons along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) nd O(⌘1) strai s.
.2. O(⌘ 1): Fi e-sc le equatio s governi g the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE proble , which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
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A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
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A
⇣
cI ⇥ 0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equ tio 15 the force nd moment quil b um quation of ev ry single particle insid the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) fa e traction t0↵ ector, w ic , i turn, is a func ion f ✏0↵ tha is writte as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1I c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + ↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are th macr scopi stra a d cu vature te sors, r spectiv ly. The v ctor yc i
the positi n ve tor of he facet centroid shared b twe n p rticles I d J in the local l wer-scale coordi te system,
sh w i Figur 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i
IJ
↵ j i an e at r o project a ro copic strai a d cu vature tensors nt h RVE facets
as norm l or ta gential s rain compon nts. Consider g Equat on 4, it is oncluded hat the first erm n Equation 16
is the fi e-scal definition f the facet normal and ta gent al strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields 1 a d !1. Furth rmore, the second rm in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, s the rojection of
macroscale strain and u vatur tenso s on ach RVE f cet. I ot er w rd , to solve th RVE pr blem, acroscopic
strain and cu v t re ten or s uld b appli d on all RVE facets as gat v eige strai s, an the fi e-scale solution,
in term of d splace nt 1 and r ta io !1 of each p rticl , must b c culated sati fy ng it force a nt
quil br um equations, whil p riodi bounda y conditi ns are nf r d o th RVE. The solution of t quilib ium
equations results in f cet raction t0↵ that are th n us d t c mpute h ma roscopic stress and coup t sors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macr scopic problem
Mathem tical man p lation of the ilibrium equ tion of O(1), quation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotati n l il brium equations. By verag ng the il brium quation ove al RVE particles, th macro-scale
trans ional il brium equatio the corr sponding homogenized st ss ten r re expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the class cal par ial di↵ere tial equatio govern ng the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress e or tho gh homog niz ng the s lution of th RVE problem. In ad ition, the final macro-scale
rotational il brium equat on and the co resp nding macroscopic momen st ss tenso are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wher the pr jection matr x Q↵i j is defi ed as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macros opic moment stress tensor derived
ba d o the r sults of the RVE analysi , and Equa ion 19 c rres nd to classic l rotational il brium equation
in Coss ra c ntinuum theory. On can fi the erivati n et ils of b ve at ons in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
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4. Ada e Multiscale Homogenization
I ncrete n other s -brittl materials, strai lo alization c urs at failu e. This means that damage tends to
l ca ize in a c r ain e i n f the ma eri l d m in, w ile the rest of the mate al domain remains in elastic regime.
T u , ssig ing a i l RVE t a fini l ents h ar us d to d sc iz th m cro copic material domain is
u cess y, and it i cr ase t c mputational cost tr m ndo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w ich fini e le nts e te the nolinea gime is crucial. The following adaptive sch me is proposed in this study.
The analysis tarts by cons dering elastic i o ropic constitutive behavior for all fin te elements and no RVE are used
t first. Wh n a fini ele ent meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assig ed t that finite lement. Next, the inserted
RVE is load d o he level of h fi ite element strain tensor and is us d as the lement cons tutive equation for the
st of the nalys s. In this chapter an app opr ate crit ria is firs develop d, hen som numeric l examples are solved
to vestig t th  ciency f the adaptiv h mogen z tio fram work.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equatio s governing the mac scopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the e il brium equation of O(1), Equati n 13, lead to the m crosc pic translational
and rotational equil brium equations. By averaging the equil brium quations over all RVE particle , th macro-scale
translational equil brium equation and the correspondi g homogenized stre s ten or are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the class cal pa tial di↵ere tial quation govern ng the equilibri m of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macros pic st ss tensor though hom genizing the solution of th RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
r tational equil brium equation and the c rresp nding acroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the proje tion matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the acroscopic oment stress tensor derived
b d o the results of the RVE a alys s, and Equation 19 c rre p nds to th classical rotational equil brium equation
in Co sera co tinuum theory. On c n fin the derivation details of abov equations i Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. A ap ve Mult c e Ho o en zation
I c n rete nd oth r quasi-brittle materials, strai lo aliz tion occurs at failure. This me ns that damage tends to
localize in a cert in region of th material domain, while the rest of the material domain remains n lastic regime.
Thus, ass gning material to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessa y, and it increases the compu ational co t tremen ously. Th refore, implementing a criteria to determine
which fini e lem ts nt the noli ea r g me i crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
T alysis tarts by sidering elastic isotropic const tutive behav or for all finite elements nd no RVE are used
t fi st. Wh n a fi it elem n me ts a certain criterion, a RVE is assig ed to that finite elem nt. Next, the inserted
RVE is load d to th lev l of t fi ite element train tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
re t of th analysis. I this cha t r n app op iate criteria is firs develop d, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigat th  ciency of the ad pt ve ho genization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coars -scal equati s governing the macroscop c problem
M the cal manipulat on of th equ libriu equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead t the acrosc pic tra slational
and rotational equ librium equatio s. By av raging th qu librium equations over all RVE p rticl s, the acro-scale
tr slational eq libriu equation and the correspo ding hom g ized s r ss te s r re expre sed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is t volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic conti uum. Equation 17
is the classical p rt al di↵erential equatio gover ing the equil b ium of cont ua wh reas Equation 18 provides the
croscopic st ss t nsor t ough ho ogen zing th solution f the RVE robl m. In addition, he final ac o-sc le
rota nal equ librium equation nd the corr sponding m cr sc pic mom nt stress e sor r d riv d a
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projecti n matrix Q↵i j is efined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s the macroscopic mome t stress t nso erive
bas d on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds o the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum t ory. One can find th derivation det ils of above quations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad ptive Multi cale H m genization
In co crete an o her quasi-brittle materials, strain l calization occurs at failur . This eans that damage tends to
localize in a cer in regi n f the ateri do ain, while th r st of the mat rial domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, s igni g material RVE to all fi ite el ments that are s d to dis etize the ac scopic m terial domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computatio al cost tremendously. Ther fore, implemen ing a criteria to determine
which fini elements nte the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive sch me is proposed in this study.
The analysi sta ts by considering elastic iso r pic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at rs . When a finite element mee s a certain criterion, a RVE is ssign d to tha finite eleme t. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is us d as the elem nt constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate crit ria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homog nization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equ tions gove ning the mac scopic problem
M them cal manipulat on of th equ librium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead t the macros opic translati nal
nd rotational equ librium equatio s. By averaging th qu librium qu t ons over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translational equ l brium equation nd th corr sp ding omog z d stre s t nsor re express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
j (18)
where V0 is t volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the mass d nsi y f th macros opic continuum. Equatio 17
is the classical p rtial d ↵erent l equation gove ni g the equil brium of continu whereas Equati n 18 provide th
crosc pic stress t sor though h mog n zing the soluti n f the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-s ale
rotat onal equ librium equation and the corresponding m crosc pic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (2 )
wh re the projection m trix Q↵i j i defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the mac oscopic moment stress ten or d rived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational quilibrium equ tion
in C sserat c nti uum th ory. One can fin the derivation details of above quations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Mu isca Hom ge izatio
In concrete and o her quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This eans at d mage tends to
localiz in a c r ain re ion of the ateria domai , whil th rest of the mat rial domain rema ns i elastic regime.
Thus, assigning materi l RVE to all fi it l ments th t re us d to di etize the ma oscopic mat i l doma n is
un ec a y, and it incre ses the computa al cost tremendously. Ther fore, implemen ing a criteria to determine
which fini elements nte the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive sch me is proposed in this study.
The analysi sta ts by considering elastic iso ropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are u ed
at rs . When a finite element m e a certai criterion, a RVE is ssign d to that finite eleme t. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is us d as the elem nt constitutive equation for the
re t of the analysis. In this c apter ppropriate crit ria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to inv stigate the e ciency of the adaptive hom g nization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equatio s gover ing the mac scopic pr ble
Mathematical manipul t on of th equil brium equation of O(1), Equ ti n 13, l ad to the m crosc pic transl tional
and rotatio al equil br um equati ns. By veragi th quil briu quations ove all RVE p ticle , th m cro-scale
tra slational riu equation and the corre po d ng homogenize stress ten or r expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of th RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass dens ty of the macro copic c tinuum. Equation 17
is the cl ss cal partial di↵ere tial over ng the qui ibri m f continua whereas Equa ion 18 provides the
macroscop c stress tensor though h mogenizi th solutio of th RVE probl m. In ad ition, the final macro-scale
rotat onal equil brium equation and the corresp di g acroscopic mom nt st tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wher the pr ject on ma rix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th a r scopic moment tress tens r de ved
ba d the r sult f the RVE analys s, nd Equati n 19 orr sp nds to the lassical rotational equil brium equation
in Co se t c nti uu th ry. One can find the deriv on details of bove equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adap v Multis al Homog ization
In c n ret d oth r quasi-br ttle mat r als, s rain lo aliz curs a failure. This e ns that damage tends o
loc lize i a c t in r gio f he mat r domain, while the rest f th ma l domain r ins n lastic r gime.
Thus, ass gning m t rial RVE o all fi ite ele nts tha ar us d to di cretiz the acroscopic material dom in is
u nec ssa y, a it incr a es th compu ational o t treme dously. Th ref re, implementing a criteria t determine
which finite leme ts ente the olinea r gime is cr cial. T e following adaptiv s heme is proposed in this study.
The analysis tarts by co sid ring las ic isotropic const tut ve behav or for all finite element nd no RVE ar used
at fi st. Wh n a finit le en meets a cert i crit ri n, a RVE i assig d to that finite elem nt. Nex , he ins rted
RVE is l aded to th l vel of th finite eleme t strain nsor a d is u e as the lement nstitutiv equation for the
est of the nalysi . In his cha t an app priat criteria is fir d velop d, th n some numerical examples are solved
to inve t gate the e  ie cy of th adapt e mogenizat on fra ework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scal equations govern ng the macr sc pic problem
Mathematical manipulation f the ilibriu quation of O(1), Equ ti n 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
an rotati nal il brium equations. By av rag ng the il brium q s ove al RVE particles, th macro-scale
tr ns ational il briu equati and the rr sponding h m g iz d st ess ten or are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh re V0 is the volum f the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass den ity of the ma roscopic continuum. Equation 17
s the class cal par ial di↵ere tial equation govern ng the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress te or though homog niz ng the solution of th RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational il brium equation an the corresp nding macroscopic mo ent st ss tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
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FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the p oject on matrix Q↵i j is d fined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
ba d n the r sults of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 c rresponds to the classical rotational il brium eq ation
in Cossera continuu th ory. O can find th deriv tion d t ils of above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. A ap ve M ltisc l H og z ion
I c ncre e nd other qu si-brittle materials, strai lo alization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a c rtain r gion f the mat ri l do i , while the rest of the mate ial domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, ssign ng material RVE to all fini e elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases he computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite lem nts ente the nolinea regime is cru ial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis tarts by cons d ring elastic i r pic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. Wh n a finit element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assig ed to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is load d to the level of th finite element strain tensor and is used as the element cons tutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an app opriate crit ria is firs develop d, then som numeric l examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive h mogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equatio s gov rning the acr scopic problem
Mathematical manipulati n of the equilibri m equation of O( ), Equa ion 13, lead to macrosc pic transla ional
and rotat onal equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translat o al equ librium equat n d the corr spond homogenized stress tens r are express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh re V0 is th volume of th R E; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the mass density of the macroscopic conti uu . Equation 17
is the classical par ial i↵er nt al equation governing th equ libriu of tinua where Equation 18 provi s the
macroscopic tress n or th ug o og zi g the soluti f RVE pr bl m. I add tion, th final macro-scale
rot t o l quilibriu equatio a t e rr s ondi g acro c pic m ment stress t nsor are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wh re t e p jection matr x Q↵i j s efi ed s Q
↵
i j =
IJ" jkl xCk
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the croscop c om nt st es tensor der ved
ba d n t r sults f the RVE nalys s, d Equati 19 o responds to he c a ical o at o al quil brium qu ion
i Coss rat c tinuum th o y. One can fi t de ivation details of ab ve equa s in R f. [8].
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4. Adaptive Mult scal H m geniz tion
In conc ete and o h r quasi-brittle materia s, strain localiz tio occurs at f ilure. This eans that damage tends to
l c lize in a c rt in r gi n of the material dom in, whil he res f the ate a domain r mains e astic regime.
Thus, ssigning material RVE to all fin te el ments that are us d to discretize the croscopic mat rial domain is
u necessary, and it increases the computational cost trem nd usly. Therefore, implementing a c iteria to determine
which finite elem ts ent r the nol ear regi is cruc al. The followi g ad ptiv cheme is pr pos d i h s study.
The analysis starts by con idering elasti isotropic constitutive b h vior for all finit e ements and no RVE ar used
at first. When a finit lem nt me t a cert in crit ri n, a RVE is assigned to that fin t element. N xt, the inserted
RVE is load d to the lev l of t fin te el ment strai t sor a d is us d as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this cha ter an appropriate criteria is first developed, th n some num rical examples are solved
t invest gate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘ ): Coarse-s ale equation governing th macroscop c p oblem
Mathemati l manipulati n of the ilibrium equation of O(1), Equati n 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
a d r atio al il b ium equations. By averag ng the il brium quations ove al RVE p r cles, th macr -scale
tran ation il brium qua ion d the c rr spondin homogeniz d st s te s r xpressed as
 0j , j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the class cal partial di↵ere tial equation govern ng the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscop c str ss tensor though homogeniz ng the solutio of th RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotati nal il bri m equati n and the corresp nding macroscop c moment st ss tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
b d the results of the RVE analysis, and Equati n 19 c rr sponds to the classi l rotational il brium equati n
in Coss a co i um eor . O can find th deriv tion details f abov equati s in Ref. [8].
t0N t
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M
4. Adap v Multisc l H ogenization
I c ncrete nd other qu si-brittle materials, strai localizati n occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a c rtain region of the material domain, while the rest of the mate ial domain rema ns in elastic regime.
Thus, signing materi l RVE all fin e ele e ts t at are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnec ss ry, n it increa s computational co tremendo sly. Therefor , i plem nting a criteria to determine
which fi ite lem nts e te noli a regime is crucial. Th foll wing daptive schem s propos d in this study.
The an lysis arts by cons dering elastic o ropic constitu ive behav or f r all fi ite elements and no RVE are used
at first. Wh n finite l me t m ets a certain r teri n, a RVE is a sign d to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE i lo d t th level of th finite elem nt stra t s r and is used as th l ment cons tutiv equation for the
r s of the nalys s. In this chapter an ppr priat cri ria is firs develop d, t n some num ric l examples are solved
t investigat the e cie cy of the adaptiv homogenization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 a d !0 are only dependen on m croscopic coordinat sys em X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material doma n, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displ cement and rotation fi lds, respect vely.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside th RVE subj ct d o
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimyn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are th macroscopic strain and curvatu tensors, respectively. The ve tor yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local low r-scale coordinate syst ,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macro copi strain nd curvat re te sors onto t e RVE fac ts
as normal or tangential strain comp nents. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, the se ond term in Equatio 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j jmnimycn
⌘
, is the proj ction of
macroscale strain and curvature tensors n each RVE facet. In o her words, to solve the RVE problem, cros opic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE f ts as negative igenstrains, nd the fine-scale soluti n,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 f each particle, must be c lculated atisfying its force nd mo ent
equilibrium equations, while periodic bou dary co ditions are enforced n he RVE. The soluti of the quilib ium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute th m crosco ic tress and couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, wh ch, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies s oothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspon t the macroscopic displacement and r tation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation a d regarding the defi ition of '0 and !0, one can conc ude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Usi g these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equat ons governing the RVE proble
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown n Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j s an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential str i components. Considering Equatio 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definiti n of the facet normal and tangential strains written in ter s of lower-scale displacem t and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jm imycn
⌘
, is the pro ection of
macroscale strain an curvatur tensors on each RVE fac t. In other wo ds, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain a d curvature tensors should be appli d n all RVE facets s neg tiv eige str ins, a d the fi e-s al solution,
in terms of d splacements u1 and r tatio s !1 of each p ticle, must b calculated sa is ying it force d mome t
equilibrium equations, while periodic bou d ry condi ions are enf rced the RVE. The s l tion of th equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then us d to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body otion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is conc ud d that t 1↵ = 0 a d ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, refers to the rig d body motion f th RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the fi ld variabl s v0 and !0 a e only depe n on acroscopic coordinate system X,
wh ch implie that these quantities varies s oo hly in the macro-scale t rial domain, while they are co stant over
the RVE d main. Hence, v0 an !0 correspond to the ma roscopic di placement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one ca conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
defi i io of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations gover ing he RVE p ob em
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
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= 0 (15)
Equation 15 i the force and moment quilibrium equation of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) fac t traction t0↵ vector, which, in ur , is a function f ✏0↵ tha is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k ,  j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain n curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I nd J in the local l we -scale coordin e system,
shown in Figure 2 . P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j i an op rator to project macroscopic s r in and curvat re tensors onto the RVE fa et
as normal or tangential trai co ponents. Considering Equ tion 4, it is conclu d ha the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-sc le definiti n of the facet normal and tangential strains written in t rms of lower-scale d splacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. F rth rmore, the sec nd term n Equ ti 16, ✏↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the pr jection of
macroscale strai and curvature tensors o each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, m crosc p
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fine-scale s lution,
in terms of displacements u1 nd r tations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and mom nt
equilibrium equations, while peri dic b undary condit ons a e enforced on the RVE. The solution f th eq il brium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
8
At every 
 macroscopic  
Gauss point 
3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mat ematical manipulat on of the equ librium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the ma roscopic translational
and rotatio al equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equatio s over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translat onal qu l briu equation an e corresponding homogeniz d stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵P
↵
j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 i the ss density of the m cr scop c con u . Equation 17
s the classical partial di↵ere tial equatio governing the equilibrium f co t nua whereas Eq ati n 18 provides th
macroscopic stress tensor though hom genizi g the solution of th RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scal
rot tional equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j = 2V0
XX
FI
Ar 0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵j is define as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s the ma roscopic mo e t r ss tenso deriv d
based on the r sults of the RVE a alysi , and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in C sserat continuu the ry. One c n find the der vati n et ils of ab ve equati ns in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad ptive Multi c le Ho genizatio
In on ret nd other quasi-brittle materials, strai lo alization c u s t f lure. This means that d age tends to
localize in a certain region of the mat ri l domain, while the rest of th mater al do i remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to a l finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic aterial domain is
unnecessary, and it i cr ases the computatio al cost tre ndous y. Th refore, implementing a criter o d rmine
w ich finite ele ents enter the nolinear gime is crucial. T e foll wi g adaptiv scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering lastic isotropic constitutive behav or for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite elem nt meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assig ed to that finit lement. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded o the level of th finite element strain te so nd is us d as he lem t constitutive qu tio for t
rest f the analysis. I th s chapt a app opriate criteria is first developed, he ome numeric l exa ple re solv d
to investig te the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Co rse-scale equa ions governing the macroscopic pr bl m
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rota nal equilibr um quations. By veraging the equilibrium equatio s over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
transla ional equilibrium equation nd the corresp d ng h mogenize stress te s r are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volu e of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is he mass d nsity of the acrosc pic continuum. Equation 17
is the classic l partial di↵ rent al ation g ing th equilibriu f cont ua whe Equ tion 18 ovi es the
mac os p stress ten or tho gh h moge izin the solution f the RVE problem. I additio , the final macro-scale
rotatio al equilib ium equation and t e correspondi g m c osco ic moment stress tens r are d rived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the p ojection m rix Q↵i j is defin d s Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j i th r scopic mo ent t es tensor de iv d
based on t e r sults of he RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corre p nds to th classical rota io al quilibrium equation
in C sserat ntinuum the ry. One c find th d rivation details of abov equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad ti e Multiscale H enization
In concrete and ther qua i-bri tle mat rials, str in localization ccurs at f ilure. This eans that damage tends to
localize i a certain regio of material omain, while the rest f the ateri l domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigni g aterial RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic aterial domain is
unnecessary, and it inc ases the co putational cost tr mendously. Therefore, imple enti g a criteria t determine
which fi t elements e te e l near regime is cruci l. The f llow adaptive scheme is proposed in th s study.
The analysis star s by co sidering l sti i otr pic constitutive behavior for all fi i ele ts and no RVE a e us d
at first. Whe a fi i e elem nt meet a c r ai c it ri , RVE is assigned to that finite lement. Next, i rted
RVE is lo ded to he level of the finite lement strai t s r and is us d he el men con ti utive quat on f r the
rest of the analysis. I this chapter an appr p iat iteria is firs dev oped, th so numeric l x mp e are solv d
to investiga the e ciency of adap v h oge zation framew rk.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead t t scopic tr nsl tio al
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE p rticles, the m cr -scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the ass d nsity f the m croscopic contin u . Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equ govern ng the equil brium f conti ua where Equation 18 provid s the
macroscopic stress tensor though h moge izing the solution of the RVE probl m. In additi n, the final macro- cale
rotational equilibrium equati and the corresponding macroscopic moment s ess te s are d riv d a
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the m c scopi moment stres ens r d rived
based on the results of the RVE a alysi , and Equation 19 corresponds to the clas ical rotation l equili rium quation
in Cosserat continuum t ory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle mat rials, st ain localization occurs at fai ure. This means that damag nds t
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of the mat al domain remain in last c gime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finit eleme s that are us d to discre ize the macroscopic material domain s
unnecessary, and it increases the computa ional cos trem dously. Therefore, i p me g a crit ria to d termine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic co stitutive behavior for all finite lements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is ssign d to hat fi i element. Next, th ins rt d
RVE is loaded to the level of the finit el m nt trai te r nd is used s the l ment c nstitutive quatio for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriat crit ria s firs dev loped, t en som umerical xamples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing t macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibriu equations. By ver ging the eq ilibrium equations over all RVE part cles, th ma ro-sc le
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the ass densi y f the m croscopic co ti uum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equ ti governing the equil brium of continua whereas Equatio 18 p ovid th
m crosc pic stress tensor though homog nizing the soluti n f the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress t nsor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macr scopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle terials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the ma er al domain, while the rest of the mate ial domain emains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it incre ses the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, impl menting a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regi e is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is pr posed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constit tive behavior f r all fi ite eleme ts and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite elem nt s rain tensor and is used as the lement c nstitutive equatio for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appr priate criteria is first developed, t en some umeri examples ar solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogeniza ion framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-sc le equa i s gover ing the macroscopic pr blem
Mathematical ma ipulat on of th quilibrium equation f O(1), Equation 13, le d to the macroscopic translational
a d rotation l q ilibri m equa i s. By v raging th equilib ium equations over all RVE p cles, the m cro-scale
r slational equ librium qu tio and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Ar 0↵P
↵
i j (18)
whe e V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 the mass dens ty of the macroscopic contin um. Equati 17
is the cl ssical partial di↵erenti l eq ation gover ng the qui ibrium of co tinua whereas Equation 18 prov des th
mac oscop c stress ensor th ugh h mogenizing th solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the cor esponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where t e pr jection rix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macr scopic moment stress tens r de ved
based on the r sults of th RVE analysis, a d Equation 9 corr sponds to t classical rot ti al equilibrium equati n
i C sse a co tinuum theory. ne can find the deriv tion deta ls of bove equatio s in ef. [8].
✏cN , ✏
c
M , ✏
c
L
4. A aptiv Mult scal Ho oge izat n
In c crete and other quasi-br ttle mat r als, strain loc lizati occurs a failure. This means that damage tends o
lo alize in a certai r gion of th materi domain, while the rest of th mat r al domain re ins i el stic gime.
Thus, ssigning aterial RVE t all fi ite lements th t are used to di cr tize t macr scopic at rial dom in is
unnecessary, a it incr ases th computational co t tremendously. Therefore, impleme ting a criteria t d termine
which fi ite elements enter the olinear r gime is crucial. The following adaptive sche e s proposed in this study.
The nalysis starts by co sid ring el stic isotropic constitut ve behavior for all finite e ements and no RVE re used
at first. When a finite ele ent me ts a certain criterion, a RVE i assign d t that fin t element. N x , he ins rted
RVE is loa ed t the level f th finit el ment strain nsor nd is u as the l nt c n titu iv equ io for t e
rest of the analysis. In this chapt r an appropriate criteria is firs developed, then some numerical ex mples ar s lved
to investigat the e ciency of t e adaptive hom genizatio framework.
9
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equation gov rning the m cro c pi problem
Mathematic l ma ipulation of the equilibriu equat on of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
d rotational qui ibrium equation . By ave aging t e qu l br um equati ns ver ll RVE particles, th macro- cale
translati nal equilibr u equatio and the orresp i homogenize stress te sor are expr ssed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
j (18)
where V0 is the volume of e RVE; ⇢u = I MI/V0 is the mas d nsity of t e acro copic continu m. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of conti ua whereas Equation 8 provide the
macroscopic stress tensor t ough homogenizing the solut on of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic oment str ss tensor are derived as
✏i jk i j +
@µ0ji
@x
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2 0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i is d fined a Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
j is the macroscopic mo ent stress tensor derived
based on t e results of the RVE a alysis, and Equati n 19 corresp nds to the classical r tational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat conti u m theory. One can fin the d riv tion d tails f ab ve equ tions in R f. [8].
0
N , t
0
M , t
0
L
4. A ptiv Multiscal H mog niz tion
In co cr te and other quasi-bri tl aterials, strain localization occurs at fail r . This means tha da age tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of t e aterial do ain remai s in elastic regi e.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements th t are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tre endously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter t e nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive s heme is proposed in this study.
The nalysis starts by considering lastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and n RVE are used
at first. When a finit el m nt m ets c rtain crit rion, a RVE is assigned to that fi ite elem t. Next, th inserted
RVE is loaded to the le el of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the el ment constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e c ency of the adaptive hom genization fram work.
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calculated on all facets  
3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the acro copi probl
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to e macrosc pic trans a i nal
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the ilibriu equations over all RVE p rticl s, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equatio a the corresponding homog nized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh re V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u = I MIu/V0 is the mass densi y of the macros pi c t nuum. Equa i 17
is the classical partial di↵er nt al equati n governi g th eq ilibriu of conti ua wherea Equation 18 provid s he
macroscopic stress ten or th ug omoge izing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
r tation l quilibrium equatio and the orrespondi g macr sc pic moment stress tensor are deri d a
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Ar 0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined s Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th m croscopic oment stress tensor der ved
based on the results of the RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 corresponds to he c assical rotatio al quilib ium qu ion
in Coss rat continuum theo y. One can find the de iv tion deta ls of ab v quations in Ref. [8].
t0N t
0
M
4. Adaptive M lt sc H m nizati
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain loca ization occurs at failure. This means that da age tends to
localize in a certain r gion of the material o ai , whil the res f the mate a domain remains elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that re used to discretize the m croscopic material dom n is
unnecessary, and t increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements ent r the nolinear regime is crucial. The foll wi g a ap iv scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all fin e ele s and n RVE r us d
at first. When a fini e elem nt meets a certain criteri n, a RVE i i ed to that finit elem nt. Next, th inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor a d is used as the element onstitutiv equ f r the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropr at criteria is first dev lop d, then some numerical xamples are solved
to inve tig e the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization fr mework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coa se-scale qu ons governing the macro cop c problem
Mathe atical ma ipulati n of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equ tion 13, lead t th macr scopic tr nslatio al
and rotatio al quilibr um equa ons. By averaging t equilibrium eq tions over ll RVE p rt cles, the m cr -scale
translational equilibriu equation d the c rre p ndin hom ge ize stre s tens r re express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
whe e V0 is the v lume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is t e cl s ic l partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibriu of continua whereas Equation 8 prov des the
macroscop c stress tensor though homogen zing t solut on of he RVE p oblem. I addition, the final ac o- cale
rotational equilibrium equati n and th c rresponding ma r scopi moment str ss tensor are deri d as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wh re he projecti matrix Q↵i j is defi ed as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j i the m cr sc pic o str ss nsor d rived
ba the re ults of h RVE analysis, nd Equ ti 19 c respo s to rot al q il briu equati n
in Co serat conti um t ry. One ca fi th d riv ti d t il f bove quati s i Ref. [8].
t0N t
0
M
4. A aptive Multiscale Ho g n zation
In concrete and other s -brit le terials, strain lo alization occurs at failure. This means that damage t d to
localize in a c rt in r g of the m e i l omain, while the rest of the material domain remai s in ela tic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE t all finite elements t at are used to discretize the macroscopic m terial domain is
unnec ss ry, n it ncrease t c mput tional cost tremend u ly. Therefor , i pleme ti g a criteria t d termine
which finite elem nts nter the nolin ar regime is cruci l. The following daptive s hem is pr pos i h s study.
The analysis starts by consid ring elastic isotropic cons itu ive behavior for all fi it eleme ts and n RVE e used
at first. W n fin te element m ets a cert in crit ion, a RVE is a signed to that finite leme t. N xt, the nse ted
RVE is l d d t th l vel f the fi t element train t ns and is se as he lem n const tu ive equa ion fo th
r s of the nalys s. In his chapt r n ppr priate criteri s first develop d, the some n rical examples are solv d
t i vestig t the e cie cy of the adaptive ho oge ization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Th r for
ui (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field v r ables v0 and !0 are only dependent on cr sc pic c ordi a e system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while th y are con t nt over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotatio fields, resp ctively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definit on of '0 and !0, on c n co clude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Usin th se conclusions along with Equat n 14, on c n rewrite th
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equation governing th RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as f llows wh n it is caled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle in ide the RVE subj ct d to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is function of ✏0↵ that is wr tten as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jm imycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature t s rs, respectiv ly. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale c or inat sy tem,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project m croscopic strai and curvat ensors nt the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that t e first e m in Equa i 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of low r-scal displace nt a d
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the p ojection of
macroscale strain and curvature tens rs on each RVE facet. In other words, to olv the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain nd curvature tensors should be appli d all RVE fa ets as negative eig trains, and the fine-sc le solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force a d m ment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The soluti n of the quilibri m
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic str ss and c upl tens rs.
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tensors projected on 
ll RVE factes  
3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition f ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 a e only d pendent on ma roscop c coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material do ain, w ile t y are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the m croscopic displac ment and rotation fields, resp ctively.
Considering the fact that !0 epre ents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition f '0 !0, n c conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rew ite the
definition of O(⌘0) a d O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale quations gov r ing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as foll ws when it is scaled back
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⌘
= 0 (15)
Equ tion 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every singl p rtic e insid the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a f nction of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature t nsors t th RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equ tion 4, t is conc uded th t he fi s term in Equati 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strain writt n i t rms of lower-scale displac ent and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain an curvature tensors on each RVE fac t. In other wo ds, to s lve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negativ eige strain , nd the fine-scale solution,
in terms of d splacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satis ying ts force and m ment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary condi ions ar nf rced on the RVE. The solution of the quilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscop c stres and couple ensors.
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IJ
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IJ
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macroscale st ain a d curvature tensors on eac RVE facet. In ther words, t s v he RVE problem, ma r sc pic
strai and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets a negativ eig nstr ns, and fine-scal solution,
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3.3. O(⌘0): C rse-sc le qu tions g verning the macroscopic problem
Mathematical ma ipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, l ad to the m cr scopic translatio
and r tational quilibriu equations. By averaging the quil brium equations over l RVE par c es, th macr -scale
translati al equil brium equation and corr sp nding homoge ized ress tenso a e expressed a
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art↵P
↵
i j (18)
w e V0 is the v lum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
MIu/V0 is th mass dens ty f th acrosc pi continuum. quati n 17
i th clas ical p rt al di er ntial quation governing the equil b iu of c n inua whereas Equatio 18 p ovi es the
macrosc pi stre s t ns r t ough ho gen zing the s luti f he RVE p b e . In dditi , th final cro-s ale
r t ion l eq librium quation and c r sp d ng cr scopic m e t str s tensor a e derived s
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
er the projecti n matrix Q↵i j is efi ed as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the ma r scopi om stress t n r d iv
sed th resul s of the RVE analy i , and Equati 19 corresp nds t t class cal rot tion l q ilibriu qu tion
in Coss r t contin um theory. O e ca fi th derivati n et ils of ab ve quatio s in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
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4. A ap iv Multiscal Ho ogeniza ion
In oncret d othe quasi-brittle m t i ls, strain loc lizat on c u s failure. Thi m n tha mag nds to
localize in a certain regio f the materi l domain, wh le the e t of the m t r al d main rem i s i lastic eg me.
Thus, assigning material R E o a l fini e e men that re us d to discretiz e ma r sco ic at ri l i
unn cessary, nd it i creases the computational cost tremendo y. Therefore, i pl ment g a criteria t det ine
w ich finite ele ents enter the noli ar gime is crucial. The foll wing adaptiv s heme pr p s d i this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive b avio for a finite elements and o RVE are u ed
at first. When a fi ite element meets a cert in criterion, a RVE is assign d o that finit l m t. N xt, inserted
RVE is lo ded to he l v l of the finite eleme t strain tensor nd is u ed as the elem nt con titutive equation for the
rest of the a alysis. In this chapte an approp iate criteri is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigat the e ciency of the adap ive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equati ns governing the macroscopic probl m
Math matical mani ulation of t e equilibri m equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic transl t on l
and rotational equi ibrium qua ions. By averaging th equilibri equations ver all RVE part cles, t macr -scal
t anslational equilib ium quati and th corresponding ho ogenized tres t ns r are expressed as
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where V0 is t volu of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the clas ical parti l di↵ere al equatio governi g the equil br um of contin where s Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic str ss t n or t ugh homogenizi g the sol tion of the RVE problem. In add ti , e final acr -s ale
ta i na equilibrium qua i n and the corr p ding macroscopic moment tress tensor ar d rived as
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i j is the macr sc pic m m nt stre s tensor derive
based on the r ults of th RVE n ly is, a d Equ tion 19 rre p d h cla ical rota ional equilibriu quatio
in Cosser co tin um th ory. On n fin th d riv tion det i s of ab ve q ions in Ref. [8].
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4. Adapt ve ult l Homog z ti
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localizati n occurs at failu . This means that dama e t nds to
localize in a certain regio f the m erial domain, whil the r st of the ateri l domain rema ns in lastic r gime.
Thus, assigning materi l RVE to ll finit el m ts ha are u d o d scr tize th macro opic material domain is
unnec s ary, a d it incr ases the comp t tional c st tr ndously. Therefor , i plementing a criteria to det rm e
which finit elements e ter th noli ear regime is crucial. The following adaptiv sch e i proposed in t is study.
The analys s sta ts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior f r ll fin te elements a d no RVE re used
at first. When a fini e eleme t meets a certain c ite ion, a RVE is assig ed to that fi ite lement. Next, the inserted
RVE is load d to the level of the fi ite ele e t strain tensor a d is used as the elemen co stitutive equation for the
r st of the analysis. I this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, the som num rical exam l s re solved
to inves ig te the e ci n y of th adapti ho ogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equati n of O(1), Equation 13, lead to t e macroscopic tra slational
and rotational quilibrium equations. By averagi g the equilibrium equations over all RVE p rti les, h acro-scale
translational equilibri m equation and the corre ponding homogenized stre s tensor re exp esse as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where 0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 i the s density of th macroscopic continuu . Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equatio gover ing the equil brium of continua whereas Equation 18 pr vides the
macroscopic stress ensor though homoge iz ng the s l tion of RVE proble . In ad it on, th final macro-scal
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j i defined as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th macroscopic oment s res tensor e ved
based on the results of the RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 cor spond to the classical r ta i nal quilibri m equ tion
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can fin the d rivatio details of above quat ons Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. T is m a s that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in lastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a cr eria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive s eme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite element nd no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. N xt, the insert d
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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and rotational quilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, he acro-scale
translational equilibri m equation and the corre po ding omogenized stre s tensor re exp essed as
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the ss densi y f th macroscopic continuu . Equation 17
is the classical pa tial di↵eren ial equation gover ing the equil brium of continua whereas Equatio 18 pr vide th
m crosc pic stress tensor though homog izing the s l ti n f RVE proble . In ad ition, th fin l mac o-scal
rotatio al equilibrium eq ation and the corr sponding macroscopic moment str ss te s r are d rived as
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j i defined s Q
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i j is th macroscop c ent s res tensor e ved
based on the results of the RVE analysis, a d Equation 19 cor spond to he classical r ta i nal quil brium equ tion
in Cosserat continuum theory. One ca find the d rivati details of above quat s n Ref. [8]
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homog iz ti n
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, str in localization o curs t f ilure. This a s that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite element nd no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. N xt, the insert d
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical example are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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.3. 0): Coarse-sc l equ tions gover ing the macrosc pic pr blem
Math matical manipulat n of th equil brium eq ation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the crosco c translational
and tation l equilibrium equatio s. B veraging t equilibri m eq ati ns ver all RVE p ticle , the m cro-sc l
trans ational quilib ium equati and th correspon ing hom gen zed s es te or e express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0 I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
whe e V0 s th vol e of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 is m d s ty of acr copic ntinuum. Equ t on 17
is t l sical p rtial ↵e nti q ation gover g th qui b ium of c inu where s Eq tion 18 p ovi s the
macr co stress ensor though h m ge zin th luti of t RVE p obl . In ddition, the fi al m cro- cale
rotat onal equilibrium equation and t cor spo di acroscopic mom t str ss s r are de ived as
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where th pr je tion ma rix Q↵i j is defi ed as Q
↵ nIJi " jkl x
C
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i j i th macros opic str ss t ns r de v d
based on the result of th RVE analysis, a Equ tio 19 corr sp n to t classical rotati nal eq ili riu equation
in Cosse at continuum theory. On can fi d the d rivation d ails of above equ ti s in R f. [8].
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scale equ tions governing the macr ic problem
Mathematic manipul tion of the equilibriu qua o of O(1), Equatio 13, l d t the cr sco ic translat on l
nd rota ional equilibrium equations. By averagi g the quilib ium equations ov r ll RVE p rticles, the macro- cale
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b sed th results of the RVE analy is, and Equation 19 c rresp ds t th c assical rot ional q ilibrium qu tion
in Cosserat continuum theory. One ca find the de vatio d t ils of ab ve equati ns in Ref. [8].
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In concrete and other quasi-brittl materials, stra n localizat on occu s t failure. This n th amage ds to
loca ize in certain region of the material domain, hile the rest of the mat r al d main rem i s in elastic regime.
Thus, a sig ing material RVE to ll finite element that are used t discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implement g a criteria t determine
which finite elements ent r the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is propos d in this study.
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at first. When a finite l e t meets certain criterion, a RVE s assigned o that finite el ment. Next, the inserted
RVE is lo d d to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropri te criteria is first developed, then ome numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency o the adaptiv homogenization framework.
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whic finite elem nts enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adapt v cheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis s arts by consid ring el stic isotropic constitutive behavior for ll fi ite elements an no RVE are used
t first. W en a finit leme t me ts a c rtain criterion, a RVE is a signed to that finite el ment. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded t th l v l of t e finite l ment stra n t nsor and is used as the el ent constitutive equation for the
r s f th nalysis. In this chap r n ppropri t crit ria is fi st develop d, then som numerical ex mples are solved
t investigat the e ciency of the ad ptive homogenization framewo k.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that ese qua tities varies smoothly in the macro-scale m terial domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definiti of '0 and !0, one can con lude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using thes conclusions long with Equat on 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equatio s gove ni g the RVE problem
Equatio 12 governs the RVE probl m, w ic is as foll w when it is sc l b ck
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equat 15 is the force and moment equi ibrium equations of every sing e rti l inside the s bjected
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that written a
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯k   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic st ain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the f cet centroid shared betwee particl s I and J the local lower-scale coordinate ystem,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is p rat t pr je t macro copic strain and curv ture tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal r tangenti strain c mponents. Consideri g Equation 4, it is oncluded th t the first term in Equation 16
is the fi e-sc le definitio of the fa et n rmal and tangential strains written in ter s of lower-scale displace ent and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furtherm re, the se ond ter in Equ tion 16, ✏c P↵j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the pr jec ion of
m croscal str in a d cu vature te so s o each RVE facet. I the w rds, t olv the RVE problem, macroscopi
strain and curvature t ns rs sh uld b applied on all RVE fac ts s negative eigens rains, nd the fi e-scal solu ion,
in terms of displaceme ts u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated s isfying its force and moment
equilibrium equ ions, wh l periodi bou dary conditions are forced n th RVE. Th solutio of the quilib i m
equation r s lts i f t traction t0↵ that are then used t pute he cro copic st e s and coupl t sors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid b dy moti n of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One st c nsid r that the field variabl s v0 a d !0 are ly dependent on macros opic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities vari s smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and r tation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 repres nts RVE rigid rotation nd regardi g the definition of '0 and !0, one can onclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. U ing these conclusions along with Equ tion 14, one can rewrite t e
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equ tion 12 gover s the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle i id the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in t rn, is a func io of ✏0↵ th t is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain nd curvature tensors, respecti ly. Th vector yc is
h position vector of the f cet centroid shared between particle I nd J in th local lower-scal c or i ate system,
sh wn in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is n ope ator o pr j ct ma roscopic strain and c rv tur tenso s on o the RVE fac ts
as nor al or tangential strain compone ts. Co s d ri g E ti n 4, it is c nclude at t first t r i Equatio 16
is th fin -sca definition f th f c nor l and ta genti l strains w i ten te ms of lower-sc l ispla ement an
rotation fi lds u1 a d !1. Furth rmore, th seco term in Equa 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jm imycn
⌘
, is the projec ion of
macroscale strain a urvatur te sor on each RVE fac t. I othe w ds, to olve th RVE problem, macroscopic
str in and curvature ensors should be applied on all RVE face s as negativ eige strai s, and he fine-scale s lution,
in terms of displa m nts u1 and rotations !1 of each p rticl , must be calcul ted s tis yin its force and oment
e ilib ium equati s, while perio ic bou d ry ndi i re nf rced the RVE. The s lut on of the eq ilibrium
equations res lts in fac t traction 0↵ that are then used t compu e th macroscopic stress and c uple tensor .
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) quilibrium quation, it is conc ded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion f th RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
O e must conside that the field variables v0 nd !0 are only pendent on ma ros opic coor inat system X,
which implies that these ntities varie smoothly in the macr -scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represent RVE rigi rot tion nd r gardin he definition of '0 an !0, ne can c n lude
'0 = !0 and '0 i qual f r all RVE particles. U ing s c nclusions along with Equation 14, on c n rewrite the
defini ion of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equ tions gov rni th RVE pr blem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows wh n it is caled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 i the force and m ment qu librium equation of every single p ticl nside the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) a t tract on t0↵ vect r, w ich, in t rn, is a functio f ✏0↵ t a is writt n as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1J   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmni ycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macros pic stra n and curvature t n ors, r spectively. The vector yc is
th positi n vector of the facet centroi shar d bet e n p rticl I and J in the local lower-scale coordin te y tem,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is opera or to project macros opic st in and curv ture te sors onto the RVE facets
as norm l r ta gen l rai co p e ts. C nsidering Equati 4, it is c nclud d at the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition f the f c t n rmal and tangenti l str i s wr tte in terms of lower-s ale di place nt nd
rotation fields u1 an !1. Furthermore, th co d ter in quati n 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, i the proj ction of
macr sc l st i a d curvatu te or o c RV face . I ther w r s, t s lv he RVE problem, acr scopic
strain and curvatur tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as n gativ eigenstrai s, a d th fine-scale solution,
in t s of displacement u1 a d otati ns !1 of ch article, m st e calcul ted s tisfying its force nd moment
equil bri m equation , while periodic bo ndary co dition re enforced the VE. The solution of the e ilibrium
eq a o s results i facet tr ction t0↵ ha are then used to compu e the acroscopic stress and cou l tensors.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotati nal equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
tran lationa equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the v lume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is th m ss density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵e ential equation governing the equilibrium of continu whereas Equation 18 provides the
acros opic stress tensor tho g hom genizing the solution f the RVE probl m. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wh re th pr jection matr Q↵i j is defin d as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th m cr scop c omen st es tensor derived
b sed o the res lts f the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical r tati nal equilibrium equation
in C s erat c ntin um ry. One can find the derivati n et ils f above quati ns in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad pt v Multi e H og nizati n
In onc et nd ther quasi-britt m t r ls, tr i l c liz t o c urs at f lure. Thi means that damage tends to
lo lize in a certain re ion f the mat ri l domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigni g material RVE to a l finite elements that ar used to discreti e the macroscopic material domain is
unnec ssary, and it i cre ses the co putation l cost tremendo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w ich fin te ele ents nter the no in r g me s crucial. Th following da tiv scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis s rts by nsidering elasti isotro ic c stitut ve ehavi r for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at firs . Whe a fi ite lement m ts ce ain cri o , a RVE is a sig ed t hat fi ite element. Next, the in erted
RVE is l d to th vel of the finite lement s r in t nsor and is u ed as the ele e t constitutive equation for the
res of h analysi I this c apt r n ppr priate iteria firs devel ped, then o e numerical examples are solved
t investigat the e  ie cy of t adaptive ho ogenization fram work.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse- cale equations governing th m cros pi problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
w re V0 is the volum of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopi continuum. Equation 17
is the c a sical partial di↵erential ation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
m crosc pic stress tensor thoug homogenizi g t e solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
r tati al quilib iu equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection atrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
ba ed n the results of the RVE analysis, and Equatio 19 corre p ds to th cl ssical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat co tinuum theory. One c n find th derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. A p ive Multis a Hom ge za n
In conc ete and other qu -brittle ma erials, strain ocalizat n urs a ailur . This me ns that damage t nds to
localiz in rt r gion f the m t rial d m i , whil t e r s of th material d m re ns in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning m t ri RVE o ll fi ite le ts th t are us d to discretize th macroscopic material domain is
unn essary, and t increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite lements enter the nolinear regime i rucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analys s starts by c nsideri g lasti isotrop c constitutive b havior for all finite eleme ts and no RVE are used
at fi st. When finit l me t meets a certain cr terio , a RVE is signed t that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded t the level of the finite elem nt strain tensor a d is use as the lement constitutive equation for the
r st of the analysis. In this chapte an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some nu erical examples ar olved
to i vesti ate the e c ency of he adaptive ho oge ization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale e ations gov rning the acroscopic probl
Mathematical manipulation of the equi ibrium equation of O(1), Equati n 13, lead t the macr sc pic tra sl tional
and rotational eq ilibrium equations. By averagi g the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the m cro-scale
tra slational equilibrium equatio and he corresp nding ho ogenized stress te sor are expr ssed s
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0j =
1
2V0
X
I FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
here 0 is he volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass d nsity of he m croscopic continu . Equation 17
i ical partial di↵erential equation gove ning the equilibrium f nua w er Equati n 18 provides the
i str s tensor hough omoge izing th s lution of the R E proble . In additi , he final macr -scale
r tati al e uilibrium equation and t corresponding macrosc pic mom nt st s tens r are derived a
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the croscopic mome t s ss te or derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equat o 19 orresponds to the cl ssica rotatio al eq ilibrium quation
n Cosserat continuum theory. One can find e d rivatio details f above equ tion in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogeniz tion
In c ncrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This m s th t damage tend to
localize in a cert in region of the mater al domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite eleme ts that ar us to discretize the macroscop c te i l domai is
unneces ary, and it increases the co putati a cost reme dously. Therefore, i plementing a criteria t d termine
which finite eleme ts en er the nolinear r gim is crucial. The f llowing adap iv s heme is proposed n this study.
The analysi starts by c n idering elasti isotropic constitutive b havior for all fi ite lements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that fin te element. Next, the i serted
RVE is loaded to the level of the fini element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then so e numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ci ncy of the a ptive homogenizatio framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the acroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equ tion 13, lead to the m cr sc pic tra s ation l
and rotational equilibrium equations. By a agi g the equili rium equati ns ov r all RVE parti les, the ma ro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresp ding homogenized stress tensor ar express d as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
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where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 s the m ss densi y f the m croscop c continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial d ↵erential equatio governing the eq il brium f continua whereas Equati n 18 provide th
m crosc pic stress ten or though homog nizing th soluti n f the RVE problem. I addition, th final ma ro-scale
rotational equilibrium equatio and the corresponding acroscopic moment stre s tensor re derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
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= 0 (19)
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1
2V0
X
I
X
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Art0↵Q
↵
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where the projection matrix Q↵i j is d fined Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j i the m cr cop c mome t stress t s r riv d
based n the results of he RVE a alysis, and Equation 19 rresponds to the classical rot tional equil briu equati n
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find th derivation tails of abov eq s i Ref. [8]
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, train localization occu s at failure. This m ans that damag tends to
localize in a c rt i region f the m ter al omain, while the rest of the aterial d main re ains i ela tic r gi .
Thus, assigning mat ria RVE to all fi t elements hat are used to discr iz the macroscopi mat ri l domain is
u necessary, and it increa es the computational cost t mendously. Th refore, imple enting a criteria to determine
which finite eleme ts en er the nolinear regime is crucial. The foll wing aptive sch e s prop s in this study.
The analysis starts by con idering elastic otropic constitutive behav or for ll finite elements and no RVE are u ed
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the ele ent constitutiv equ tion for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appr priate criteria i firs develop d, hen some nume al xamples are s lved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framew rk.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coars -sc l equations gover ing the macroscopic pr blem
Math atical manipul t on of th equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotation l equilibrium equations. By veraging th equilibrium equations over all RVE p ticles, the m cro-scale
translat nal equilibrium equation and the corres onding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A 0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass ens ty of the macr scopic continuum. Equation 17
is the cl ssic partial di↵er ntial eq ation gover ng the qui ibrium of tinua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macro cop c stress tensor though h mogeniz ng th solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational quilibrium equation and the cor esponding acroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0j
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the pr jection ma rix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macr scopic moment str ss tens r de ved
ba ed on the r sults of th RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the cla sical r tational equilibriu equa io
n Cosse at continuum theory. One can find the derivation d tails of abov ations in Ref. [8].
✏cN , ✏
c
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c
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4. Ada iv Mul scal H og nizati n
In oncr te and ther quasi-br ttle mat r als, strai loc lizatio occurs a failure. This means that damage tends o
localize in a c rtain region of the ateri domain, wh e the r st of th mat r al dom in re ins in elastic r gime.
Thus, a signi g ateri l RVE t all fin t elements that are used to di cr tize the macroscopic material dom in is
un cessa y, a t incr ases th omputational co t tr endously. Theref , m l men ing a criteria t determine
whi h finite lements nt r th linear r gi e is c uci l. Th fol ow ng adaptive scheme is propo ed in this study.
Th a lysis tart by c si er g el tic i otr p c constitutive be vior for ll fi ite ele ents and no RVE are used
at first. When fi it le nt m ets certain crit ri , a RVE i ssigned to th t finit element. Nex , he inserted
RVE is o d d t the level of h fini ele nt s rain ns r and s u e s th lement c stitutiv equation for the
r st f t naly is. In this chapt r n app op iate criteria is firs dev lop d, h n some numerical examples are solved
t inv stig te the e ciency of the adaptive h mogenization fra work.
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3.3. O(⌘0): C arse-scal q atio s governi g the acroscopi problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equ libriu equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibriu equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
j (18)
where V0 is th volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is th mass d n ity of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical pa tial di↵er ntial equation governing the quilibrium of continua where s Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
j (20)
where th projection matrix Q↵i j is d fined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jk x
C
k
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic m ent stress tensor derived
based the results of the RVE a ly is, and Equation 19 correspon s to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
i Coss ra co ti u theo y. One ca fi d the derivation d ails of above qua in R f. [8].
0
N , t
0
M , t
0
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4. A pt v M l c l H og n zatio
In co crete and ot er q asi-brittle ma i ls, tr n localiz i occur at f ilure. Th s m an hat damage ten s to
local ze in a certai region f h material d ma n, while he r st of he aterial domain remain in ela tic regime.
Thus, as gni g aterial RVE to all fi it el m n s hat are used t d scret ze t e m croscopic mat rial domain is
unnec ss ry, an it cr as s h co putational cost tr dously. Th refore, impl ing a cr t r a to determi e
which fi i l t th nolinear gim is ucial. Th f llowing adapti scheme is proposed in t is study.
The naly is st rts by c sider ng el t isotrop c constitutive behavi r for ll finit ele e ts and no RVE are used
first. Whe a fi e el ment meets a cer i c n, RVE is a s gned o hat finite element. Next, the i serted
RVE i load d to the level of h finite el nt s rai t nso and is used as the ele e t constitutive equation for the
res of the analysis. In this chapter n appropriat criteri is fir developed, then so e numerical exampl s ar solve
to investigat the e  iency of t adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations gover ing he macr scopic robl m
Mathematical m nipul tion f e eq librium equat on of O(1), uatio 13 lea to e acroscopic tr nsla ional
and rotational quilibrium eq ations. By averaging the quilibrium equations over all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translational equilibriu equation and the c rr sponding homogenized stress tensor are xpressed as
 0ji, j + bi = (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh r V0 is the v lum of the ; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass n ity of the m roscopic continuum. Equation 17
is t cl s cal par i di↵erent al equ ti g verning th equilibrium of c ti u wher s Equatio 18 pr vides the
acr sc p stress te or th ug omogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotation l equilibri equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
whe e th pr j ction at ix Q↵i j is d fi ed as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s th croscopic ome t stress tensor der ved
b s the results of the RVE an lysis, a d Equation 9 corr ponds to he c ssical rotatio al quilibrium qu ion
in C ss rat co ti u theo y. O e can find the de v tion details of ab v equ ns in Ref. [8].
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4. Ad ptive Multisc le Ho og niz ti
In concrete and other quasi-br tl mat rials, st i lo alizat o o curs t f lu . Thi me s t at d age ds o
localize in a c rtain region of the material domai , whil th s of th mate a omain re ains lastic regi .
Thus, assigning aterial RVE to all finite eleme ts that ar used to discretize he macr scopic m terial d ma n is
unnecessary, a d it i creas s the comput tional cost trem ndously. The efor , implementi g a criteria to det rmine
which finit ele ents nter the n lin ar gime i crucial. The following adaptive sche e i proposed in is study.
The analysis starts by considering ela t c iso ropic constitu iv b havior f r all fi t eleme ts nd no RVE are used
at first. When a fi ite element meets a certain criteri n, a RVE is assigned to that finite lement. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of th finite element strain tensor and is used as the elemen consti utive equatio for th
r t of th analysis. In this chapt r n propriate crit ria is first developed, then some nu erical examples are solv
to investigate the e ci ncy of the adaptive homogenization fram work.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coars -scale quations g ver ing the macroscop c pr blem
a hematical manipulation of the equilibr um equati n of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the acrosc p c translational
and rot tional quilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations ov r all RVE p rticles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equ ti d the c rrespondin h mogenized stress tens r re expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of h RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of t e acroscopic c tinu . Equati n 17
is the classical artial di↵erential qu t on gove i g th quilibrium of co tinu wh reas Equati n 18 provi e the
m cr sc p c stres te though ho og izing th solut on f th RVE probl m. I d tion, the final macro-scale
rot al equilibriu equati n and th corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are der ved as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
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= (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
her t projecti n atrix Q↵j is defi ed as Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is th ma rosc pic oment stress tensor derived
b sed n the results of th RVE analysis, and Equ tion 19 r s ond to the cl ssi l rotatio al equilibrium equation
in Cosserat conti uum t ory. One c n find the deriv tion details f above equati s in Ref. [8].
t0N t
0
M
4. Adap ive Mul sc le Ho ge ization
I conc te a d o qu i-bri tl e ials, tr loc lizat o ur t f ilur . This m hat damage t nds t
caliz i a c rt in r g f th at i l d n, whi th e t of th at ial do n ains n elastic egi .
Thus, assig g at rial RVE t all fi it el me t t t re us t discretiz the ma roscop c material domain is
nn c ss ry, n it incr ases t computati al cost treme dou ly. Ther for , i pl m nti g a criteria to d termi
whic fini e lem ts nter th ol n r reg m s cruc al. The followi ad ptive schem is proposed in t i s u y.
The ly i st rts by c sid ring lastic isot opic constitutive behavior for all fi ite elemen and no RVE are used
at fi st. When a finite el ment m ets cert in cri rion, a RVE is a signed to that fi ite le ent. Next, th inserted
RVE is lo ded t the lev l of th fin te el m n train t nsor and is s d s th el m t constitutiv equation for the
r s of th nalys s. In this ch pt an pp priate criteria is first dev op d, th n ome num rical exa ples a e solved
t inv st at the  ci n y of th d p iv homoge izat on framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE r gid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equat on, i is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the defi ition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refe s to he rigi body motion of the RVE. Theref re
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must conside at the fiel variables v0 and !0 are only dependent n macros opic coordinate system X,
ich mplies at these quan ities varies smoothly in the macr -scale m teri l omain, while they are c nstant ov r
the RVE domain. Henc , v0 and !0 correspond to the macros opic displacement and r tation field , resp ctively.
Consideri g th fact that !0 epresents RVE igid r tat on and r garding the defi ition of '0 a d !0, one can con lude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE parti le . U ing these conclusions along with Equation 4, on can rewrite the
defi ition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale quations gove ning the R E problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE pr blem, which is a foll ws wh n t is scale back
X
FI
A 0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵ IJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 1 is t forc a d m ment equilibrium equati ns of very single particle ins de the RVE s bj cted to
O(⌘0) facet tr c i t0↵ vector, which, i turn, is a fu cti of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣ 1
i u
1I + "i jk! j c¯
J
k   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik
⌘
eIJ↵i + P
↵
i j
⇣
 i + " jmn ycn
⌘
(16)
w  i j j,i "i jk!
0
k , i j = !
0
j,i ar the m cro p st ai nd urva ure ten rs, resp ctiv ly. The v ctor y is
the p siti n vecto of th facet entr id shar d b twe particles I and J in th local low r-s ale c ordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operat r t project macros opi st ai a curva ure tens rs nto the RVE facets
as normal r tangen i l strain c mponents. C sidering Eq ation 4, i is c cluded at t first term in Equation 16
is th fine-scale defi ition of th f et rmal d tange i l st ains wr tten i terms f low r-sc le displa ement nd
r tation fi l s u1 and !1. Fur r or , the second t rm n Equation 6, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i + " jmn yc
⌘
, is th proj c n of
acroscale s rain and urv ure t nsors on eac RVE fac t. I th w ds, to o ve the RVE pr blem, macros pic
strai an u va r ten rs ho ld be applied n ll RVE fac t as negat v ige strai s, a d th fi -s e s lutio ,
in term of displac m s and r tations !1 of ach p rt l , m st be c lc lat d s ti fying ts f c a d mo n
equilibrium quations, whil p riodic bounda y conditi s are enforc d on the RVE. T s lut on of he equilibriu
equations results in f cet rac ion t0↵ that are then us d to c mpute h cro o ic tress a d c uple e s rs.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the defi ition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Eq ati 8, refers t the rigi body motion of the RVE. Th refore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must cons er a the field v riables v0 and !0 are nly dependent n macroscopic co rdi at syste X,
w ich mplies t at th e quantities varies s othly in th ma -scale m t rial domain, w ile th y are con tant ov r
the RVE do ai . Henc , v0 and !0 corr spond t the macroscopic d splacem nt and r ta on fi ld , r sp ctively.
Consi ri g the fac that !0 rep esents RVE ri id r tation and regarding the efi ition of '0 and !0, o e can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE p ti les. Usi g these conclusions along wi h Equatio 14, one can r write the
defi ition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fi e- cale equati ns ov r ing the RVE p o le
Equation 12 g verns the RVE p blem, which i a follow when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ =
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t↵eIJ↵
⌘
0 (15)
qu tio 15 is th force and ome t eq ilibrium e of ver single par icl insid the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) facet tra tion t0↵ vector, w ich, i tur , is fu cti n of ✏0↵ that s wr tten as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   1I + "i jk!1j ¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij ¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i + " jm imycn⌘ (16)
wher  i j v0j,i   " jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are t macr copic strai d c rva re te s, r p ctively. The yc is
th osition vector of t fac ce t id har d b tween p rtic s I a d J i the l cal low r-s ale c o d at stem,
shown i Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to proje t macrosc pic st ain a d c rvature te sors on o t RVE facet
as n rm l or tange i l strai c mponents. Co sider ng Equation 4, it is co cluded t at the fi st term in Equatio 16
i th fin -sc le d fi ition of th fac t normal d tang l s r ins wr tt n in t r of low r-scale di placemen and
r tation fields u1 and !1. Furth rmore, t e se nd t rm i Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i + " j nimyc
⌘
, is th pr jecti n f
acroscale strai an c rva ur tenso s n ea h RVE fac . In oth r wo ds, o s lve the RVE probl m, ac o
strai nd c rva u ten or sh u be ppl d on ll RVE f s negat v ig strai s, nd h fin - ution,
in terms of d spla ements u1 d r atio s !1 o eac par icle, ust b c lculated satis yi g i s forc a me t
equilibrium quat ons, while periodic boundary condition re enf rc d n he RVE. The s lut on f the equ ibrium
equations result in fa et traction t0↵ hat are th n us d to com te th ma ros opic r ss and coupl sors.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE r gid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium eq at on, i is conc uded hat t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the defi ition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
i Equation 8, refers to th rigi bo y m tion f h RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk! j (X) (14)
One must conside at the fiel vari bles v0 and !0 are o ly depend nt on a ros opic coordinate system X,
which mplies at these quan ities vari s smo thly in the m cro-scale m terial domain, while they are constant over
th RVE domain. H nce, v0 and !0 correspond t the macros opic di place ent and r tation field , resp ctively.
Considering t fac tha !0 represe ts RVE rigid r tation and regarding the d fi i ion of '0 a d !0, one a conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal f r all RVE particle . U ng thes co clusions along with Equation 14, one ca rewrite the
d fi ition of O(⌘0) O(⌘1) strai s.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-sc le quatio s i t RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE pro le , which is s foll ws when i is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵ IJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equa ion 15 i th f rc d me equilib i m qua i n of e ry singl par cl in ide the RVE subjected to
O(⌘0) fa et trac io 0↵ v c or, which, i turn, is a fu ctio of ✏↵ tha written as
✏0↵ = ¯
 1 ⇣u1i 1I + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
wh re  i j = v0j,   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the m cro op c s rain and urva re t s , tively. T v cto yc i
the sition vector f th facet centroid shared b wee particles I and J i th local lower-s ale coordin syst m,
h wn in F g e 2 . P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is a operat r roj m ros pi str i an cu va ur nsors ont the RVE facets
as nor al or tange ti l train c mpone s. Co sid ring Equation 4, it is concluded at the first erm in Equat on 16
is th fi e-scale d fi ition of th f c t ormal nd tangential st ains written in ter s f lower-sc le displ ce ent and
r at on fields u1 and !1. Furth rmor , th econ term in Equa io 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the project n of
macr cale str in and urva ur tensors on each RVE fac . In o he words, to s ve th RVE problem, macro opic
strain and c rv ure t ors s l be applied ll RVE fac ts s negat v ge t i s, n th fin - c s lution,
i terms of dis l c ment u a d at o !1 f ach p t c e, must b c lc lated s isfying i f rce nd mo en
qu libri m qu tio s, w ile perio b u d y c nd t s r nforced on h RVE. Th ution f the equ librium
equ ions r su ts n f c t tra i t0↵ at are then sed o c mput h m cros o ic t s and uple ten s.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macr sco ic problem
Mathematic l manip lation f the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to he m ros opic translational
and tation l equilibrium quati ns. By ver gi g the quilibrium equati ns over a l RVE parti les, the macro-scale
t nslat onal qu libriu equation and the cor espon ing hom g nized tr ss t nsor are xpressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
w re V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MI/V0 is the mass den ity of the ma ros opic ontinuum. Equation 17
is the lassic l part al d ↵erential equati n gove i g the qui ibrium of cont nua where s 8 provid s the
m os opic tr s tens r though homogenizing the s luti n of the problem. I additi n, th fin l macro-scale
tational equilibr m equa ion and the corresp ding a ros opic men t s ten or re derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
wher the projectio ma rix i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j s the a ros opic m ment tr s tensor derived
b sed t su ts of th RVE a aly i , a Equation 19 co re p nds t th c ssical a ion l equilibrium equation
Cosserat c tinuum theory. On can fi th derivati n e il f bove equations in Ref [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ada iv Multiscal H ogeniz tion
nc te ther qu si-brittl m teri ls, strai lo lization ccurs at failur . This means that damage tends to
loc z i c r in r gi f th t ri l doma n, while t res f the m teri l dom in r mains in elastic regime.
Th , si g al RVE to a l fi i e e nts h t ar sed o iscr ze he ma ros op c m t rial domain is
u ess ry, and it i c a s th c mpu ati n l t tr end s y. Therefore, i ple ent ng a criteria to determine
w i h fini le ts ent r the lin ar is c uc al. Th following ad ptive sch m proposed n this study.
The a aly is tar s by consider g la tic isotropic c nstitutiv b ha or for all finit el me ts and no RVE are used
a first. When a finit el t m ets a rta criterion, a RVE is assign d to that finite element. Next, th inserted
RVE is lo ed to th l v l of he fi te ele t strain t n or and is used as h el ment c stitutiv equati n for the
r st of t a lys s. In is ch pter an pr priat crit ria is first dev op d, the s e umeric exampl s are solved
to inv g te e  ien y f th ad ptiv h og izati n fram w rk.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coars - cale quation gove ning the macrosco ic problem
Mathematic l manipu tion of the equili riu equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to he m ros opic translational
and tational equilibr um equations. By veraging the equilibrium equations ov r all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the correspon ing homog nized tr s t nsor are xpressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wher V0 is th volu e of the R E; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 i the mass den ity of the ma ros opic c tinuum. Equation 17
is t cl ssi al art al di↵erential equati n governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equa ion 18 provid s the
macros opic tr s tens r th ug homoge iz ng the s luti n of the RVE problem. In addition, the fin l macro-scale
tational equilibrium equation and the corresponding ma ros opic m ment t s tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0 I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where he projection matrix ↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the ma ros opic m ment tr s tensor derived
based on the r sult f the RVE nalysis, nd Equation 19 corre p nds o h cl ssical tational equilibrium equation
in Coss rat continuum theory. One a find the derivation d t ils of abov equations i Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Ad p iv M lt cale H oge ization
I concrete nd other qua i-brittle m t ri ls, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
loc lize in a c rtain regi n of he m terial dom in, while the res of the m terial dom in remains in elastic regime.
Thu , assi ning terial RVE to all finite lements that ar use to discre ize the ma ros op c m terial domain is
un ess ry, and it i cr as s th omputati nal cost tre e dously. Therefore, i plementing a criteria to determine
which fi ite l m ts r the nol n r r g e is cruc al. The following ad ptive scheme is proposed n this study.
The analysis tarts by onsidering ela c isotropic constitut ve behavi r for all finite leme ts and no RVE are used
a first Whe a fi te element m ts a certa n criter o , a RVE is assigned to that finite elemen . Next, th inserted
RVE i loaded to the l vel of the fi i lem nt strain tensor and is used as the l ment c stitu ive equation for the
res of th alysis. In t is ch pte n a propriat criteria is first developed, then so e numeric exampl s are solved
t i vestigate th e  i ncy of th daptive ho ogenizatio framework.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coa s -scal qua io s g ver i g the a ros o ic problem
Mat ematical manip lation of the quilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to he macr scopic tr sl tional
and rot tional e ilib ium equations. By averaging the quilib ium equations ov r all RVE particl s, h m ro- cale
t nsl tional equilib ium equa ion and the c rr pondi g ho oge iz s r s te sor a e expres ed
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
A t0↵P
↵
i j (18)
wh re V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mas density of h m croscopic continuum. E tion 17
s the cl si al p tial di↵er nt l q ation governing the eq ilibrium f co tin a wh rea Equation 18 provid s the
ac c pic r ss te s r t ough homog izi g the solutio of the RVE robl m. In ddi ion, th final ro-scal
rot tional equilibrium equat on d th correspo ing mac o copi moment s r ss t s r derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projectio m trix Q↵i j is defined s Q
↵
i j =
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macro copi moment s ress tensor deri ed
ba ed on the resul of the RVE analysis, and Equati n 19 corresponds to the c ss c l rot tional equilibrium equation
in Coss r continuum theory. O e can find the er vation detail f abov equations n Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multi cal Homoge iza io
I co crete nd oth quasi-brittle aterials, strain local zation occurs t failure. This m an hat damage tends to
ocal z in a cert in r gion of the mat rial dom in, w ile th re t f the terial domain remains in ela c r gim .
Thus, assigning material RVE o all finite lements that are use to discretiz th acrosc pic material domain is
u necessary, and it increas s the comput tional cost trem ndously. Therefore, i plemen ing a cri eria o determine
which finit lem ts nt r the noline r r gime is crucial. Th following ada tiv scheme is proposed in this study.
The a alysis starts by c sid ring la tic isotropic constit tive b havior for all finite leme ts nd no RVE are used
at first. Whe a finite lement meets certain criterion, RVE is assigned to that fi it lement. Next, th inserted
RVE is loaded to h l vel of he finite lement strain tensor and is u ed as the l me t consti utive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropria criteria is first d veloped, th n som numeric l example are solved
to nvestigat the  ciency of the adaptive homogenization fra ework.
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in C ssera con inuum theory. O e can find the deriva i n detail f above equations in Ref. [8].
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4. Adaptiv Multiscal Homogeniz tion
I concrete and oth quasi-brittle materials, strain local zation occurs t failure. This m an hat damage ten s to
local z in a c rt in r gion f the mat ial d main, w ile the rest of the terial domain r mains in lasti r gime.
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Figure 2: LDPM facet constitutiv laws: (a) Initial and damag shear str gth as functi of positiv normal s r ss. (b) Ty ical
stress versus strain curv s on an LDP facet. (c) Unloadi g- eloa ing mode . ( ) Typic l compressive norm l str ss versu orm l
st ain curves. (e) Sh r tre gth s a f nction of c mpressive stresses (fri tional behavior). (f) Typic l sh r st s v rsus sh r
strain curve.
Ed/E0= 2, kc1= 1, kc1= 0.5, and kc3= 0.1.
• Friction due to compression-shear. The incr mental she r str sses n presence of compression are computed as
t˙M = ET (˙M − ˙ pM) and t˙L = ET (˙L − ˙ pL ), where ˙ pM = λ˙∂ϕ/∂tM , ˙ pL = λ˙∂ϕ/∂tL, and λ is the plas ic multiplier with
loading-unloading conditions ϕλ˙ ≤ 0 and λ˙ ≥ 0. The plastic potential is defined as ϕ =
√
t2M + t
2
L − σbs(tN), where
t e onlinear friction l law for th shear str gth is assumed to be
σbs = σs + (µ0 − µ∞)σN0[1 − exp(tN/σN0)] − µ∞tN (5)
wh re σN0 is the transitional nor al stres ; µ0 and µ∞ ar t e in tial a fin l int rnal friction co fficients. S ear
str ngt envelope σbs a d typi al hear stre s versus strai relationship ar hown n Figures 2e and 2f, respectiv ly.
P ticle equilibrium equati n . Fi ally, t e g v ni g qu tion of the LDPM fr ework are completed th ough
he equilibrium equations of ea in iv du l pa ticl . Linear and angular momentum balance equations for a generic
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polyhedral particle can be written as
∑
F
At + Vb0 = 0;
∑
F
Aw = 0 (6)
where F is the set of facets that form the polyhedral particle; A = facet area; superimposed dots represent time
derivatives; V is the particle volume; b0 is the body force vector; t = tαeα = tNeN + tMeM + tLeL is the resultant
traction vector applied on each triangular facet; w is the moment of t with respect to the node which is enclosed by
the polyhedral particle.
LDPM is implemented in a computational software named MARS [27] and has been used successfully to sim-
ulate concrete behavior in different types of laboratory experiments [26]. Furthermore, LDPM has shown superior
capabilities in modeling concrete behavior under dynamic loading [28], Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR) deterioration
[29], fracture simulation of FRP reinforced concrete [30], as well as failure and fracture of fiber-reinforced concrete
[31, 32].
3. Multiscale homogenization method
Multiscale homogenization theories are based on two primary assumptions: (1) A certain volume of the material,
whose effective mechanical behavior is completely representative of the material response, can be identified. In ho-
mogenization theories, this volume of material is called the Representative Volume Element (RVE), in which the
internal features of the material structure are modeled explicitly [8]. (2) The “separation of scales” hypothesis is
valid, which means that the ratio of the RVE size to the characteristic size of the macroscopic problem is very small.
Furthermore, the ratio of the RVE size to the characteristic length of the fine-scale material heterogeneity, e.g. max-
imum aggregate size in granular media, is large enough so that the assigned RVE is an appropriate representative of
the underlying material.
General definition of the two-scale homogenization problem is depicted in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, a generic
macroscopic material domain is illustrated in a global macro-scale coordinate system, denoted by X. Material is
considered to be homogeneous at this scale, and no heterogeneity is taken into account. An enlarged view of the
material structure at an arbitrary point in the macro-scale domain is depicted in Figure 3b as a representative volume
of the heterogeneous material. One can see that the material heterogeneity is taken into account at this scale, the
so-called fine-scale, and is modeled by means of a discrete meso-scale particle model. Therefore, two separate length
scales and the corresponding local coordinate systems, x and y, are designated at any point of the material domain to
serve as the local macro- and meso-scale problems, respectively. According to the separation of scales hypothesis, the
macro- and meso-scale coordinate systems are linked as follows
x = ηy 0 < η << 1 (7)
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of the macroscopic constitutive equations; and its implementation in computer codes is relatively simple. Within the ex-
tensive literature on AEH, remarkable is the work of the following authors. Hassani and Hinton (1998a,b) investigated
formulation of homogenization theory and topology optimization and its numerical application to materials with periodic
microstructure. Chung et al. (2001) presented detailed derivation of multiple scale formulation for elastic solids. Fish em-
ployed this approach to study elastic as well as elasto-plastic composites (Fish et al., 1997). Ghosh et al. (1995) adopted MH
along with Voronoi cell finite element method (VCFEM) to study the behavior of composites with random meso-structure
(Ghosh et al., 1996). More recently, Fish et al. (2007) introduced the generalized mathematical homogenization (GMH) to
derive continuum constitutive equations starting from molecular dynamics (MD).
All the aforementioned work is relevant to Cauchy continuum formulations. However, homogenization schemes were
also used for the multiscale analysis of Cosserat continuum models, in which an independent rotation field appears in
addition to the displacement field. Feyel (2003) built a homogenization scheme to couple a Cauchy continuum formulation
at the micro-scale giving rise to a Cosserat continuum formulation at the macro-scale. Asymptotic homogenization tech-
nique was employed by Forest et al. (2001) for upscaling elastic Cosserat solids. In this work, the author studied various
types of asymptotic expansions for the displacement and rotation fields and investigated their effect on the resulting
macroscopic continuum behavior. Results of this investigation showed that the nature of the homogenized continuum
depends on the ratio of the Cosserat characteristic length of constituents, size of heterogeneity and typical size of the
structure.
Chan et al. (2006) derived the governing constitutive equations for strain gradient elasticity for both homogeneous and
functionally graded materials using the strain energy density function and the related definitions of the stress fields. They
showed that additional terms appear in the equations that are related to the strain gradient nonlocality and the interaction
between material nonhomogeneity. Bardenhagen and Triantafyllidis (1994) obtained a nonlinear higher order gradient
continuum representation of discrete periodic micro-structures by means of an energy approach. The developed model was
then employed to investigate the existence and stability of localization bands and their relationship to the model loss of
ellipticity. Finally, homogenization of discrete atomic models into equivalent continuum can be found in publications where
the authors exploited asymptotic analysis techniques (Caillerie et al., 2006) and the mathematical Γ-convergence method
(Braides et al., 2006).
The present study derives a general multiscale homogenization scheme suitable for upscaling materials whose fine-scale
behavior can be successfully approximated through the use of discrete models featuring both translational and rotational
degrees of freedom.
2. The fine-scale problem
With reference to Fig. 1a, let us consider the interaction of two adjacent particles, I and J, sharing a generic facet. If one
limits the analysis to the case of small strains and displacements – which is a reasonable assumption in the absence of large
plastic deformation prior to fracture as observed in brittle and quasi-brittle materials –meaningful measures of deformation
(Cusatis et al., 2011a) can be defined as
( )Θ Θϵ = + × − − × · ( )α αr U c U c e1 1IJ J J J I I I IJ
and
Fig. 1. Geometrical explanation of the two-scale problem: (a) geometry of two neighboring particles. (b) Macro material domain. (c) Meso-scale domain
with material heterogeneity.
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Figure 1: Geometrical explanation of the two-scale problem: (a) Geometry of two neighboring particles. (b)
Macro material domain. (c) Mesoscale domain with material heterogeneity. (d) Coordinate transformations in
the RVE analysis.
✓(x,y) ⇡ ⌘ 1!0(x,y) +'0(x,y) + !1(x,y) + ⌘'1(x,y) (5)
In above equations, terms of order O(⌘2) and higher are neglected. Functions u0(x,y), and u1(x,y)
are continuous with respect to x and discrete (e.i. defined only at finite number of points) with respect to
y. It should be noted that the asymptotic expansion of rotation field is written considering the fact that,
in general, rotation vector corresponds to the curl of displacement vector. Therefore, if one considers a
two scale dependent continuous displacement like field d⌘(x,y), then 2!0 = ry ⇥ d0; 2'0 = rx ⇥ d0;
2!1 =ry⇥d1; 2'1 =rx⇥d1; and subscripts x and y identify the nabla operator in the coarse- and fine-
scale, respectively. Therefore, !0, !1 are the fine-scale rotations, whereas '0 and '1 are the corresponding
coarse-scale rotations. It is worth mentioning here that, opposed to the displacement asymptotic expansion,
the separate scale expansion of rotation field includes a term of order O(⌘ 1) and two distinct terms of
order O(1).
Based on the rule of separation of scales, the inter-particle distance between nodes PI and PJ is
infinitesimal in the macroscopic coordinate x. As a result, the Taylor series expansion of displacement and
rotation of node PJ can be established around point PI at coordinate x
I in the local macroscopic coordinate
system x. Accepting macroscopic continuity and di↵erentiablity of the displacement and rotation vectors,
one can write
UJi = ui(x
J ,yJ) = uJi + u
J
i,j x
IJ
j +
1
2
uJi,jk x
IJ
j x
IJ
k + · · · (6)
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Figure 3: Geometrical explanation of the two-scale problem: (a) Macro material domain. (b) Mesoscale domain with material
heterogeneity. (c) Geometry of two neighboring particles.
where η is a very small positive scalar. Interaction of two neighboring particles, I and J, which share a generic facet
is shown in Figure 3c. The strain definition at each facet, Equation 1, can be written in terms of the displacement and
rotation vectors of the two particles sharing that facet. For the facet shared between particles I and J one can write
 IJα =
1
r
(
UJ + ΘJ × cJ − UI −ΘI × cI
)
· eIJα (8)
where r = |xIJ |; xIJ = xJ − xI is the vector connecting the particle nodes PI and PJ; eIJα are unit vectors defining
Cartesian system of reference on facet IJ such that eIJN = is orthogonal to the facet and e
IJ
N · xIJ > 0; UI , UJ =
displacement vectors of node PI and PJ; ΘI , ΘJ = rotation vectors of ode PI and PJ; and cI , cJ = vectors connecting
nodes PI and PJ to the facet centroid, see Fig. 3c. It must be noted here that displacements and rotations are assumed
to be independent variables. In addition, Equation 8 is limited to the case of small strains and displacement , which is
a rational assumption in absence of large plastic deformation prior to fracture as observed in brittle and quasi-brittle
materials
Asymptotic expansion homogenization. The main goal in multiscale homogenization theory is deriving the govern-
ing equations that govern the problem at different length scales. To accomplish this goal, employing asymptotic form
of the problem field variables is one of the most renowned methods. Therefore, for the current case of mechanical
behavior of discrete particulate media, asympt tic expansion of the part cle displacement and rotation fields is taken
into account. Following the work of Rezakhani and Cusatis [24], displacement and rotation of a generic node PI ,
UI = u(xI , yI) and ΘI = θ(xI , yI), can be approximated by virtue of the following asymptotic expansions
u(x, y) ≈ u0(x, y) + ηu1(x, y) (9)
θ(x, y) ≈ η−1ω0(x, y) + ϕ0(x, y) + ω1(x, y) + ηϕ1(x, y) (10)
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Terms of order O(η2) and higher are neglected in the above expansions. u0(x, y), and u1(x, y) are coarse- and fine-
scale displacement vectors, respectively, which are continuous functions with respect to x and discrete (i.e. defined
only at finite number of points) with respect to y. ω0, ω1 are rotations in the fine-scale coordinate system, whereas ϕ0
and ϕ1 are the corresponding coarse-scale rotations. Derivation of the asymptotic expansion of rotation is explained
in [24] in details.
The distance between nodes PI and PJ can be considered infinitesimal in the macroscopic coordinate x. Therefore,
the displacement and rotation of the node PJ at coordinate xJ can be written in the form of Taylor series expansion
around the node PI at coordinate xI in the macroscopic coordinate system x. Accepting macroscopic continuity and
differentiablity of the displacement and rotation vectors, one can write U Ji = ui(x
J , yJ) = uJi +u
J
i, j x
IJ
j +
1
2u
J
i, jk x
IJ
j x
IJ
k +· · ·
and ΘJi = θi(x
J , yJ) = θJi + θ
J
i, jx
IJ
j +
1
2θ
J
i, jk x
IJ
j x
IJ
k + · · · in which uJi = ui(xI , yJ) and θJi = θi(xI , yJ). By substituting these
expansions and the Equations 9 and 10 into the expression of the facet IJ strains, Equation 8, and collecting terms of
the same order, multiple scale definition of the facet strains is obtained as follows
α = η
−1−1α + 
0
α + η
1
α (11)
where
−1α = r¯
−1
[
u0Ji − u0Ii + εi jkω0Jj c¯Jk − εi jkω0Ij c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (12)
0α = r¯
−1
[
u1Ji + u
0J
i, jy
IJ
j − u1Ii + εi jk
(
ϕ0Jj + ω
1J
j + ω
0J
j,my
IJ
m
)
c¯Jk − εi jk
(
ϕ0Ij + ω
1I
j
)
c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (13)
1α = r¯
−1
[
u1Ji, jy
IJ
j +
1
2
u0Ji, jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k + εi jk
(
ϕ1Jj + ϕ
0J
j,my
IJ
m + ω
1J
j,my
IJ
m +
1
2
ω0Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n
)
c¯Jk − εi jkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (14)
where εi jk is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol. One should consider that all length type variables have been changed
into their O(η0) counterparts by using the rule of separation of scales, Equation 7: r = ηr¯, cIk = ηc¯Ik, cJk = ηc¯Jk . It should
be mentioned that the superscript IJ is dropped whenever interchanging I and J does not change the sign of a quantity
such as α.
Having the multiple scale definition of facet strains and considering facet elastic constitutive equations t(·)α = Eα
(·)
α ,
multiple scale definition of facet elastic tractions can be written as tα = η−1t−1α + t0α + ηt1α. It can be proven [24] that
this asymptotic form of the facet tractions is also valid for the case of facet nonlinear constitutive equations. Using the
derived asymptotic form of the facet tractions in the rescaled form of the force and moment equilibrium equations of
particle I, Equation 6, one can derive the equilibrium equations governing the problem at different scales as follows
O(η−2) :
∑
FI
A¯t−1α e
IJ
α = 0
∑
FI
A¯
(
c¯I × t−1α eIJα
)
= 0 (15)
O(η−1) :
∑
FI
A¯t0αe
IJ
α = 0
∑
FI
A¯
(
c¯I × t0αeIJα
)
= 0 (16)
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O(η0) :
∑
FI
A¯ t1αe
IJ
α + V¯
Ib0 = 0
∑
FI
A¯
(
c¯I × t1αeIJα
)
= 0 (17)
In the derivation of above equations, particle force and moment balance equations are rescaled through A¯ = A/η2;
V¯ I = V I/η3. This is carried out in order to properly collect terms of the same order and obtain governing equations
for separate scales. Full derivation of Equations 15 through 17 is reported in [24].
RVE rigid body motion. From the O(η−2) equilibrium equations, one concludes that t−1α = 0 and −1α = 0, which,
recalling the definition of −1α = 0 in Equation 12, represents the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore, one can
write
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + εi jkykω
0
j (X) (18)
It is worth mentioning that the field variables v0 and ω0, macroscopic displacement and rotation vectors, are only
dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X, which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-
scale material domain, while they are constant over the RVE domain.
Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem. Equation 16 governs the RVE problem, which reads
∑
FI
A t0αe
IJ
α = 0
∑
FI
A
(
cI × t0αeIJα
)
= 0 (19)
Equation 19 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
O(η0) facet traction t0α vector, which, in turn, is a function of 0α and can be written as [24]
0α = r¯
−1 (u1Ji − u1Ii + εi jkω1Jj c¯Jk − εi jkω1Ij c¯Ik) eIJαi + Pαi j (γi j + ε jmnκimycn) (20)
where γi j = v0j,i − εi jkω0k , κi j = ω0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc
is the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system
as shown in Figure 3a. Pαi j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
α j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE
facets as normal or tangential strain components. Recalling Equation 8, one can see that the first term in Equation 20
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and ω1; the second term in Equation 20, cα = Pαi j
(
γi j + ε jmnκimycn
)
, is the projection of macroscale
strain and curvature tensors on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic strain and
curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fine-scale solution, in terms
of displacements u1i and rotations ω
1
i of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and moment equilibrium
equations, while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium equations
results in facet traction t0α that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem. Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equa-
tion of O(1), Equation 17, leads to the macroscopic translational and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging
the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale translational equilibrium equation and the corre-
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sponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
σ0ji, j + bi = 0 (21)
σ0i j =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Art0αP
α
i j (22)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ρu =
∑
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 21
is the classical partial differential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 22 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
i jkσ
0
i j +
∂µ0ji
∂x j
= 0 (23)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Art0αQ
α
i j (24)
where the projection matrix Qαi j is defined as Q
α
i j = n
IJ
i ε jklx
C
k e
IJ
αl . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 23 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [24].
Main steps of the multiscale homogenization procedure. The overall procedure of the discrete to continuum ho-
mogenization scheme explained in this section is illustrated in Figure 4 and can be summarized as follows:
(1) The macro-scale material domain is discretized by FEM, and an RVE constructed by the discrete model is
attached to each finite element Gauss point.
(2) A global loading step is carried out, and the macroscopic strain γi j and curvature κi j tensors are calculated at
each Gauss point of all FEs.
(3) Macroscopic strain γi j and curvature κi j tensors at each Gauss point are projected on all corresponding RVE
facets using each facet orientation as cα = P
α
i j
(
γi j + ε jmnκimycn
)
.
(4) The RVE problem is solved by applying cα on all RVE facets and enforcing periodic boundary condition on the
RVE. Fine-scale displacement u1 and rotation ω1 of all RVE particles and tractions t0α of all RVE facet are then
computed.
(5) Macroscopic stress and moment stress tensors are calculated through Equations 22 and 24 based on the RVE
response.
(6) RVE homogenized stress and moment stress tensors are then transferred back to the corresponding Gauss point
and are used to update the FE nodal forces, moments, displacement, and rotations.
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3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysis, and Equation 19 corresponds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivation details of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization occurs at failure. This means that damage tends to
localize in a certain region of the material domain, while the rest of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
unnecessary, and it increases the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
which finite elements enter the nolinear regime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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3.1. O(⌘ 2): RVE rigid body motion
From O(⌘ 2) equilibrium equation, it is concluded that t 1↵ = 0 and ✏ 1↵ = 0, which, regarding the definition of ✏ 1↵ = 0
in Equation 8, refers to the rigid body motion of the RVE. Therefore
u0i (X, y) = v
0
i (X) + "i jkyk!
0
j (X) (14)
One must consider that the field variables v0 and !0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X,
which implies that these quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain, while they are constant over
the RVE domain. Hence, v0 and !0 correspond to the macroscopic displacement and rotation fields, respectively.
Considering the fact that !0 represents RVE rigid rotation and regarding the definition of '0 and !0, one can conclude
'0 = !0 and '0 is equal for all RVE particles. Using these conclusions along with Equation 14, one can rewrite the
definition of O(⌘0) and O(⌘1) strains.
3.2. O(⌘ 1): Fine-scale equations governing the RVE problem
Equation 12 governs the RVE problem, which is as follows when it is scaled back
X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 is the force and moment equilibrium equations of every single particle inside the RVE subjected t
O(⌘0) facet traction t0↵ vector, which, in turn, is a function of ✏0↵ that is written as
✏0↵ = r¯
 1 ⇣u1Ji   u1Ii + "i jk!1Jj c¯Jk   "i jk!1Ij c¯Ik⌘ eIJ↵i + P↵i j ⇣ i j + " jmnimycn⌘ (16)
where  i j = v0j,i   "i jk!0k , i j = !0j,i are the macroscopic strain and curvature tensors, respectively. The vector yc is
the position vector of the facet centroid shared between particles I and J in the local lower-scale coordinate system,
shown in Figure 2a. P↵i j = n
IJ
i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
as normal or tangential strain components. Considering Equation 4, it is concluded that the first term in Equation 16
is the fine-scale definition of the facet normal and tangential strains written in terms of lower-scale displacement and
rotation fields u1 and !1. Furthermore, the second term in Equation 16, ✏c↵ = P
↵
i j
⇣
 i j + " jmnimycn
⌘
, is the projection of
macroscale strain and curvature tens rs on each RVE facet. In other words, to solve the RVE problem, macroscopic
strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and t e fine-scale solution,
in terms of displacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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strain and curvature tensors should be applied on all RVE f c ts as negativ eige strains, and the fi e-scale soluti n,
in terms of d splacements u1 and rotations !1 of each particle, must be calculated satis ying its force and moment
equilibrium equations, while periodic boundary condi ions are enf rced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium
equations results in facet traction t0↵ that are then used to compute the macroscopic stress and couple tensors.
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0
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0
j (X) (14)
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X
FI
A t0↵e
IJ
↵ = 0
X
FI
A
⇣
cI ⇥ t0↵eIJ↵
⌘
= 0 (15)
Equation 15 i the force and moment quilibrium equation of every single particle inside the RVE subjected to
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i e
IJ
↵ j is an operator to project macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the RVE facets
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RVE problem 
(Discrete Mod l) 
3.3. O(⌘0): Coarse-scale equations governing the macroscopic problem
Mathematical manipulation of the equilibrium equation of O(1), Equation 13, lead to the macroscopic translational
and rotational equilibrium equations. By averaging the equilibrium equations over all RVE particles, the macro-scale
translational equilibrium equation and the corresponding homogenized stress tensor are expressed as
 0ji, j + bi = 0 (17)
 0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵P
↵
i j (18)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ⇢u =
P
I MIu/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 17
is the classical partial di↵erential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas Equation 18 provides the
macroscopic stress tensor though homogenizing the solution of the RVE problem. In addition, the final macro-scale
rotational equilibrium equation and the corresponding macroscopic moment stress tensor are derived as
✏i jk 
0
i j +
@µ0ji
@x j
= 0 (19)
µ0i j =
1
2V0
X
I
X
FI
Art0↵Q
↵
i j (20)
where the projection matrix Q↵i j is defined as Q
↵
i j = n
IJ
i " jkl x
C
k e
IJ
↵l . µ
0
i j is the macroscopic moment stress tensor derived
based on the results of the RVE analysi , and Equation 19 corresp nds to the classical rotational equilibrium equation
in Cosserat continuum theory. One can find the derivati n et ils of above equations in Ref. [8].
✏cN ✏
c
M
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
In oncrete nd other quasi-brittle materials, strain localization c urs t fa lure. This means that damage tends to
loc lize in a certain region of the materi l domain, while the r st of the material domain remains in elastic regime.
Thus, assigning material RVE o a finite eleme ts that a e us d to discretize the macroscopic material domain is
u nec ssa y, and it i creases the computational cost tremendo s y. Therefore, implementing a criteria to determine
w ich finite ele ents enter the nolinear gime is crucial. The following adaptive scheme is proposed in this study.
The analysis starts by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all finite elements and no RVE are used
at first. When a finite element meets a certain criterion, a RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the inserted
RVE is loade to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation for the
rest of the analysis. In this chapter an appropriate criteria is first developed, then some numerical examples are solved
to investigate the e ciency of the adaptive homogenization framework.
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Figure 4: General framework of the classical multiscale homogenization method.
(7) Step (1) to (6) are repeated for all macroscopic loading steps.
As mentioned above, the RVE problem is solved under periodic b u d ry conditions, as shown in Figure 4. To be
able to apply periodic deformation on the RVE, each node on RVE fac must have a ounterpart on the other parallel
face, e.g. node a on edge AB and node b on edge CD, depicted in Figure 4. These nodes are t en enforced to translate
and rotate equally by applying a master-slave cons raint. One should consider that for a 3D RVE, e ch node on an
RVE edge has three counterparts on the other three parallel edges that re tied all together to deform peri dically.
Several RVE and two-scale homoge ization analyses presented in previous work [24] sh w that, hen the Lattice
Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) is used as fine-scale model, the anti-symmetric part of the stress tensor is negligible,
and the stress tensor is symmetric. As a result, the moment stress tensor can be assumed to be zero. Therefore, in this
paper, strain and stress tensors are assumed to be symmetric, and the curvature and moment stress tensors are omitted
from the calculations. This allows the use of classical FEs without rotational DOFs at the coarse-scale.
3.1. Homogenized elastic and nonlinear RVE behavior
In this section, RVE homogenized response is investigated in the elastic and nonlinear regimes.
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Figure 5: Variation of the e↵ective (a) Young’s modulus and (b) Poisson’s ratio with respect to the RVE size.
3.1.1. RVE elastic analysis
Eight RVE sizes D = 15, 20, 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, and 150 mm are considered to study the e↵ect of RVE size on the
homogenized elastic properties. In addition, for each RVE size, seven di↵erent particle distributions inside the RVE
are analyzed to examine the e↵ect of RVE mesh realization. This analysis is presented in [24] to study the coe cients
in elastic constitutive equations for Cosserat continua including anti-symmetric part of the stress tensor as well as
the moment stress tensor as a function of curvature tensor. However, in this paper, we only investigate the e↵ective
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of each RVE by considering Cauchy continua as the homogeneous macroscopic
material domain. This analysis is imperative for the adaptive homogenization scheme, in which RVE homogenized E
and ⌫ are assigned to all macroscopic FEs at the beginning of the analysis.
To generate LDPM RVE geometries, the following parameters are considered: Minimum and maximum spherical
aggregate sizes are d0 = 4 mm and da = 8 mm, respectively; cement content c = 612 kg/m3; water to cement ratio w/c
= 0.4; aggregate to cement ratio a/c = 2.4; Fuller curve coe cient n f = 0.42. In addition, the following parameters
are used in the LDPM facet constitutive equations: EN = 60 GPa,  t = 3.45 MPa,  c0 = 150 MPa, ↵ = 0.25, nt = 0.4,
lt = 500 mm, rst = 2.6, Hc0/E0 = 0.4, µ0 = 0.4, µ1 = 0, kc1 = 1, kc2 = 5,  N0 = 600 MPa, ↵ = ET /EN = 0.25.
Classical linear elastic constitutive equation is considered at the macroscale
 i j = 2µ si j +   mmIi j (25)
where Ii j is the identity tensor;  si j is the symmetric strain tensor; µ and   are Lame constants, which are related to
engineering constants, Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ⌫, through E = µ(3 +2µ)
 +µ
and ⌫ =  2( +µ) . These constants
can be easily determined by applying proper strain tensors on the RVEs. Variation of the e↵ective Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio with respect to the RVE size is presented in Figure 5. It is shown that the homogenized values
14
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Figure 6: RVE geometry and polyhedral particle distribution: (a) 25 mm (b) 50 mm (c) 100 mm
of E and ⌫ converge to a plateau as the size of the RVE is increased. Regarding these curves, one can see that a
25 mm (D/da ⇡ 3) RVE is an appropriate representative of the underlying material, and there is no need to further
increase the RVE size. The error bars that are shown on these curves indicate the standard deviation of the results due
to di↵erent RVE mesh realizations. Results show that the homogenized elastic properties become independent of the
particle distribution inside the RVE, as D/da increases.
3.1.2. RVE nonlinear analysis
Nonlinear e↵ective response of RVEs of D = 25, 50, and 100 mm with six di↵erent mesh realizations for each size
is studied under uniaxial tension, hydrostatic, confined (uniaxial strain), and unconfined compression while periodic
boundary conditions are enforced. Each loading case is carried out on a single hexahedral FE with one integration
point coupled with a material RVE. Typical particle representation and geometry of each RVE size are depicted in
Figure 6. Concrete mix design and LDPM parameters that are considered are the same as the ones that are presented
in Section 3.1.1.
Stress-strain results obtained from analyzing RVEs with di↵erent mesh realizations are averaged for each RVE
size and presented in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the homogenized nonlinear RVE behavior under tension, in which
it is clearly seen that the post-peak response becomes more brittle as the RVE size is increased. Meso-scale crack
opening contour of the damaged RVEs at the end of the analysis are shown in Figure 8 for di↵erent RVE sizes. One
can see that damage is localized in a narrow planar region of the specimen, which is the source of the size e↵ect
observed in Figure 7a. E↵ective RVE response under hydrostatic and confined compressions are presented in Figure
7b. The observed strain-hardening trend is due to the confinement e↵ect, which leads to di↵used micro-cracks over
RVE volume. On the other hand, RVE softening response under unconfined compression loading condition, as shown
in Figure 7c, is associated with the vertical splitting cracks generated due to the RVE lateral expansion. Figure 9
presents the crack opening contour of the damaged RVEs, in which one can see multiple splitting cracks developed
15
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of E and ν converge to a plateau as the size of the RVE is increased. Regarding these curves, one can see that a
25 mm (D/da ≈ 3) RVE is an appropriate representative of the underlying material, and there is no need to further
increase the RVE size. The error bars that are shown on these curves indicate the standard deviation of the results due
to different RVE mesh realizations. Results show that the homogenized elastic properties become independent of the
particle distribution inside the RVE, as D/da increases.
3.1.2. RVE nonlinear analysis
Nonlinear effective response of RVEs of D = 25, 50, and 100 mm with six different mesh realizations for each size
is studied unde uniaxial tension, hydrostatic, confined (uniaxial strain), and unconfined compression while pe iodi
boundary conditions are enforced. Each loading case is carried out on a single hexahedral FE with one integration
point coupled with a material RVE. Typical particle representation and geometry of each RVE size are depicted in
Figure 6. Concrete mix design and LDPM parameters that are considered are the same as the ones that are presented
in Section 3.1.1.
Stress-strain results obtained from analyzing RVEs with different mesh realizations are averaged for each RVE
size and presented in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the homogenized nonlinear RVE behavior under tension, in which
it is clearly seen that the post-peak response becomes more brittle as the RVE size is increased. Meso-scale crack
opening contour of the damaged RVEs at the end of the analysis are shown in Figure 8 for different RVE sizes. One
c n see that d mag is localized in a narrow planar region of the specimen, which is the source of the size effect
observed in Figure 7a. Effective RVE response under hydrostatic and confined compressions are presented in Figure
7b. The observed strain-hardening trend is due to the confinement effect, which leads to diffused micro-cracks over
RVE volume. On the other hand, RVE softening response under unconfined compression loading condition, as shown
in Figure 7c, is associated with the vertical splitting cracks generated due to the RVE lateral expansion. Figure 9
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Figure 7: (a) Average tensile stress-strain curves for three di↵erent RVE sizes. (b) Average compressive volumetric stress-strain
curves for three di↵erent RVE sizes. (c) Average unconfined compression stress-strain curves for three RVE sizes.
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Figure 8: (a) Average tensile stress-strain curves for three di erent RVE sizes. (b) Coarse- and fine-scale strain
energy density for di erent RVE sizes.
peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
25
Figure 8: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm (right) 100 mm
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to th post peak size d pendency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening co tour of damag d RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm ( iddle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. is is c siste t it t e ell- no n size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle aterials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the da aged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage te ds to localize in a certain region of the
material domai , while the rest of the mat rial domain u load and remain i elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to ll finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic ter al domain is unneces ary, and it incr ases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements ent r the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak beh i creases the brittleness of th response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect ass a age localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This is depicted in Figure 9, whic shows d maged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile lo ess. The contour plots present me o-scale crack opening dis ributi ns corresponding
to macros sed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily no ice t at the dam ged area does
not scale size leading to the post peak si dep d ncy on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak beha i r i creases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associate to a age localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This pheno enon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to mac oscopic i osed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the amaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(righ ) 100 mm
Evolution of dam ge for a 100 mm RVE s also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which dam ge is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and oth r quasi-brittle materials are charact r zed by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and inst nt reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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pe k beh vior an increases the bri tleness of th respons . This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic impo ed uniaxial train equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the da aged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
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(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domai , while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regim . Thus, assigning material
RVE to all fi ite elements that are used to discretize th macroscopic ter al domain is unnecessary, a d it incre s s
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitut ve behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets th d fined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and incr ases the brittle ess of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macro copic imposed uniaxial st ain equal to 10 3. ne can easily notice that the damag d a ea does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post p ize dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening cont ur f damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
lev ls. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Ada t ve Multisc le Homogeniz ti n
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
mat rial domai , while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic re ime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all fi i e elements hat are u ed to discretize the macroscopic material omain is unn cessary, and t increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consist nt with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di  rent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The c ntour plo present m cale crack opening distribut ons c rresp ding
to macrosco ic imposed uniaxial strain e al to 10 3. e can easily notice that the damaged re does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damag for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di  rent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which dama e is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak behavior and i creases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily n tice that the damaged area does
n t scale with the RVE siz leading o the post pe k size depende cy on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
lev ls. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pr -peak regime, in which damage is distribute throughout t e RVE,
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4. Adaptive M ltiscale Homogenizatio
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material dom in unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assignin material
RVE to all finite el ments that are u ed to discretize th macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computat onal cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determin which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness f the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associa ed to d mage localization in quasi- i le materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, whi s damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present eso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading th post p ize d pendency on the RVE z .
Figure 9: Crack opening co t ur f damag d RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm ( iddle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damag for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di  rent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. is is c siste t it t e ell- no n size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle aterials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily n tice that the da aged area does
n t scale w th the RVE s ze leading to the post peak size depend ncy on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (lef ) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 m RVE is also shown in Figu e 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pr -peak regime, in which damage is distribute throughout t e RVE,
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4. Adaptiv Multiscale Homogenizatio
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage te ds to localize in a c rtain region of the
material domai , while the rest of the mat rial domain u load and remain i elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to ll finite e ments that are used to disc etize the macroscopic ter al domain is unneces ary, and it incr ases
the computational cost treme dously. Therefo , defining a criterion to d termin which finite elements ent r t
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is develop d, the some numer cal examples are
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peak beh i creases the brittleness of th res onse. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect ass a age loc lizatio in quasi-brittle materials [54].
T is is depicted in Figure 9, w ic shows d maged RVEs of di erent sizes at t
tensile lo ess. The contour plots present me o-scale crack opening dis ributi ns corresponding
to macros sed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily no ice t at the da ged area does
not scale siz l ading to the post si dep d ncy on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolu ion of dam g for a 100 mm RVE is lso shown in Figure 10 at five di er nt macroscopic strain
le els. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak beha i r i creases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associate to a age localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This ph no enon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to mac oscopic i osed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One n easily n tice that the amaged area does
ot scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(righ ) 100 mm
Evolution of dam ge for a 100 m RVE s also sh wn in Figure 10 at five di ere t macroscopic strain
levels. Strai levels (1) and (2) re in pre- ak r g m , in which dam ge is distribute throughout t e RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, a d oth r quasi-brittle materials are charact r zed by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localiz tion and inst nt reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material d ma n, while the r st of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning mate ial
RVE to all finite e m nts that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. Wh n a finite lement meets the efined crite ion, an RVE is assigned to that finite eleme t. Nex , the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, the some u erical examples are
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pe k beh vior an increases the bri tleness of th respons . This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect ssociate to damage localizatio in quasi- ittle materials [54].
This phen menon is depicted in Figur , which shows d maged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic impo ed uniaxial train equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the da aged area does
n t scale wi h th RVE siz l a ing to the post peak size dependency on he RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
25
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
oncrete, rock, and ther quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localizati n and instant eduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domai , while the rest f the aterial domain un oad and remain n elastic regim . Thus, assigning material
RVE to all fi ite elements that are used to discretize th macroscopic ter al domain is unnecessary, a d it incre s s
th computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determin which finite lements enter t e
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitut ve behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets th d fined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is load d to the level of t finite eleme t strain tensor a d is used as the element constitutive quatio
for the rest f the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion s developed, then some numerical exampl s are
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presents the crack opening contour of the da aged RVEs, in which one can see multiple splitting cracks developed
over the RVE volume at the end of the loading process. It must be noted that the RVE effective response under
hydrostatic, confi ed, and unco fined compression is not dep ndent on the RVE s ze, as presented in Figures 7b and
c. This is due to the fact that, o the contrary to th tensile fracture, damage is distributed throug out t e specimen
and does not localize.
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concre , rock, and other quasi-brittle mater als are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization nd str ss redis ribution. This me ns that dam ge tends to l caliz i a certain r gion of the material
domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and/or remains in elastic regi e. Thus, assigning aterial
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
25
Figure 8: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm (right) 100 mm
4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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4. Adaptive Multiscale Homogenization
Concrete, rock, and other quasi-brittle materials are characterized by strain-softening behavior, which leads to strain
localization and instant reduction of stress. This means that damage tends to localize in a certain region of the
material domain, while the rest of the material domain unload and remain in elastic regime. Thus, assigning material
RVE to all finite elements that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
nolinear regime and must be assigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. In other words, analysis starts
by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and no RVE is assigned to any macroscopic FE in
advance. When a finite element meets the defined criterion, an RVE is assigned to that finite element. Next, the
inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
for the rest of the analysis. In this section an appropriate criterion is developed, then some numerical examples are
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peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to th post peak size d pendency on the RVE size.
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Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
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inserted RVE is loaded to the level of the finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive equation
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i : r i t r f t compr ssive strain equal to -0.01 (l ft) 25 m ( i dle) 50 m (right) 100
RVE to all finite eleme ts that are used to discretize the macroscopic material domain is unnecessary, and it increases
the computational cost tremendously. Therefore, defining a criterion to determine which finite elements enter the
noli ear regime and must be ssigned with a material RVE can be highly beneficial. This can be obtained by starti g
the analysis by considering elastic isotropic constitutive behavior for all FEs, and without assigning RVEs to any
macroscopic FE in advance. When a finite el ment meets a criterion, n RVE is assigned to that finite eleme t.
Next, the inserted RVE is loaded to the level o th finite element strain tensor and is used as the element constitutive
equation for the r st of the analysis. In the next sect on, n appropriate criter on i devel ped, then s me numerical
ex mples are solved to nv st gate th effici ncy of the proposed adaptive homogenization fram work.
4.1. E insertion criterion
The Ottosen criterion, which is a combination of Rankine and Drucker-Prager criteria, is widely used to analyze
concrete behavior, and it is considered in this section. The Ottosen criterion in the Haigh-Westergard space is stated
as [33]
f (ξ, ρ, θ) = c1ξ + c2ρr(θ) + c3ρ2 − 1 = 0 (26)
where ξ and ρ are the Haigh-Westergard space variables defined as
ξ =
I1√
3
=
√
3σv; ρ =
√
2J2 =
√
3τoct (27)
where c1, c2, and c3 are constants. I1 = 3σv = σ1 +σ2 +σ3 is the first invariant of the stress tensor in which σv is the
volumetric stress, and σ1, σ2, and σ3 are the principal stresses. J2 = 32τ
2
oct =
1
6 [(σ1 −σ2)2 + (σ2 −σ3)2 + (σ1 −σ3)2]
is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, and τoct is the octahedral shear stress. r(θ) defines the shape of
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stress state σ1 σ1 I1 I2 ξ ρ θ
uniaxial tension ft 0 ft f 2t /3 ft/
√
3 ft/
√
2/3 0
uniaxial compression 0 − fc − fc f 2c /3 − fc/
√
3 fc/
√
2/3 pi/3
biaxial compression − fb − fb −2 fb f 2b /3 −2 fb/
√
3 fb/
√
2/3 0
Table 1: Principal stresses, stress invariants, and Haigh-Westergard space variables at failure [33].
the deviatoric section:
r(θ) =

cos
(1
3
arccos(Kcos3θ)
)
if cos3θ ≥ 0
cos
(
pi
3
− 1
3
arccos(−Kcos3θ)
)
if cos3θ ≤ 0
(28)
in which θ is the Lode angle defined as
cos3θ =
3
√
3
2
J3
J3/22
(29)
and J3 = (σ1 − σv)(σ2 − σv)(σ3 − σv) is the third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. K is the shape factor:
K = 1 − 6.8
( ft
fc
− 0.07
)2
(30)
in which ft and fc are typically the tensile and compressive strengths, respectively. To calibrate c1, c2, and c3, three
loading cases of uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression, and equi-biaxial compression are considered, and for each
case Haigh-Westergard space variables ξ, ρ, and θ are calculated and presented in Table 1. fb is the equi-biaxial
compressive strength. Using these parameters and solving three equations with three unknowns, c1, c2, and c3 can be
obtained.
A generic RVE response under uniaxial tension and compression is depicted in Figures 10a and b. One can see
that the stress strain curves consist of a linear elastic, nonlinear hardening, and softening post-peak parts. Since
linear elastic constitutive equation is assigned to all finite elements at the beginning of the analysis, the RVE insertion
criteria must be calibrated for the linear elastic domain. Therefore, when the inserted RVE is loaded to the level
of finite element strain tensor, the homogenized stress tensor calculated from the RVE is approximately equal to the
element stress tensor obtained from elastic constitutive equations. In such a way, sudden changes of the system energy
level, which might be due to the mismatch of macroscopic and homogenized stress tensors at that Gauss point, are
prevented. Therefore, parameters ft and fc employed in calibrating the Ottosen criterion are set to the tensile and
compressive linear elastic limit stresses, as shown in Figures 10c and d, and are calculated as 2.35 and 20 MPa, at
ε f t =6.7×10−5 and ε f c =5.7×10−4, respectively. In addition, fb is approximated as fb = 1.1 fc = 22.11 Mpa. Using
these parameters, one obtains c1 = 4.775/ fc, c2 = 7.048/ fc, c3 = 0.88/ f 2c . It must be noted that fb and fc are
calculated such that the stress values obtained from the RVE response at ε f t and ε f c is less than 5% different from the
stress values computed by elastic constitutive equation at the same strain levels. The curves presented in Figures 10c
and d are generated through nonlinear analysis of a 50 mm RVE with LDPM parameters equal to the ones presented
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in Section 3.1.1. Since changing the RVE size only affects the post peak behavior and has minor effect on the elastic
response, as long as D/da is large enough, the calibrated c1, c2, and c3 do not change when a different RVE size with
the same LDPM parameters is employed.
It should be noted that the elastic material properties assigned to the FEs at the beginning of the analysis is
computed by elastic analysis of the specific RVE, which will be assigned to each FE meeting the criterion during the
analysis, as explained in Section 3.1.1.
Adaptive multiscale homogenization procedure. To clarify the computational strategy in the proposed adaptive
homogenization framework, a simple concrete prism is modeled with 3 finite elements and is loaded under axial
tension, as shown in Figure 11. The numerical procedure can be described as follows:
(1) The effective young modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν of the chosen RVE are calculated by elastic analysis of the
RVE as explained in Section 3.1.1.
(2) The elasticity tensor Di jkl is built by using the calculated effective elastic properties of the RVE, and linear
computed by elastic analysis of the specific RVE, which will be assigned to each FE meeting the criterion during the
analysis, as explained in Section 3.1.1.
Adaptive multiscale homogenization procedure. To clarify the computational strategy in the proposed adaptive
homogenization framework, a simple concrete prism is modeled with 3 finite elements and is loaded under axial
tension, as shown in Figure 11. The numerical procedure can be described as follows:
(1) The e↵ective young modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ⌫ of the chosen RVE are calculated by elastic analysis of the
RVE as explained in Section 3.1.1.
(2) The elasticity tensor Di jkl is built by using the calculated e↵ective elastic properties of the RVE, and linear
elastic constitutive equations  ˙i j = Di jkl"˙kl are employed for all FEs, as shown in Figure 11a.  ˙i j and "˙kl are the
rates of stress and strain tensors.
(3) The elastic constitutive equation is used for each FE until the calibrated criterion in Equation 26 is satisfied.
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Figure 10: (a) Ottosen failure envelope. (b) Failure envelope for hydrostatic stresses equal to 0 and -100 MPa. RVE behavior
under uniaxial (c) tension and (d) compression.
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Figure 11: Adaptive multiscale homogenization general procedure. (a) Elastic constitutive equations used for all elements. (b)
All elements satisfy the criterion, and a RVE is assigned to each element. (c) Two elements unload, and one enters the softening
branch. (d) Strain localization in the RVE assigned to element 1.
Once the stress tensor at the Gauss point of a finite element calculated from the elastic constitutive equation
meets the criterion, the element constitutive equation is switched from elastic constitutive equation to a meso-
scale material RVE, see Figure 11b.
(4) The FE strain tensor is applied on the assigned RVE in order to load the RVE to the current level of the FE
stress tensor, and the analysis proceeds using the inserted RVEs as the finite element constitutive equation, see
Figures 11c and d. It is important to point out that the RVE size is such that its volume matches the one of the
FE. This ensures correct energy dissipation and size e↵ect under strain softening.
In Figure 11c, one can see that finite elements 2 and 3 unloads, while the finite element 1 enters the softening
branch. Considering Figure 11d, it is observed that damage localization occurs in the RVE assigned to finite element
1, while the cracks developed over the RVEs of the finite elements 2 and 3 close, as these finite elements unload.
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All lements satisfy the criterion, and a RVE is assigned to each element. (c) Two elements unload, and one enters the softening
branch. (d) Strain localization in the RVE assigned to element 1.
elastic constitu ive equations σ˙i j = Di jklε˙kl are employ d for all FEs, as sh wn in Figure 11a. σ˙i j and ε˙kl are the
rate of stress and strain tensors.
(3) The elastic constitutive equation is used for each FE until the calibrated criterion in Equation 26 is satisfied.
Once the stress tensor t th Gauss point of a finite element calculated from the elastic co stitutive equation
meets the criterion, the element onstitut ve equation is switched from elastic cons itutive equation to a meso-
scal material RVE, see Figure 11b.
(4) The FE strain tensor is applied on the assigned RVE in order to load the RVE to the current level of the FE
stress tensor, and the analysis proceeds using the inserted RVEs as the finite element constitutive equation, see
Figures 11c and d. It is important to point out that the RVE size is such that its volume matches the one of the
FE. This ensures correct energy dissipation and size effect under strain softening.
In Figure 11c, one can see that finite elements 2 and 3 unloads, while the finite element 1 enters the softening
branch. Considering Figure 11d, it is observed that damage localization occurs in the RVE assigned to finite element
1, while the cracks developed over the RVEs of the finite elements 2 and 3 close, as these finite elements unload.
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5. Numerical Results
5.1. Four point bending test
In this section, the four point bending problem is solved by the proposed adaptive multiscale homogenization, and the
results are compared to the full fine-scale analysis of the same problem. A beam of 1250 mm length, 250 mm height,
and 50 mmwidth is selected and modeled by both FEM and LDPM, as shown Figure 12a. The same LDPM parameters
listed in Section 3.1.1 are used in these simulations. For the homogenization problem, solid finite elements of 25 mm
size are used to discretize the macroscopic problem. In addition, a material RVE of 25 mm size is constructed to be
inserted into the adaptive homogenization framework during the analysis. The finite element size and the RVE size
are chosen to be equal in order to cover the same damaged area in both homogenization and full fine-scale analyses,
which makes the dissipated energy to be equal in both simulations [34, 35] preserving correct energy dissipation and
size e↵ect [36]. RVE e↵ective elastic properties are calculated as E = 35 GPa and ⌫ = 0.17 and are employed as
macro-scale material properties in the adaptive framework. The beam is simply supported and is equally loaded by
two loading platens located at 50 mm from midspan. The calculated force-displacement curves of the homogenization
and full fine-scale analyses are plotted in Figure 12b. One can see that homogenization result agrees well with the
fine-scale analysis in terms of both the slope of the linear part and the peak value. It is should be pointed out that the
oscillations observed in the force-displacement response of the beams is due to fact that the simulations are performed
with an explicit dynamic algorithm.
Figure 13a shows the FEs "xx contour obtained from the homogenization framework at 0.1 mm displacement of
the loading platens, corresponding to a pre-peak load level, see Figure 12b. These contour plots are comparable with
the crack opening contours plotted at the same instant of the full fine-scale analysis, as shown in Figure 13c. One
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Figure 13: (a) "xx contour obtained from homogenization at 0.1 mm displacement of the loading platens. (b) "xx contour obtained
from homogenization after the peak; (c), (d) crack opening contours from full fine-scale analysis at the same analysis instants as
(a) and (b), respectively.
can see that the micro cracks generated in the full fine-scale analysis are di↵used over the volume where positive
"xx is distributed in the multiscale homogenization analysis. The "xx contour at failure obtained from the multiscale
homogenization analysis is depicted in Figure 13b. The localized damage pattern is consistent with the crack opening
contour of the full fine-scale analysis at failure plotted in Figure 13d. The homogenization framework successfully
replicated the full fine-scale analysis results with respect to both the force-displacement response and the specimen
damage distribution.
During the adaptive multiscale homogenization analysis, the macro-scale finite elements that satisfy the RVE in-
sertion criterion are plotted in Figure 14 sequentially. Each subfigure corresponds to a point on the force-displacement
curve shown in Figure 14. One can see that up to point (a), all of the finite element are inside the linear elastic behavior
envelope, and elastic constitutive equation is used for all of them. At point (b), sixteen finite elements have met the
criterion, and a fine-scale material RVE is assigned to each of those elements. As the analysis continues, more finite
elements meet the criterion, which can be seen from Figure 14c to 14f. It is interesting to note that up to the point
(f), the shape of the finite elements stack that met the RVE insertion criterion corresponds to the distribution of the
positive "xx generated due to the beam bending as shown in Figure 13a. In addition, considering Figures 14g and
14h, the selected finite elements at points g and h, that are placed on the post-peak branch, follow the beam localized
damage pattern at failure as shown in Figure 13b.
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can see that the micro cracks generated in the full fine-scale analysis are diffused over the volume where positive
εxx is distributed in the multiscale homogenization analysis. The εxx contour at failure obtained from the multiscale
homogenization analysis is depicted in Figure 13b. The localized damage pattern is consistent with the crack opening
contour of the full fine-scale analysis at failure plotted in Figure 13d. The homogenization framework successfully
replicated the full fine-scale analysis results with respect to both the force-displacement response and the specimen
damage distribution.
During the adaptive multiscale homogenization analysis, the macro-scale finite elements that satisfy the RVE in-
sertion criterion are plotted in Figure 14 sequentially. Each subfigure corresponds to a point on the force-displacement
curve shown in Figure 14. One can see that up to point (a), all of the finite element are inside the linear elastic behavior
envelope, and elastic constitutive equation is used for all of them. At point (b), sixteen finite elements have met the
criterion, and a fine-scale material RVE is assigned to each of those elements. As the analysis continues, more finite
elements meet the criterion, which can be seen from Figure 14c to 14f. It is interesting to note that up to the point
(f), the shape of the finite elements stack that met the RVE insertion criterion corresponds to the distribution of the
positive εxx generated due to the beam bending as shown in Figure 13a. In addition, considering Figures 14g and
14h, the selected finite elements at points g and h, that are placed on the post-peak branch, follow the beam localized
damage pattern at failure as shown in Figure 13b.
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Figure 15: (a) and (b) L-shape specimen geometry modeled by finite element and LDPM, respectively. (c) Force displacement
curve obtained from homogenization and LDPM simulations.
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An L-shape specimen subjected to a horizontal force is analyzed by both the full fine-scale particle model and the
adaptive multiscale homogenization method. The generated specimens by FEM and LDPM are presented in Figures
15a and b. The specimen is fixed at the left side in all directions, and is subject to a horizontal force by means of a
loading plate at the top side. The same LDPM parameters listed in Section 3.1.1 are employed in these simulations. 25
mm side hexahedral solid finite elements are used to discretize the macroscopic problem domain. Similarly to the four
point bending problem, the macroscopic FEs and the constructed RVE sizes are considered to be equal, and E = 35
GPa and ⌫ = 0.17 are the RVE homogenized elastic properties that are assigned to the macro-scale finite elements.
Figure 15c shows the force displacement curve of the loading plate obtained from the multiscale homogenization and
the full fine-scale analyses. One can see that the homogenization result is in relatively good agreement with the full
fine-scale analysis result with respect to both the slope of the linear part and the trend of the softening branch. There is
approximately a 10% di↵erence in the force peak value, which is due to the coarse finite element discretization of the
macroscopic domain in the multiscale homogenization analysis. The damage localization in the finite element analysis
is constrained to follow the possible paths provided by the finite element discretization. In the current problem, due
to the coarse and roughly structured finite element mesh, possible paths that are available for the strain localization
band to develop are limited, which definitely influences the results. In the classical FE simulation of such problems,
the FE mesh can be refined to capture the correct localization path. However, in the homogenization analysis, the size
of finite element mesh is constrained by the RVE size as its lower limit, which, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, must be
larger than ⇡ 3da to properly represent the behavior of underlying material. Therefore, numerical problems including
sharp corners and inclined localization paths can be mentioned as a limitation of the homogenization framework.
The developed damage pattern in the multiscale homogenization and the full fine-scale analyses are presented in
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Figure 16. One can see that the strain localization band obtained from the homogenization analysis approximately
matches the crack opening contour captured by the full fine-scale simulation. The RVE insertion sequence is plotted
in Figure 17. One can see that up to point (a) shown on the force-displacement curve, no RVE is assigned to any finite
element, and the tensorial elastic constitutive equation is used for all elements. At point (b), six finite elements meet
the criteria, and their constitutive equations are switched from the elastic tensorial one to an RVE assigned to their
Gauss points. The RVE insertion sequence begins from the sharp corner of the specimen where stress concentration
occurs. Strain localization band initiates from this corner and propagates through the specimen. As the loading
process continues, more finite elements are equipped with a RVE, and this can be observed as the red area in Figure
17 spreads. In Figure 17h, one can see that the developed red area at the end of the simulation encompasses the band
of finite elements where damage localization takes place as shown in Figure 16a.
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Figure 17: RVE insertion procedure at different instants of the homogenization analysis.
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An L-shape specimen subjected to a horizontal force is analyzed by both the full fine-scale particle model and the
adaptive multiscale homogenization method. The generated specimens by FEM and LDPM are presented in Figures
15a and b. The specimen is fixed at the left side in all directions, and is subject to a horizontal force by means of a
loading plate at the top side. The same LDPM parameters listed in Section 3.1.1 are employed in these simulations. 25
mm side hexahedral solid finite elements are used to discretize the macroscopic problem domain. Similarly to the four
point bending problem, the macroscopic FEs and the constructed RVE sizes are considered to be equal, and E = 35
GPa and ν = 0.17 are the RVE homogenized elastic properties that are assigned to the macro-scale finite elements.
Figure 15c shows the force displacement curve of the loading plate obtained from the multiscale homogenization and
the full fine-scale analyses. One can see that the homogenization result is in relatively good agreement with the full
fine-scale analysis result with respect to both the slope of the linear part and the trend of the softening branch. There is
approximately a 10% difference in the force peak value, which is due to the coarse finite element discretization of the
macroscopic domain in the multiscale homogenization analysis. The damage localization in the finite element analysis
is constrained to follow the possible paths provided by the finite element discretization. In the current problem, due
to the coarse and roughly structured finite element mesh, possible paths that are available for the strain localization
band to develop are limited, which definitely influences the results. In the classical FE simulation of such problems,
the FE mesh can be refined to capture the correct localization path. However, in the homogenization analysis, the size
of finite element mesh is constrained by the RVE size as its lower limit, which, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, must be
larger than ≈ 3da to properly represent the behavior of underlying material. Therefore, numerical problems including
sharp corners and inclined localization paths can be mentioned as a limitation of the homogenization framework.
The developed damage pattern in the multiscale homogenization and the full fine-scale analyses are presented in
Figure 16. One can see that the strain localization band obtained from the homogenization analysis approximately
matches the crack opening contour captured by the full fine-scale simulation. The RVE insertion sequence is plotted
in Figure 17. One can see that up to point (a) shown on the force-displacement curve, no RVE is assigned to any finite
element, and the tensorial elastic constitutive equation is used for all elements. At point (b), six finite elements meet
the criteria, and their constitutive equations are switched from the elastic tensorial one to an RVE assigned to their
Gauss points. The RVE insertion sequence begins from the sharp corner of the specimen where stress concentration
occurs. Strain localization band initiates from this corner and propagates through the specimen. As the loading
process continues, more finite elements are equipped with a RVE, and this can be observed as the red area in Figure
17 spreads. In Figure 17h, one can see that the developed red area at the end of the simulation encompasses the band
of finite elements where damage localization takes place as shown in Figure 16a.
5.3. Computational cost saving
The most significant feature of the proposed adaptive multiscale homogenization scheme is the fact that the fine-scale
material RVEs are not assigned to all macroscopic finite elements from the beginning of the analysis, as opposed
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Figure 18: Computational cost comparison of the full fine-scale and the multiscale adaptive homogenization analyses.
5.3. Computational cost saving
The most significant feature of the proposed adaptive multiscale homogenization scheme is the fact that the fine-scale
material RVEs are not assigned to all macroscopic finite elements from the beginning of the analysis, as opposed
to the classical homogenization method. In addition, users are not required to specify the finite elements that must
be assigned with a material RVE in advance. The computational framework methodically detects the critical finite
elements that must be inserted into the multiscale analysis. In the four point bending test problem, 206 finite elements
out of the total 1,000 finite elements were enriched with the RVEs (⇡ 20%). Out of the total 680 finite elements in
the L-shape specimen problem, only 132 elements met the linear elastic limit criterion (⇡ 19%). In both cases, the
proposed adaptive scheme led to a significant computational cost saving. In Figure 18, the total computational time of
the full fine-scale simulations of the beam four point bending test and the L-shape specimen are reported as 180 hours
and 23 hours on a single processor, respectively. With the same computational resources, it takes 64 hours (35% of
the full fine-scale computational time) for the multiscale analysis of the four point bending test, and 12 hours (35% of
the full fine-scale computational time) for the L-shape specimen test.
Another source of computational time saving is the initialization time. The full fine-scale beam generated by
LDPM consists of 48,550 nodes and 240,740 tetrahedral elements, while the RVE used in the multiscale analysis in-
cludes 163 nodes and 529 LDPM tetrahedral elements. Similarly, the L-shape specimen consists of 31,165 nodes and
150,767 tetrahedral elements, while the fine-scale material RVE is characterized by 154 nodes and 498 tetrahedral ele-
ments. Therefore, the amount of time necessary to generate the RVE mesh is negligible compared to the initialization
time needed to generate the geometry of the full fine-scale specimens.
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to the classical homogenization method. In addition, users are not required to specify the finite elements that must
be assigned with a material RVE in advance. The computational framework methodically detects the critical finite
elements that must be inserted into the multiscale analysis. In the four point bending test problem, 206 finite elements
out of the total 1,000 finite elements were enriched with the RVEs (≈ 20%). Out of the total 680 finite elements in
the L-shape specimen problem, only 132 elements met the linear elastic limit criterion (≈ 19%). In both cases, the
proposed adaptive scheme led to a significant computational cost saving. In Figure 18, the total computational ti e of
the full fine-scale simulations of the beam four point bending test and the L-shape specimen are reported as 180 hours
and 23 hours on a single processor, respectively. With the same computational resources, it takes 64 hours (35% of
the full fine-scale computational time) for the multiscale analysis of the four point bending test, and 12 hours (35% of
the full fine-scale co putational time) for the L-shape specimen test.
Anot er source of computational tim saving is t e initialization time. The full fine-scale beam generated by
LDPM co sists of 48,550 nodes and 240,740 tetrahedral elements, w ile the RVE use in the multiscale analysis in-
cludes 163 nodes and 529 LDPM tetrahed al lements. Similarly, the L-shape specimen consists of 31,165 nodes and
150,767 tetrahedral elements, while the fin -scale material RVE is characterized by 154 node and 498 tetrah dral ele-
ments. Therefore, the amou t of time necessary to g nerat the RVE mesh is negligible compared to the initi lization
time needed t generate the geome ry of the full fine-scale specimens.
6. Conclusion
In this paper a recently published multiscale homogenization method, which couples a fine-scale discrete model to a
macro-scale continuum model, is implemented in an adaptive framework. An RVE insertion criterion is defined based
on the Ottosen failure criteria widely used for the simulation of concrete behavior. On the contrary to the classical
26
homogenization method, there is no need to assign any RVE to any specific part of the macro-scale problem domain
ahead of the analysis. The adaptive strategy automatically detects the finite elements that should be inserted into the
homogenization framework. Therefore, computational cost is considerably decreased with respect to the classical
homogenization method due to less number of RVEs that are assigned to macroscopic finite elements. The adaptive
homogenization scheme provides accurate results compared to the full fine-scale simulations.
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